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In the last century, the unprecedented population growth and the progressive 

improvement of living standards have been pushing the environment to its limits, applying a 

substantial pressure into the natural resources and demanding ever-increasingly novel energy 

source. Such concerns have been the motivation of extensive efforts devoted to the 

development of novel and efficient materials designed for the production, distribution, 

storage and/or transformation of energy.  

In this context, the development of solid-state proton conductors is of strategic 

interest. These materials are involved in many fields such as humidity sensors, membranes 

for water electrolyzers, redox-flow batteries and fuel cells. More specifically, this later 

technology, which allows the generation and storage of clean energy, integrates proton 

conductors as solid electrolytes to ensure an efficient proton transfer from the anode to the 

cathode. One of the remaining issues is that while the benchmark electrolyte material, i.e. 

Nafion shows high proton conduction performances under operating conditions it still suffers 

from high cost and a relatively poor mechanical stability. Such drawbacks still slow down the 

widespread development of this technology at much larger scale.  

Adsorption-driven heat transfer (AHT) devices have also been increasingly envisaged 

as efficient technologies to be used for the exploitation of low-grade thermal energy sources 

such as solar plants and waste heat. The efficiency of such related AHT systems including 

adsorption heat pumps/chillers strongly depends on the adsorption/desorption performances 

of the adsorbents in terms of fluid uptake, shape of the corresponding adsorption isotherm 

and desorption kinetics as well as the choice of the adsorbent/fluid working pair. Although 

the most commonly employed adsorbent in AHT systems, i.e. the SAPO-34 zeolite, shows 

attractive adsorption uptake and high fluid affinity, its global performance is still not optimal 

mostly due to its energy-demanding desorption of the fluid. Therefore there is still 

considerable room for improving the adsorbent for this targeted technology.  

These two applications have one fundamental aspect in common: the implication of 

water as fluid. While in the large majority of the solid-state proton conductors operating 

below 100°C, water has an indispensable role in assisting the proton propagation, in AHT 

devices this molecule is considered as the most appropriate working fluid. There is indeed a 
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need to gain a deeper knowledge on the behavior of water confined in the materials 

envisaged for these two applications for further developing refined solid electrolytes and 

adsorbents. This calls for an exploration at the microscopic scale of the organization and 

dynamics of the confined water as well as its interaction with the host framework that can be 

achieved by molecular simulations.   

Molecular simulations integrate a large panel of techniques that can describe the 

system either at the electronic (quantum calculations) or the atomistic (classical calculations) 

levels. The treatment of periodic systems at the electronic level requires time-consuming 

calculations that still prevent the exploration of solids over long length/time. The classical 

simulations based on the use of forcefield to describe the interactions between all atoms 

constituting the system are commonly privileged to explore the adsorption and dynamics of 

confined fluid in porous materials using Monte Carlo and Molecular Dynamics simulations.  

   In this thesis, quantum- and force-field based simulations have been intertwined to 

gain insight at the microscopic scale into the water adsorption and the water-assisted proton-

conduction mechanisms in a series of novel inorganic and hybrid porous materials that have 

been identified as excellent candidates for the two targeted applications. The selection of 

these materials results from a strong collaboration between our research team and two groups 

expert in the synthesis of porous materials (IMAP, Paris-ILV, Versailles, Dr. C. Serre & 

KAUST, Saudi Arabia, Prof. M. Eddaoudi) and one group specialized in the development of 

AHT applications (KRICT, Korea, Prof. J.S. Chang). The objective of this strong interplay 

between experimental and computational tools was to identify the key-features of the porous 

materials that drive their performances for the targeted applications. 

Specifically, the following global strategy was devised to select the best water- 

mediated proton conduction materials. An experimental screening was first conducted on 

potentially attractive porous materials that incorporate diverse functional hydrophilic ligands 

with hydroxyl groups or sulfonic, phosphonic and carboxylic acid-based functions as proton 

sources [1–10] and  different pore size and topology to create a percolated water hydrogen 

bonded network to favor an efficient proton-migration pathway [11–16]. The performances 

of these materials were then systematically evaluated in the group by Complex Impedance 
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Spectroscopy measurements in different temperatures (298 – 473K) and relative hydration 

levels (anhydrous - 95%RH). The main results are summarized in Figure 1 where we 

grouped the materials according to their constitutive main proton sources i.e. (i) grafted 

carboxylic functions, (ii) coordinated water molecules, (iii) terminal phosphate (POH) 

groups, (iv) μ-OH groups in the SBU, (v) coordinated acids, and (vi) hydroxyl groups present 

in the ligands.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 - Main materials screened experimentally by group with respect to their proton 

conductivity by complex impedance spectroscopy and their respective conductivity at 90°C 

and 95% RH. These materials were grouped according to their proton source, being: grafted 

carboxylic functions (black), coordinated water molecules (olive), terminal phosphate (POH) 

groups (blue), μ-OH groups in the SBU (orange), coordinated acids (magenta) and hydroxyl 

groups in the ligands (cyan). 

The selection of water adsorbents suitable for AHT purposes was achieved in 

collaboration with the research group of Prof. J.S. Chang (KRICT) with the following 

criteria: (i) chemical and mechanical stability, (ii) a S-shaped water adsorption isotherm 

whose step occurs in a favorable region of relative pressure at ambient temperature (0.05 < 

P/P0 < 0.4), (iii) negligeable hysteresis, and (iv) large water uptakes. 
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This group evaluated the Coefficient of Performances (COP) of a relatively large 

series of Metal Organic Framework materials under different refrigeration operating 

conditions to identify the most promising materials that can compete with the existing 

benchmark material (i.e. SAPO-34). As a typical illustration, Figure 2 reports a comparison 

of the COP of a series of materials at a low desorption temperature (70°C).    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 – Coefficient of performance (COP) at 343 K of a selection of MOFs recently 

studied for AHT applications compared with the benchmark materials in this field. In red, Al-

based MOFs; in blue, Zr-based MOFs; in green, MOFs with 1D pores and μ-OH groups, and 

in magenta mesoporous MOFs. 

The manuscript is thus constructed as follows: 

The first chapter introduces the general principles and technologies involved in solid-

state proton conductors and AHT applications. This is followed by the state of the art 

regarding the materials currently employed in both fields with a special emphasizes on the 

family of Metal Organic Framework materials that are one of the most recent classes of 

porous solids envisaged for such application. 
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The second chapter provides a brief description of the molecular simulation 

techniques (principles, inputs and outputs) that have been used in this work: (i) the Density 

Functional Theory applied here to geometry optimize the investigated solids at the electronic 

level, determine their atomic charges, evaluate the water/framework interaction energies and 

further derive accurate force field parameters, (ii) the classical molecular simulations 

including the Monte Carlo and Molecular Dynamics techniques used here to predict the 

water adsorption isotherm/energetics as well as to understand the water arrangement and (iii) 

the Ab Initio Molecular Dynamics used here to describe the proton migration mechanisms. 

The third chapter presents the computational exploration of the water-assisted proton 

conduction mechanisms of three of the most promising materials that have been identified 

experimentally in Figure 1, i.e. two Metal Organic Frameworks namely MIL-163(Zr) and 

KAUST-7’ as well as the Ti-phosphate (Ti
IV

Ti
IV

(HPO4)4).  

The fourth chapter describes the simulations that have been conducted on three of the 

best Metal Organic Frameworks found experimentally for AHT applications (Figure 2): the 

series of CUK-1(Me) (Me = Ni, Co, Mg), the MOF-801(Zr) and the MIL-100(Fe). 

Finally, the last chapter assembles the main conclusions of this work and the 

perspectives it offers while the annex provides the papers published on other adsorption-

related topics. 
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Introduction 

The objective here is to introduce the reader to the main concepts and technologies 

involved in solid-state proton conductors and adsorption-based heat pump/chiller 

applications.   

The first part of the chapter deals with the area of solid-state proton conductors by 

first providing a general description of the three main technologies in which the proton 

conductors are used: fuel cells, redox-flow batteries and resistivity-based humidity sensors. 

These technologies show a large potential but they are still hampered by the fact that most of 

their proton-electrolytes materials are not ideally adapted to the operating conditions. The 

different classes of proton-conducting materials are then listed and described, including water 

containing systems, oxo acids, perovskite-like solids and hybrid materials, depending on their 

typical operating conditions and their driving forces involved in the proton conduction 

process. This is followed by a section on the promises of MOFs as new solid-state proton 

conductors in both anhydrous and hydrated conditions. Even though these materials have 

been discovered quite recently, due to their vast diversity of composition, topologies, and 

pore sizes, some of pure and composite superprotonic MOF materials have been discovered, 

with performances outpassing those of the benchmark Nafion
TM

.  

The second part of the chapter is dedicated to the description of water adsorbents for 

heat reallocation application, starting with a brief introduction to thermally-driven heat 

pumps and chillers. The use and principles of adsorption-based heat reallocation devices is 

then described, with the introduction of basic thermodynamic concepts including the 

operation and the calculation of the coefficient of performance, an important parameter that 

relates the input and useful heat of a thermic transformation process. A description of the 

main characteristics expected from an optimal adsorbent in heat allocation applications is 

further proposed as well as a list of benchmark materials that are currently commercialized. 

At this stage, MOFs are also presented as promising water adsorbents for heat transfer 

applications. 
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I. Solid state proton conductors 

I.1. Solid state proton conductors-based technology 

The investigation of solid state proton conductors was initiated early 1900s when ice 

was found as an electrical conductor [1], and continued specially in the 1950s with a focus on 

defective solids. At this stage, the proton conduction phenomenon was mostly explored from 

a fundamental perspective. This paradigm started to change in the 1960s with the use of 

Nafion, the first commercial proton conducting material, as a fuel cell electrolyte in the 

context of the Gemini and Apollo space programs [2]. Proton conductors have been 

envisaged so far for several applications including the energy production and storage with the 

use of fuel cells and redox-flow batteries, as well as microionic devices such as humidity 

sensors [3] that are briefly described below: 

(1) Fuel cells are devices that fundamentally turn the energy of chemical reactions to 

electrical energy. Differently from batteries, they can provide electrical power continuously, 

as long as a fuel, such as hydrogen, methanol, or light hydrocarbons are provided. Since 

hydrogen is the most common fuel encountered in fuel cells, here it will be considered as the 

default fuel. In this specific case, fuel cells imply the following global reaction: 

2𝐻2(𝑔)
+ 𝑂2(𝑔)

→ 2𝐻2𝑂(𝑙)                                                                                                  (1.1) 

As shown in Figure 1.1, a fuel cell is made of main components, i.e. an anode, a cathode, an 

electrolyte and structural components (e.g. end plates). At the anode a catalyst oxidizes H2 

and splits it into protons (i.e. H
+
) and free electrons (reaction 1.2). The electrons move 

through an external circuit, providing electrical power, while the protons flow through the 

electrolyte from the anode to the cathode. At the cathode, the electrons from the circuit and 

the protons from the electrolyte membrane promote the reduction of O2 (reaction 1.3) into 

H2O molecules. 

𝐴𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒: 2H2(g) → 4𝐻+
(aq) + 4𝑒−                                                                                        (1.2) 

𝐶𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑒: 𝑂2(g)
+ 4 𝐻+

(𝑎𝑞) +  4𝑒− → 2 𝐻2𝑂(l)                                                                  (1.3) 
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Figure 1.1 – Schematic representation of a fuel cell involving H2(g) and O2(g) (from ref. 

[4]). 

One of the bottlenecks of this process occurs in the solid electrolyte. The 

corresponding membrane must ensure an efficient proton transfer from the anode to the 

cathode and at the same time it needs to be mechanically and thermally robust as well as 

resistant to the direct passage of gases from one electrode to the other (cross-over). In this 

context, two types of membranes are mainly envisaged. One to operate at low temperatures 

(< 100°C) for vehicles and mobile power applications and other at intermediary temperatures 

(100-300 °C) [5–7], avoiding the anode poisoning with impurities (e.g. CO) [8,9].  

Nafion
TM

 is the benchmark material used in low temperature (80 – 120°C) proton 

conducting membranes, even though it is a relatively old material, having been discovered in 

the 1960s. This material consists of a fluorinated hydrophobic backbone side-attached with 

hydrophilic sulfonic groups, forming channels (cf. Figure 1.2a) [10,11]. The hydration level 

of these channels drives its proton conductivity performance. For a low water content, the 

sulfonic polymer behaves as an insulator, as the water molecules are located only at the 

vicinities of the sulfonic groups, forming two separated hydrophobic and hydrophilic 

domains [11]. However, when saturated with water, conductivity values approach that of 

bulk aqueous electrolytes (~ 1×10
-1

 S.cm
-1

 at 80 °C [12]) due to the formation of a well-

developed percolated sulfonic-water network comprising channels filled with free water  (cf. 
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Figure 1.2b) [11]. Indeed, Nafion
TM

 exhibits both a high proton conductivity and a 

reasonable chemical stability at low temperatures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2 –Morphology description of Nafion
TM

 as cluster channels, evidencing the 

hydrophobic backbone connected to hydrophilic chains (a), and clusters (b). Reproductions 

of ref. [10]. 

On the other hand, Nafion
TM

 presents several drawbacks. The first is the strong 

dependence of its proton conduction performances on its hydration state, which does not 

meet the requirement of being used for temperatures significantly over 100 °C. Moreover, 

this material also displays a glass transition temperature at 125 °C which causes poor 

mechanical stability at higher temperatures [13]. Nafion
TM

 also does not tolerate other 

cations than H
+
, which are known to catalyze the polymer chain decomposition [14]. 

Additionally, it also shows an insufficient resistance to methanol crossover, which might be 

an important issue when methanol is used as fuel [11]. Finally, the cost of a Polymer 

Electrolyte Membrane (PEM) based on Nafion
TM

 is prohibitively expensive due to their 

complex manufacturing processes. Therefore, there is still significant room for the 

development of new materials that may overcome all the limitations imposed by this 

material.  

a
) 

b
) 
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Table 1.1 summarizes the main types of fuel cells depending on the operating 

conditions, as well as their applicable properties and most common employed electrolytes. 

Table 1.1 – Summary of the main types of solid state fuel cells based on proton conducting 

electrolytes, their respective most common employed electrolytes and operating conditions 

[15–17]. 

Type of fuel cell 
Common 

Electrolyte 

Operating 

Temp. (°C) 

Power Density 

(mW/cm
2
) 

Fuel 

Efficiency 

(%) 

Polymer Electrolyte 

Membrane Fuel Cell 

(PEMFC) 

Nafion
TM

 80 - 120  300 – 1000 45 – 60 

Solid Acid Fuel Cell 

(SAFC) 
CsHPO4 230 - 280 130 55 

Protonic Ceramic Fuel 

Cell (PCFC) 
BCY

a
, BCZY

b
 400 - 700 100 – 540 60 – 80 

a
 BCY = yttrium-doped barium cerates. 

b
 yttrium-doped barium cerates zirconates. 

(2) Redox flow batteries (RFBs) are recognized as one of the most realistic candidates 

amongst electrochemical technologies for energy storage in the range of several kW/kWh up 

to tens MW/MWh for stationary applications [18–20]. Compared to fuel cells, these batteries 

do not operate with gases that are consumed during their uses. Instead, they exploit the 

chemical energy inherent to redox processes of metal species in two liquid solutions to either 

store or produce energy according to their operating modes (cf. Figure 1.3). Another 

specificity of this technology versus fuel cells is its complete reversibility which allows to 

operate as a converter of electricity into chemical energy and vice-versa [21]. Since this 

system involves the use of liquid solutions, indeed it works at about room temperature. The 

reactions involved in the process are listed in Equations 1.4 and 1.5, where the direct 

equations occur in the charging mode and the inverse equations in the discharging mode. In 

these equations, the A and B species are placed at the anode and cathode respectively. 

An+ + xe− ⇌ A(n−x)+                                                                                                           (1.4) 

Bm+ − ye− ⇌ B(m+y)+                                                                                                         (1.5) 
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The four main RFB technologies are the Fe/Cr [22], the all-vanadium (VRB) [23,24], 

the V–Br [25] and the V–O2 [26] cells. The representation of the components of each 

technology is expressed in terms of A
n+

/B
m+

 pairs incorporated in Equations 1.4 and 1.5. 

They correspond to Cr
3+

/Fe
2+

, V
3+

/VO
2+

, VBr3/Br
-
 and V

3+
/H2O [21] respectively. Unlike in 

PEMFCs, the redox-flow batteries have charge carriers transported through a membrane 

electrode assembly to maintain the electrical neutrality of the electrolyte solutions. In RFBs 

more attention must be paid on the membrane manufacturing, since it must (i) allow the 

crossing of charge equilibrium species, like protons (H
+
) in the Vanadium redox-flow 

batteries, (ii) prevent the water transfer and consequent flooding of the half cells, (iii) be 

resistance upon the acid environment of the aqueous solutions of the positive and negative 

electrolyte solutions and (iv) prevent the crossing-over of the redox chemical species to avoid 

a short-circuit in the cell [27]. Since the power and energy density of RFBs is low compared 

to other storage technologies (limiting their use in mobile applications [21]), there is a crucial 

need to enhance the efficiency of their components, specially their membrane electrode 

assembly as well as the development of their overall design. 

As in PEMFCs, perfluorinated membranes (like Nafion
TM

) are the main Ion Exchange 

Membrane (IEM) used in RFB technologies [28–31]. In addition to the problems associated 

with Nafion
TM

 listed in the previous section, it is often required to modify the membrane with 

inorganic (e.g. SiO2 [32], TiO2 [33]) and organic (e.g. polyethylenimine [34], polypyrrole 

[35]) components in order to increase the ion selectivity of the membrane. Other non-

fluorinated membranes are also employed in RFBs, such as (i) pore filled IEMs, which 

consist of ion-exchange resins (e.g. Amberlite CG 400 [36]) or polyelectrolytes (e.g. 

polystyrene sulfonate [37]) introduced in a polymeric matrix, (ii) sulfonated polymers [38], 

and (iii) inorganic materials (e.g. zeolites [39]). 
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Figure 1.3 – Diagram scheme of a redox-flow battery taken from ref. [40]. Cylinders 

represent the reservoirs where the catholyte and analyte solutions are stored. The widths of 

the space membrane/cathode and membrane/anode where the charge and discharge reactions 

that place are exaggerated for clarity. Usually many of these anode/membrane/cathode are 

stacked adjacently in order to enhance the RFB power density. 

(3) Finally, humidity sensors are involved in a wide range of domestic, e.g. air 

conditioning systems; medical, e.g. incubators and industrial applications, e.g. dehydrated 

food and textile mill [41]. Given their range of applications, an ideal humidity sensor should 

fit a certain range of requirements such as: good sensibility, fast response, good 

reproducibility, durability, resistance to contaminants, reliability in a broad range of 

temperatures, easy processing and low cost [41,42]. With the objective to fulfil such 

requirements, a wide variety of sensor mechanisms have been considered for humidity 

detection based on resistive, capacitive, optical, piezoresistive, gravimetric or magnetoelastic 

properties [41,43]. In the resistive-based mechanism, the difference in proton conductivity of 

a material between its anhydrous and hydrated states constitutes the driving force of the 

sensor. The current materials used in such sensors are ceramics (semiconductors), organic 

polymers and organic/inorganic hybrid materials [44]. However, these materials show some 

drawbacks. For ceramics, due to the chemisorption of OH
-
 at their surface, there is a 

reduction of their resistive potential with time, requiring them to be thermally activated to 

regenerate the sensor surface. This requires an additional heater to the system that increases 

the complexity of the overall system. Regarding polymers, they often present issues in terms 

of thermal and chemical stability and this limits their use in severe environments. Solid 
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oxides and zeolites have also been considered for this application however they also show 

limitations in terms of operating conditions since they require the need of oxidant atmosphere 

and temperatures over 400 ºC [45]. Therefore, optimal resistive-based sensors materials 

operating under harsh environment and medium temperatures are still lacking [45]. In Figure 

1.4, a graphic representation of a resistivity-based humidity sensor is presented. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.4 – Schematic representation of a humidity sensor (from ref. [46]). 

I.2 Classification of solid state proton conductors 

A common point of the three proton conducting technologies mentioned above is the 

need to improve their performances. This search is inevitably driven towards the discovery of 

new and more efficient proton conductors used as solid electrolytes that would make their 

respective processes more efficient. It is therefore of interest to first explore the proton 

conduction properties of the materials that can be envisaged as future solid electrolytes.  

In this context, solid state materials may be classified into three major groups: 

insulators, protonic conductors and superprotonic conductors [47]. Insulators present 

conductivities lower than 10
-10

 S.cm
-1

, protonic conductors show intermediary conductivities 

values that could reach 10
-5

 S.cm
-1

, whereas superprotonic conductors show conductivity 

values of at least 10
-4

 S.cm
-1

.  

Another simple and technological-based approach consists of classifying these proton 

conducting materials into three categories depending on the operating conditions, i.e. low, 

medium and high temperature (cf. Table 1.1). The first family of materials operates below 
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100 °C and their proton conductivity depends on the Relative Humidity (RH), the higher RH 

allowing to ensure a high water concentration to assist the proton migration. The second 

group of materials operates between 100 and 190°C. In this range of temperature, 

conductivities beyond 10
-3

 S.cm
-1

 can be reached with (i) materials with coordinated water 

(e.g. zirconium sulfoaryl phosphonates [48], sulfonated PEEK [49], acid-enriched PAMA 

[50] and PBI
1
 [51]) maintained at high pressure (e.g. 6 atm [52]) in order to avoid the loss of 

water [53] and (ii) porous materials with protic solvents (e.g. imidazole, triazole [54,55]). 

The third set of materials presenting good proton conduction properties at high temperatures 

(usually above 400°C) are perovskite-like oxides (e.g. BCY [56], BCZY [57]) and lanthanum 

tungstate (LWO) [58,59]. 

A more classical and insightful classification suggested by Kreuer [60] assembles 

superprotonic materials, as shown in Figure 1.5, into four main categories: water containing 

systems, oxo-acid salt conductors, densely packed oxides and organic/inorganic systems:   

(1) The first category includes a large diversity of standard materials such as layered 

solids [61,62], oxide hydrates [63,64], heteropolyacid [65], protonic β-aluminas [66,67], 

acidic phosphates and phosphonates [47,68–76], and hydrated acidic polymers [77,78]. The 

sulfonated fluorocarbon polymer Nafion
TM

 is the most known component of this family of 

materials characterized by the highest proton conductivity. In these materials, the water 

molecules play a prominent role in the proton conduction mechanism, by dissociating and 

delocalizing protons from their active sites and by acting as a mediator for the proton transfer 

throughout the solid.  

(2) The second category is made of salts of oxo-acids with sizeable cations (e.g. 

CsHSO4, RbHSO4) which exhibit a superprotonic behavior due to the formation of an 

orientationaly disordered phase called as superprotonic phase transition, at moderate 

temperatures – usually above 140 °C [79]. This phase transition appears to be related to the 

softer M–O bonds [80].  These materials do not require the existence of Brønsted acid sites 

or a structured proton network to manifest high conductivity [79] and they may be used in 

                                                           
1
 PEEK stands for polyether ether ketone, PAMA for polydiallydimethylammonium and PBI for 

polybenzimidazole. 
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tandem with intergranular oxides (e.g. SiO2, Al2O3, Fe2O3, etc.)  to enhance their mechanical 

properties [79].  

(3) The third category encompasses a series of different densely packed oxides.  

These materials show as a common feature their robustness particularly at high temperatures 

and the conduction of proton by vacancies, either intrinsic or introduced by the involvement 

of dopants or chemical treatments [79]. Their use at low temperatures is however an issue, 

since they only present proton conduction at high temperatures. The perovskites (e.g. 

yttrium-doped (Sr,Ba)CeO3 and (Ba,Sr)ZrO3) are typical examples of this family of materials 

that show superprotonic behavior especially at high temperatures.  

(4) The fourth category is formed by the association of organic and inorganic 

systems. One example is the combination of acids like H2SO4 and H3PO4 with organic 

systems incorporating basic functions such as triethylenediamine, hexamethylenetetramine 

and polyacrylamide [60]. Another is the blend of oxo-acids and polymers (e.g. 

polyacrylamide·1.2H2SO4). In this category, the driving force for the proton conduction is 

the synergy between the rich source of protons and a structured matrix for proton 

transmission provided by the inorganic acids and the polymers, respectively. This family also 

includes protic solvents such as heterocycles bases, imidazoles, alkyls and pyrazoles used in 

association with polymers or meso/microporous materials that enhance their proton 

conduction performances through confinement effects [81–83].  
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Figure 1.5 – Temperature dependence of the proton conductivity for the 4 different classes 

of proton conducting materials (adapted from ref. [60]). In black, water containing systems; 

in red, oxo-acids; in blue, densely packed oxides and in green inorganic/organic systems. The 

materials considered in this plot are the Nafion (1), H4SiW12O40·28H2O (2), γ-Zr 

sulfophosphonates (3), SnO2·nH2O (4), H3UO2AsO4·3H2O (5), ice (6), H2O – β-alumina (7), 

(Cs,Tl)HSO4 (8), CsHSO4 (9), RbHSO4 (10), Nd:BaCeO3 (11), Y:ZrO3 (12), Y:SrCeO3 (13), 

FeLiNbO3 (14), Ni:KTaO3 (15), Y2O3 (16), polyacrylamide·1.2H2SO4 (17), poly(ethylene 

oxide) – NH4ClO4 blend (18), α-Zr(HPO4)2/0.75 pyrazole (19) and Zr(PO3(CH2)5COOH)2 

(20). 

I.3. MOFs as novel solid state proton conductors 

Recent efforts in the development of new superprotonic materials have allowed the 

discovery of efficient proton conducting porous materials. Among them, one of the most 

recent class of porous materials, the metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) have been 

intensively explored over the last ten years for this targeted application. 

The MOFs are hybrid porous materials that are formed by the assembly of organic 

linkers and inorganic nodes [84]. They are characterized by a wide range of pore 

sizes/shapes, topologies and chemical compositions [85,86] that make this family of solid 

highly tunable for diverse applications in the  fields of gas storage/separation, catalysis, 

sensoring, biomedicine, and more recently as heat pump components and proton conductors 

[87–89]. 
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Nevertheless, even though a large number of MOF structures have already been 

discovered [85], only a fraction of them are chemically and mechanically stable, easily 

scalable and low cost/low toxic, pre-requirements to be further promoted at the industrial-

level. Considering particularly applications where the adsorption of water is directly involved 

such as water-mediated proton conduction or heat pumps, water stability is clearly of utmost 

importance. In a review reported in 2014, Burtch et al. [90] have defined four degrees of 

stability: thermodynamic stability (ThS), high kinetic stability (HK), low kinetic stability 

(LK), and unstable (Uns). ThS stability refers to materials that are stable over long-term 

exposure to aqueous solutions, HK to those stable under high RH but decompose after 

exposure to liquid water, LK to those stable only under low RH and Uns to those unstable 

upon any exposure of moisture. After a qualitative analysis over different 200 MOFs, Burtch 

et al. concluded that 10% of the MOFs show ThS, 60% HK, 20% LK and 10% Uns 

behaviors. Regarding the water-related applications, ThS or at least HK materials are 

required. This clearly indicates that only a fraction of existing MOFs can be considered for 

the targeted applications in this work and that a significant effort needs to be deployed to 

discover novel more robust architectures. 

Yuan et al. [91] have correlated the stability of MOFs to the Pearson’s hard/soft 

acid/base. In their rationalization, they schematically separated the organic linkers of MOFs 

in hard (carboxylates) and soft (azolates) Lewis basis and the metals coordinated to the 

linkers in hard (e.g. Al
3+

, Cr
3+

, Fe
3+

, Ti
4+

, Zr
4+

) and soft (e.g. Co
2+

, Ni
2+

, Cu
2+

, Zn
2+

) Lewis 

acids. According to their observations, the association of Lewis bases with Lewis acids 

results in more stable materials as the strength of the coordination between metal and ligands 

is accordingly stronger. This overcomes the collapse of the architecture which most often 

occurs via the interaction between water molecules and the metal-ligand connection. Another 

observation pointed out in their work states that stability is also highly enhanced by the 

hindering of the metal-oxo clusters from water upon functionalization and the lability of the 

ligands where large and labile linkers introduce a higher degree of stress in the metal-ligand 

bonds than small and rigid ones [91]. Recent reviews from Serre et al. [92,93], confirmed the 

importance to consider highly-valent cations to form highly stable MOFs. 
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Some water stable MOFs have been often considered for proton conduction 

applications since compared to conventional materials they may offer great advantages in 

terms of tunable functionality, topology and pore size/shape, allowing the design of solids 

with a large variety of potential proton sources and an ordered arrangement of confined 

species acting as proton media. Diverse strategies have been devised to tailor the proton 

conductivity performances of MOFs via (i) the introduction of functional hydrophilic ligands 

with hydroxyl groups or sulfonic, phosphonic and carboxylic acid-based functions as proton 

sources, [94–103] (ii) the incorporation of guest molecules in the pores as proton transfer 

agents e.g., water, protic molecules or strong acids, [81,104–107] (iii) the design of anionic 

MOFs with proton donors as counter-ions in the pores [7,108–110] or (iv) the control of the 

pore size and topology to create a percolated hydrogen bonded network of the guest 

molecules [111–114]. Nevertheless, it is still difficult to rationalize all these approaches into 

optimal design strategies considering the myriad of topologies and chemical environments 

available in the different classes of MOFs. Consequently, much of the experimental research 

in this field is based on trial-and-error methodologies which are often unproductive.  One 

way to change this perspective would be to acquire a deeper understanding of the 

mechanisms involved in the proton conducting MOF materials. The combination of 

molecular simulation and experiments have demonstrated to be a powerful strategy to 

elucidate the proton conduction mechanisms in MOFs although this has been applied only 

rarely so far [81,99–101,115–125].  

Three main reviews have comprehensively enumerated the main proton conducting 

MOFs reported in the literature [86,126,127]. We updated this listing with the inclusion of 

novel MOFs recently reported for this application. Table 1.2 reports the full list of MOFs that 

display a superprotonic behavior (σ > 10
-4

 S.cm
-1

). We deliberatively made the choice to 

classify these materials as anhydrous and water-mediated proton conductors. We can notice 

that some of the reported materials reach the threshold value of 10
-2

 S.cm
-1 

at low 

temperature. This makes them very attractive as an alternative solution to the benchmark 

material (Nafion
TM

). 
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Table 1.2 – Listing of anhydrous and water-mediated proton conducting MOFs, their 

topology, pore, guests, proton conductivity value and operating conditions published in the 

literature according to the reviews of Ramaswamy et al. [126], Meng et al. [86] and Li et al. 

[127]. Entries from 2014 forward were revised and new entries were added up to September 

2018. 

Materials 
Features and 

topologies 

Pore 

Guests 

Conductivity 

(S.cm
-1

) 
Conditions Ref. 

Anhydrous MOFs 

(C2N2H10)(C2N2H9)2Cu8Sn3S12 

3D framework with 

rhombicuboctahedro
n cages 

HCl 3.62 × 10-2 442 K [128] 

CuI-MOF 

Interpenetrated 3D 
network with 1D 

channels 

(impregnated with 
acids) 

Pz·6HCl l 2.17 × 10−2 353 K 

[129] 
Pz·3H2SO4 

l 3.83 × 10−3 353 K 

[Zn(H2PO4)2(C2N3H3)2]n·xH3PO4 Stacked 2D sheets H3PO4 4.6 × 10-3 423 K [130] 

SA-EIMS@MIL-101 a 3D framework SA, EIMS 1.89 × 10-3 423 K [131] 

His@[Al(OH)(ndc)]n 
b 

3D framework with 

1D channels 
Histamine 1.7 × 10-3 423 K [105] 

EMIMCI@UiO-67(Zr) c 3D framework EMIMCI 1.67 × 10-3 473 K [132] 
UiO-67 3D framework Imidazole 1.44 × 10-3 393 K [133] 

[Zn3(H2PO4)6](Hbim) d 

1D chains templated 

by benzimidazole 
molecules 

Benzimidazole 1.3 × 10-3 393 K [134] 

(Me2NH2)[Eu(L)] e 2D layered material (Me2NH2)
+ 1.25 × 10−3 423 K [135] 

β-PCMOF-2(Tz)0.45 
f 

3D honeycomb with 

1D channels 
1,2,4-Triazole 5 × 10-4 423 K [104] 

[Zn(HPO4)(H2PO4)2](ImH2)2 
g 1D chains CF3SO3H 2.7 × 10-4 383 K [136] 

FJU-31@Hq h 
3D framework with 

1D channels 
Hydroquinone 2.65 × 10-4 398 K [137] 

[Zn(HPO4)(H2PO4)2](ImH2)2 
g 

1D chains templated 

with Imidazolium 
cations 

Imidazolium 

cations 
2.5 × 10-4 403 K [138] 

[Zn(H2PO4)(HPO4)]·(H2dmbim)2 
i 1D chains - 2 × 10-4 463 K [139] 

EIMS-HTFSA@MIL-101 j 
3D framework 

impregnated with 

ionic liquids 

EIMS, HTFSA 2 × 10−4 413 K [140] 

(CH3NH3)2Ag4Sn3S8 
3D framework with 

1D pores 
CH3NH3 1.87 × 10−4 463 K, anhydrous [141] 

[Zn(H2PO4)2(TzH)2]n 
f 2D - 1.2 × 10-4 423 K [5] 

[H3O]2[Mn7(3-OH)4(SDBA)6(H2O)4]-

(H2O)2(DMF)8{[(Me2NH2)3(SO4)]2[Zn2(ox)3]}n 
k  

3D supramolecular 
structure 

DMA+, SO4
2 1.0 × 10-4 423 K [7] 

Water Mediated MOFs 
H2SO4@MIL-101-SO3H 3D framework H2O and H2SO4 1.82 343 K, 90% RH [142] 

Co-tri 

Co-tetra 
Co-fdc 

1D structures  H2O 

1.49 × 10-1 

4.15 × 10-2 
4.85 × 10-3 

353 K, 98% RH [110] 

BUT-8(Cr)-SO3H 
3D framework with 

1D pores 
H2O 1.27 × 10-1 (Cr) 353 K, 100% RH [102] 

PCMOF21
2⁄ (Pz) l 

3D honeycomb with 

1D channels 

Pz, H2O 1.1 × 10−1 

358 K, 90% RH [107] PCMOF21
2⁄ (Tz) m Tz, H2O 1.17 × 10−1 

PCMOF2(Pz) l Pz, H2O 4.6 × 10−2 

UiO-66-SO3H 

3D framework post-

synthetically 
oxidized 

H2O 8.4 × 10-2 353 K, 90% RH [98] 

CPM-103a 3D framework with 

cubic cavities 
H2O 

5.8 × 10-2 
295 K, 98% RH [143] 

CPM-103b 4.8 × 10-2 
Fe-CAT-5 3D extended metal 

catecholates 

framework 

H2O and DMA 

5.0 × 10-2 

298 K, 98% RH [144] 
Ti-CAT-5 8.2 × 10-4 

[Sr (µ2-H2PhIDC)2(H2O)4]·2H2O n 
3D framework with 

irregular 1D pores 
NH3, H2O 4.76 × 10−2 363 K, 98% RH [145] 
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{[Co3(p-ClPhHIDC)3(H2O)3]·6H2O}n 
o 

{[Co3(m-ClPhIDC)2(H2O)6]·2H2O}n
 

3D framework with 
1D pores 

H2O and NH3 
4.25 × 10−2 

2.89 × 10−2 

373 K, 98% RH 

363 K, 98% RH 
[146] 

H2O 
2.47 × 10−4 

7.62 × 10−4 373 K, 98% RH 

[H3O]2[Mn7(3-OH)4(SDBA)6(H2O)4]-

(H2O)2(DMF)8{[(Me2NH2)3(SO4)]2[Zn2(ox)3]}n 
j 

3D supramolecular 
structure 

H2O, DMA+, 
SO4

2- 
4.2 × 10-2 298K, 98% RH [7] 

H2SO4@MIL101 
3D micro and 

mesoporous 

H2O and H2SO4 

4.0 × 10-2 

6.0 × 10-2 

1.0 × 10-2 

296 K, 20% RH 

353 K, 20% RH 
423 K, 0.1% RH [6] 

H3PO4@MIL101 H2O and H3PO4 
2.5 × 10-4 

3.0 × 10-3 

296 K, 20% RH 

423 K, 0.1 RH 

Co(DCDPP)·5H2O p 
3D framework with 

1D pores 
H2O 3.9 × 10−2 353 K, 97% RH [147] 

PCMOF-10 
2D layered 
architecture 

H2O 3.55 × 10-2 343 K, 95% RH [97] 

CuI-MOF 

Interpenetrated 3D 

network with 1D 
channels 

(impregnated with 

acids) 

pz·3H2SO4 3 × 10−2 353 K, 95% RH 

[129] pz·6HCl 2.94 × 10−2 353 K, 95% RH 

pz·2H2PO4 1.25 × 10−2 348 K, 95% RH 

Na2[Eu(SDB)2(COO)]·0.375DMF·0.4H2O q 
3D frameworks with 

1D pores 
H2O 2.91 × 10−2 363 K, 90% RH [148] 

VNU-15 3D framework H2O, DMA 2.9 × 10-2 368 K, 60% RH [108] 

H+@Ni-MOF-74 

3D framework with 

functionalized 

groups1D hexagonal 
pores 

H2O 2.2 × 10-2 353 K, 60% RH [149] 

PCMOF21
2⁄  

3D honeycomb with 

1D channels 
H2O 2.1 × 10-2 358 K, 90% RH [150] 

KAUST-7’ 

2D layers 

macromolecularly 

connected thrugh H-

bonds 

H2O 2.0 × 10-2 363K, 95% RH [151] 

Im@(NENU-3) 
3D framework 

H2O and 

Imidazole 

1.82 × 10-2 
343 K, 90% RH [152] 

Im-Cu(NENU-3) 3.16 × 10-4 

VNU-23 
3D framework with 

1D pores 
H2O 1.79 × 10−2 368 K, 85% RH [153] 

MROF-1 
3D framework with 

1D pores 
H2O 1.72 × 10-2 343 K, 97% RH [154] 

Mg4(C8O4H4)4(C5NOH5)4Cs·7H2O 2D layered material H2O and Cs+ 1.61 × 10-2 363 K, 90% RH [155] 

TETA@HPW-MIL101 r 
3D framework 
impregnated 

H2O, TETA, and 
HPW 

1.52 × 10−2 353 K, 100% RH [156] 

Im-Fe-MOF 
3D franework with 2 

cages 

H2O and 

Imidazole 

1.21 × 10−2 

333 K, 98% RH [81] Im@Fe-MOF 4.23 × 10−3 
Fe-MOF 1.25 × 10−4 

PCC-72 
3D framework with 

1D channels 
H2O 1.2 × 10-2 368 K, 95% RH [157] 

CPM-102 

3D framework with 

two types of 1D 

channels 

H2O and NH4
+ 

cations 
1.1 × 10-2 295 K, 98% RH [158] 

Cu(H2spip)Cl2·H2O s 

2D layered materials H2O 

1.09 × 10-2 

368 K, 97% RH [159] Cu2H2(Hspip)2Cl4·H2O 6.47 × 10-3 
Cu(Hspip)(HPO4)·H2O 6.90 × 10-4 

POM-OF 

3D open framework 

with 1D helical 
channels 

H2O 1.04 × 10-2 353 K, 75% RH [160] 

(DMA)3[Zr(HL)F2] 
t 3D framework H2O 1.0 × 10−2 353 K, 95% RH [103] 

[Cu2(phen)2(AcO)2(H2O)2][Al(OH)6Mo6O18]
M(nH2O) 

(M+ = H+, Li+, Na+, K+) 

3D framework with 

1D pores 
H2O and M+ ~ 1 × 10-2 290 K, 80% RH [161] 

Zn3(bpdc)2(pdc)(DMF)·6DMF u 
3D frameworks with 

1D pores 
H2O and DMF 9.5 × 10−3 333 K, 97% RH [162] 

JLU-Liu44 3D framework 
H2O and 

Me2NH2
+ 

8.4 × 10−3 300 K, 98% RH [163] 

(NH4)2(adp)[Zn2(ox)3]·3H2O v 

2D honeycomb layer 

with hydrophilic 

interlayer 

H2O and NH4
+ 

ions 
8 × 10-3 298 K, 98% RH [164] 

La(H5DTMP)·7H2O x 
3D framework with 

small 1D channels 
H2O 8 × 10-3 297 K, 98% RH [165] 

 [Him]2Tb2(ox)4(H2O)2·2H2O y 3D open frameworks H2O and 7.7 × 10−3 353 K, 98% RH [166] 
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[Hmim]2Eu2(ox)4(H2O)2·2H2O[Him]2 

Eu2(ox)4(H2O)2·2H2O 

Imidazolium  7.1 × 10−3 

4.6 × 10−3 

353 K, 98% RH 

343 K, 98% RH 

MOF-808 
3D breathing 

framework 
H2O 7.58 × 10−3 315 K, 99% RH [167] 

UiO-66 
3D with defects 

created by addition 

of fatty acids 

H2O 6.93 × 10-3 338 K, 95% RH [168] 

CaPiPhtA-NH3 
3D framework with 

1D channels 
H2O and NH3 6.6 × 10-3 297 K, 98% RH [96] 

Ln-PCMOF-5 

(Ln3+ = La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd) 
3D pillared layer H2O 

6.0 × 10-3 (La) 

3.9 × 10-3 (Pr) 
2.5 × 10-3 (La) 

2.3 × 10-3 (Sm) 

2.1 × 10-3 (Nd) 
1.9 × 10-3 (Eu) 

1.5 × 10-3 (Gd) 

1.2 × 10-3 (Ce) 

358 K, 95% RH 

358 K, 95% RH 
333 K, 98% RH 

358 K, 95% RH 

358 K, 95% RH 
358 K, 95% RH 

358 K, 95% RH 

358 K, 95% RH 

[169] 

[170] 

VNU-17 
3D framework with 

1D pores 
H2O 5.90 × 10-3 343 K, 85% RH [171] 

UiO-66 
3D with defects 

created by vacancies 

of ligands 

H2O 5.62 × 10-3 338 K, 95% RH [114] 

Na-HPAA 1D framework 

H2O 

5.6 × 10-3 

297 K, 98% RH [172] Li-HPAA 

Pillared layered 

“house of cards” 

structure 

1.1 × 10-4 

K-HPAA 3D framework 1.3 × 10-3 

[CoII(ox)(bphy)·0.2(DMF)]n 
z 

Concatenated “Star-

of-David” 3D 
framework 

H2O 5.5 × 10-3 353 K, 98% RH [173] 

{[Ln(L)(Ox)(H2O)]n·xH2O} aa 

( Ln = Gd3+, x =3) 

2D stacked sheets 

forming a 1D pore 
H2O 4.7 × 10−3 348 K, 95% RH [122] 

H[Ln(H2O)4][MnV13O38]·9NMP·17H2O 

(Ln = Ce, La; NMP = N-methyl-2-

pyrrolidone) 

3D framework with 
1D channels 

H2O 
4.68 × 10-3 (Ce) 
3.46 × 10-3 (La) 

334 K, 95% RH [174] 

[Sm(H2O)5(CO2CH2NH3)2][Al(OH)6Mo6O18]·
10H2O 

3D supramolecular 

framework with 1D 

channels 

H2O 4.53 × 10-3 353 K, 95% RH [175] 

{[Co3(DMPhIDC)2(H2O)6]·2H2O}n 
ab 3D frameworks with 

1D pores 
H2O and NH3,  

4.41 × 10−3 373K, 1.5M NH3·H2O 
[176] 

{[Co3(m-BrPhIDC)2(H2O)6]·2H2O}n 5.07 × 10−4 373K, 1.5M NH3·H2O 

A2[Cr3O(OOCH)6(etpy)3]2[α-SiW12O40]·nH2O 

(A = Li, Na, K) ac 
3D framework H2O, Li+/Na+/K+ 

4.4 × 10-3 (Na+) 
1.9 × 10-3 (Li+) 

1.6 × 10-3 (K+) 

323 K, 95% [177] 

Cu-TCPP 2D layers H2O 3.9 × 10-3 298 K, 98% RH [178] 

(Me2NH2)[Eu(L)] e 2D layered material 
H2O and 

(Me2NH2)
+ 

3.76 × 10−3 373 K, 98% RH [135] 

Cd-5TIA 
3D framework with 

1D channels 
H2O and DMA+ 3.6 × 10-3 301 K, 98% RH [179] 

(N2H5)[CeEu(C2O4)4(N2H5)]·4H2O 
3D framework with a 

double channel 
H2O 3.42 × 10-3 298 K, 100% RH [180] 

In-IA-2D-1 2D layers 
[(CH3)2NH2]

+ 

and H2O 
3.4 × 10-3 300 K, 98% RH [181] 

UiO-66-SO3H 3D framework with 

functionalized 

groups 

H2O 

3.4 × 10-3 

303 K, 97% RH [99] 
UiO-66-(COOH)2 1.0 × 10-3 

SCU-12 

Ladder-like 3D 

framework formed 

from interconnnected 
2D sheets  

H2O 2.9 × 10−3 298 K, 98% RH [182] 

CuI-MOF 

Interpenetrated 3D 
network with 1D 

channels 

(impregnated with 

several molecules) 

H2O, Tz 

H2O, DEA 
H2O, DMF 

H2O, DMSO 

H2O, pyridine 

H2O, NB 

H2O, DNB 

2.89 × 10-3 

2.41 × 10-3 
1.89 × 10-3 

6.58 × 10-4 

1.45 × 10-3 

1.29 × 10-3 

1.02 × 10-3 

353 K, 95% RH 

338 K, 95% RH 
338 K, 95% RH 

333 K, 95% RH 

353 K, 95% RH 

353 K, 95% RH 

338 K, 95% RH 

[183] 

{[M(H2O)8][H(H2O)2.5](HINO)4(PMo12O40)}n 

(M = Co, Ni) 

3D supramolecular 
framework with 1D 

channels 

H2O 2.83 × 10-3 373 K, 98% RH [184] 

[Nd(mpca)2Nd(H2O)6Mo(CN)8]·nH2O ad 3D framework with H2O 2.8 × 10-3 294 K, 98% RH [185] 
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1D channels 

[Me2NH2][Eu(ox)2(H2O)] 3H2O 
3D framework with 

1D pores 
H2O 2.73 × 10-3 328 K, 95% RH [186] 

V[Cr(CN)6]2/3·zH2O 
3D Prussian blue 

analogues 
H2O 

2.6 × 10-3 

1.6 × 10-3 

308 K, 100% RH  

293K, 100% RH 
[187] 

Co[Cr(CN)6]2/3·zH2O 
1.7 × 10-3 

1.3 × 10-3 

308 K, 100% RH  

293K, 100% RH 

{[Cu(dmbipy)(H2O)3]2[SiW12O40]}·7H2O ae 3D framework  H2O 2.60 × 10-3 373 K, 98% RH [188] 

[{(Zn0.25)8(O)}Zn6(L)12(H2O)29-

(DMF)69(NO3)2]n 
af 

2D sheets 

interpenetrate 

forming 3-fold 1D 
channels 

H2O and DMF  2.3 × 10-3 298 K, 95% RH [189] 

UiO-66-(COOH)2 3D framework H2O 2.3 × 10-3 363 K, 95% RH [100] 

(Hpy)2[Zn2(ox)3]·H2O ag 2D stacked layers 
H2O and 

pyridinium 
2.2 × 10-3 298 K, 98% RH [190] 

[Eu2(CO3)(ox)2(H2O)2]·4H2O 1D channels H2O 2.1 × 10-3 423 K [191] 

Ni-BDP-COOH 
3D framework with 

bipyramidal pores 
H2O 2.22 × 10-3 353 K, 97% RH [192] 

MIL-163 
3D framework with 
squared-shapped 1D 

channels 

H2O and DMA 2.1 × 10-3 363 K, 95% RH [101] 

Cu-DSOA 
3D framework with 

two hydrophilic 

channels 

H2O 1.9 × 10-3 358 K, 98% RH [193] 

(C3N2H5)4[MnCr2(ox)6]·5H2O 
3D framework with 

1D pores 
H2O and 

Imidazolium 
1.86 × 10-3 295 K, 88% RH [194] 

MOF-801 3D framework H2O 1.8 × 10-3 298 K, 98% RH [195] 

(C2H10N2)[Mn2(HPO4)3](H2O) 2D layered material 
H2O and 

ethylenediamine 
1.64 × 10-3 293 K, 99% RH [196] 

MgH6ODTMP·6H2O ah 

3D pillared 

framework with 2 
types of 1D channels 

H2O 1.6 × 10-3 292 K, 100% RH [197] 

[Cu(p-IPhHIDC)]n 

(p-IPhHIDC = 2-(p-N-imidazol-1-yl)-phenyl-

1H-imidazole-4,5-dicarboxylicacid ) 

3D framework 

formed from 
association of 2D 

net-like structures 

H2O 1.51 × 10-3 373 K, 98% RH [198] 

NENU-530 
3D framework with 

1D channels 
H2O 1.5 × 10-3 348 K, 98% RH [199] 

[Cu2(Htzehp)2(4,4′-bipy)]·3H2O ai 2D layered material H2O 1.43 × 10−3 353 K, 95% RH [200] 

[Cp3Zr3(µ3-O)(µ2-OH)3]2L3·4Na·4H2O aj 
3D framework with 
cilindrical cavities 

H2O 1.41 × 10−3 303 K, 98% RH [201] 

{Fe(ox)(H2O)2} 1D chain H2O 1.3 × 10-3 298 K, 98% RH [202] 

PCMOF-17 
3D framework with 
1D squared shaped 

pores 

H2O 1.25 × 10−3 298 K, 40% RH [109] 

{[M2Cl2(BTC)4/3]·(Me2NH2)
+

2·4/3H2O}n 
ak 

(M = Co, Mn) 
Isostructural 3D 

network 
H2O and 

(Me2NH2)
+ 

1.19 × 10-3 (Co) 
292 K, 65% RH [203] 

2.60 × 10-4 (Mn) 

(CH3NH3)2Ag4Sn3S8 
3D framework with 

1D pores 

H2O and 

CH3NH3 
1.14 × 10−3 340 K, 99% RH [141] 

[SmK(BPDSDC)(DMF)(H2O)]·x(solvent) al 
3D framework with 

1D channels 
H2O and DMF 1.11 × 10-3 353 K, 98% RH [204] 

(NH4)4[MnCr2(ox)6]3·4H2O 
3D chiral (quartz-

like) anionic 

framework 

H2O and NH4
+ 

ions 
1.1 × 10-3 295 K, 96% RH [205] 

Cu(HL)L am 

2D sheets connected 
supramolercularly 

forming a 3D 

framework 

H2O 1.08 × 10-3 298 K, 97% RH [206] 

[CoIIICaII(notpH2)(H2O)2]ClO4·4H2O an 2D layered structure 
H2O and ClO4

- 

anions 
1.0 × 10-3 298 K, 95% RH [207] 

ZrF[H3(O3PCH2NHCH2NHCH2COO)2] 

1D chains connected 

in herringbone 

fashion H2O 

1.0 × 10-3 

413 K, 95% RH [208] 

Zr3H8[(O3PCH2)2NCH2COO]4·2H2O 2 D layered structure 1.0 × 10-3 

Zr[(O3PCH2)(HO3PCH2)NHCH2COOH]2·2H2O 3D framework 1.0 × 10-4 

[Mn4(C14H8O6S)4(DMA)2]·3DMA 
3D framework with 

1D channels 
H2O and DMA 8.7 × 10-4 307 K, 98% RH [209] 

CaIICuII
6[(S,S)-alamox]3(OH)2(H2O)}·32H2O 

ao 
3D framework with 

1D channels 
H2O 8.60 × 10-4 353 K, 95% RH [121] 

Cu4(L)2(OH)2(DMF)2 
ap 3D framework with H2O, DMF 7.4 × 10-4 368 K, 95% RH [210] 
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1D channels 

NKU-109 

1D chains hydrogen 
bonded 

supramolecularly in 

2D sheets 

H2O 5.87 × 10−4 343 K, 75% RH [211] 

MIT-25 
Micro-meoporous 

3D framework 
H2O 5.1× 10−4 348 K, 95% RH [119] 

MFM-500(Ni) 2D layered structure H2O 4.5 × 10-4 343 K, 98% RH [212] 
{[Zn(C10H2O8)0.5(C10S2N2H8)]·2H2O]}n 1D chains H2O 4.39 × 10-4 353 K, 95% RH [124] 

JUK-2 2D layered structure H2O 4 × 10-4 298 K, 70-90% RH [213] 

[Zn(5-sipH)(bpy)] ·DMF·2H2O aq 
2D layers stacked to 
form 1D channels 

H2O and DMF  3.9 × 10-4 298 K, 60% RH [214] 

Gd3(H0.75O3PCHOHCOO)4·xH2O 

(x = 15–16) 

3D framework with 

oval-shaped 1D 
channels 

H2O 3.2 × 10-4 294 K, 98% RH [215] 

{[Mn2(DBIBA)3]·(NO3)·3DMF·4H2O}n 
ar 

3D framework with 

1D pores 
H2O 3.09 × 10-4 343 K, 100% RH [216] 

[H3O][Mn3-(3-OH)(SDBA)3(H2O)] (DMF)5 
as 

3D framework with 

1D channels 

H2O, H3O
+, and 

DMF  
3.0 × 10-4 307 K, 98% RH [217] 

Mg-BPTC at 
3D framework with 

functionalized 

groups 

H2O 2.6 × 10-4 373 K, 98% RH [218] 

[H2en]4[Ni5(OH)3(trzS)3(en)(H2O)(B-α-

PW9O34)]·6H2O au 

Nanotube-like 3D 

framework 

H2O and 
protonated 

amines 

2.4 × 10-4 358 K, 98% RH [219] 

{NEt3(CH2COOH)}[MnCr(ox)3]·2H2O av 
2D layer with Net3 

groups in the 

interlayer space 

H2O and Alkyl 

groups  
2.0 × 10-4 298K, 80% RH [220] 

[La3L4(H2O)6]Cl·xH2O ax 
3D framework with 

1D channels 
H2O 1.7 × 10-4 383 K, 98% RH [221] 

{[Eu3(bpydb)3(HCOO)(OH)2(DMF)·3DMF·2H2O}n 

{[Tb3(bpydb)3(HCOO)(OH)2(DMF)·3DMF·H2O}n 
ay

 

3D franework with 

two types of irregular 

1D channels 

H2O 
1.7 × 10−4 

1.1 × 10−4 

325 K, 95% RH 

334 K, 95% RH 
[222] 

Tb-DSOA 
3D framework with 

1D channels 
H2O 1.66 × 10-4 373 K, 98% RH [223] 

{H[Cu(Hbpdc)(H2O)2]2[PM12O40]·nH2O} 

(M = Mo, W and n = 7.5-8) u 

3D framework with 

1D channels 

H2O 

1.56 × 10-4 (W) 

1.25 × 10-3 (Mo) 

373 K, 98% RH [224] 
[Cu(bpdc)(H2O)]n 

u 
1D chains connected 

supramolecularly 

into a 2D structure 

1.55 × 10-4 

[CoCa(notpH2)(H2O)2]Cl·nH2O 2D layered material H2O and Cl- 1.4 × 10-4 298 K, 95% RH [225] 

Zn[(HO3PCH2)2N(H)-

CH2C6H4CH2N(H)(CH2PO3H)2(H2O)2]·2H2O 

3D pillared 

framework with 1D 

channels 

H2O 1.39 × 10-4 314 K, 98% RH [226] 

{[Zn(dmphen)(DMF)2(H2O)]2[SiW12O40]}·6H2O 
az

 
3D hydrogen bonded 

network 
H2O 1.30 × 10−4 373 K, 98% RH [227] 

TMOF-2 
3D framework with 

defects 
H2O 1.23 × 10−4 363 K, 98% RH [228] 

Ca-BTC-H2O at 
3D framework with 

1D channels 
H2O 1.2 × 10-4 298 K, 98%RH [229] 

K2(H2adp)[Zn2(ox)3]·3H2O v 2D layered structure 
H2O, adipic acid 

and K+ 
1.2 × 10-4 298 K, 98% RH  [230] 

[Co3(HL)3(H2O)6]n·13n(H2O) ba 1D chains H2O 1.2 × 10-4 353 K, 95% RH [231] 

{[Cu4(dpdo)12][H(H2O)27(CH3CN)12][PW12O40]3}n 
bb

 
3D framework with 

cubic cavities 
H2O 1.0 × 10-4 373 K, 98% RH [232] 

Zr(L)2X2H2·5H2O bc 

(X = H, Na+, NH4
+) 

3D open framework 

bridged by cycloheyl 
H2O, Na+, NH4

+ 
1.0 × 10-4 

(bulk, X = H) 
353 K, 95% RH [233] 

{NH(prol)3}[MIICrIII(ox)3] 
bd 

(MII = MnII, FeII, CoII) 
2D oxalate-bridged 

layers 
{NH(prol)3}

+ 
ions, H2O 

~ 1 × 10-4 298 K, 75% RH [234] 

a SA = sulfate; EIMS = 1-(1-ethyl-3-imidazolium)propane-3-sulfonate). b His = Histamine; ndc = 1,4-naphtalenedicarboxylate. c EMIMCI = 

1-Ethyl-3-methylimidazoliumChloride. d bim = Benzimidazole. e (H4L=5-(phosphonomethyl)isophthalic acid) f Tz = 1,2,4-Triazole g ImH2= 

monoprotonated imidazole. h Hq = Hydroquinone i H2dmbim = protonated 5,6-dimethylbenzimidazole. k EIMS = 1-(1-ethyl-3-

imidazolium)propane-3-sulfonate; HTFSA = N,N-bis(trifluorome-thanesulfonyl)amide l Pz = 1H-pyrazole. m Tz = 1H-1,2,4-triazole. n 

H3PhIDC - 2-phenyl-4,5-imidazole dicarboxylic acid. o p-ClPhH3IDC = 2-(p-chlorophenyl)imidazole-4,5-dicarboxylic acid; m-ClPhH3IDC 

= 2-(m-chlorophenyl)imidazole-4,5-dicarboxylic acid. p H2DCDPP = 4-carboxylphenyl)-10,20-di(4-pyridyl)porphyrin. q H2SDB = 4,4’-

sulfonyldibenzoic acid. r TETA = triethylenetetramine; HPW = H3PW12O40. 
s H2spip = 2-sulfophenylimidazo(4,5-f)(1,10)-phenanthroline. t 

H6L = 2,4,6-tris(4-phosphonophenyl) pyridine. u bpdc = 4,4′-biphenyldicarboxylic acid; pdc = pyridine-3,5-dicarboxylate. v ox = oxalate; 

adp = adipic acid. x H8DTMP = hexamethylenediamine-N,N,N',N'-tetrakis(methylenephosphonic acid). y im = imidazole; mim = 

methylimidazole; ox = oxalate. z bphy = 1,2-bi-s(4-pyridyl)hydrazine. aa H2L = mucic acid; OxH2= oxalic acid. ab DMPhIDC = 2-(3,4-
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dimethylphenyl)-imidazole-4,5-dicarboxylic acid; m-BrPhH3IDC = 2-(m-bromophenyl)-imidazole-4,5-dicarboxylic acid. ac etpy = 4-

ethylpyridine. ad mpca = 5-methyl-2-pyrazinecarboxylate. ae dmbipy = 4,4′-dimethyl-2,2′-bipyridine. af H2L = 1,3-bis(4-

carboxyphenyl)imidazolium. ag py = pyridine; ox = oxalate. ah H8ODTMP = octamethylenediamine-N,N,N′,N′-

tetrakis(methylenephosphonic acid. ai H3tzehp =N-[2-(1H-tetrazol-5-yl)ethyl]-L-hydroxyprolin. aj Cp = η5-C5H5; NaH2L = 1,2-bis(sodium-2-

sulfonate-4-carboxyphenoxy)ethane. ak H3BTC = benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxylic acid. al BPDSDC = biphenyl-3,3′-bisulfonyl-4,4′-dicarboxylic 

acid. am L = 4-(1H-imidazolyl) benzoic acid. an notpH6 = 1,4,7-triazacyclononane-1,4,7-triyl-tris-methylenephosphonic acid. ao H4-(S,S)-

alamox =N,N′-bis((S)-2-propanoicacid)oxamide. ap L = 5-sulfoiso-phthalic acid. aq 5-sipH3= -sulfo-isophthalic acid; bpy = 4,4’-bipyridine; 

DMF = dimethyl formamide. ar DBIBAH = 3,5-di(1H-benzo[d]imidazol-1-yl)benzoic acid. as H2SDBA = 4,4’-sulfonyldibenzoic acid. at 

(BPTC = 2,2′,6,6′-tetracarboxybiphenyl). au H2trzS = 1H-1,2,4-Triazole-3-thiol; en = ethylenediamine. av Et = ethyl. ax L2- = 4-(4H-1,2,4-

triazol-4-yl)-phenylphosphonate. ay H2bpydb = 4,4′-(4,4′-bipyridine-2,6-diyl) dibenzoic acid. az dmphen =4,7-dimethyl-1,10-Phenanthroline. 
ba H3L = oxonic acid. bb H3L = oxonic acid. bc L = cyclohexyl-N,N,N’,N’-diamino-tetraphosphonate. bd NH(prol)3+ = Tri(3-

hydroxypropyl)ammonium. 

In particular, MOFs based on phosphoric (H3PO4) and phosphonic (H3PO3) acids and 

more generally metal phosphonate materials [96,97,112,165,169,207,235–238] offer a 

prominent platform for the design of proton-conducting solids because the phosphonic acid 

groups both act as a proton source and contribute to a better thermal/water stability and 

oxidation resistance [239] compared to other protogenic species. However, in the design of 

phosphorous-based proton conductors, pure inorganic crystalline solids have also been 

considered because of their much higher thermally and chemically stability compared to 

metal phosphonate hybrid materials [240]. Therefore, metal(IV) phosphates have been 

extensively investigated, with a particular focus on titanium-, zirconium-, or silicon-based 

solids [48,241–245] due to their interesting proton conduction performances [47,61,69–76]. 

However, these materials are normally organized in chains or layers rather than in three-

dimensional (3D) open-framework structures, which severely limits their potential as water-

mediated solid proton conductors. Only a few three-dimensional metal(IV) phosphates 

showing an open framework have been reported to date [246–251], mostly due to the 

destruction of the framework upon the removal of structure-directing agents [250,251]. 

I.4. Evaluation of the Proton conductivity and microscopic mechanisms in play 

The proton is a special case among the ions. Different from other cations, the proton 

is the only one without an electron shell. This makes it ultimately small, light, highly mobile 

and much more capable to polarize its surrounding environments. With an aqueous mobility 

approximately 9 times higher than that of Li
+
 and 5 times higher than that of K

+
 [252], the 

proton shows an unusual ability to move in the condensed matter. From an experimental 

point of view at the macroscopic scale, the performances of proton conducting materials are 

assessed by the measurement of their conductivity. The ionic conductivity (σ) is a variable 

which measures the motion of an ion from one site to the other through defects or assisted 
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molecules that create a specific pathway in the solid. The conductivity is expressed according 

to the Nernst-Einstein law (Equation 1.6) and holds a direct proportionality to the diffusion 

coefficient (D), the concentration of charge carriers (n) and the motional entropy (ΔSm) and is 

inversely proportional to the temperature (T), according to Equation 1.6.  

σ =
nDe2ΔSm

𝑘𝑇
                                                                                                                      (1.6) 

Where e and k are respectively the elementary charge and the Boltzmann constant. Taking 

into consideration that both D and n are thermally activated, Equation 1.6 may be expressed 

according to the enthalpies of formation (Ef) and diffusion (Ed), whose sum is assumed as the 

energy of activation (Ea) of the proton conduction process. 

𝜎 =

𝑛0𝐷0𝑒2𝛥𝑆𝑚exp (
−(𝐸𝑑+𝐸𝑓)

𝑘𝑇
⁄ )

𝑘𝑇
=

𝑛0𝐷0𝑒2𝛥𝑆𝑚exp (
−𝐸𝑎

𝑘𝑇⁄ )

𝑘𝑇
                                     (1.7) 

At the microscopic level, during its pathway, the proton moves through the condensed 

matter via a charge-carrier. To date, only a handful of these carriers have been extensively 

considered to participate in the proton conduction mechanism: water (cf. Table 1.2), oxo-acid 

anions [7], oxo-acids [130], amine-based molecules (e.g. NH3 [96], DMA [101]) , 

heterocycles (e.g. imidazole family compounds [54,134]) and oxide ions [252]. All these 

species share an important feature: their ability to form hydrogen bonds. Hydrogen bonds 

correspond to interactions between the hydrogen atoms and light and polarizable atoms, 

especially N, F and O. These interatomic forces may be also understood as the mutual 

organization of three kinds of atoms: a donor (D), a hydrogen (H) and an acceptor (A). A 

hydrogen bond is typically highly directional, with the angle D–H–A (see Figure 1.6) 

normally exceeding 150° in the case of water molecules [253]. The hydrogen bonding is 

characterized by an intermediate energy between dispersive and covalent interactions. In 

liquid water, this energy was estimated to be of 6.3 kJ.mol
-1

 [254] whereas the energy of 

London and covalent interactions lies around a few kJ.mol
-1 

and about 100 kJ.mol
-1

 

respectively [255]. Another important aspect of hydrogen bonds is their dynamic nature, the 

strength and the number of H-bonds fluctuating over time in a considered system [256]. 
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These characteristics of the hydrogen bonds are of fundamental importance to gain a full 

understanding of the proton conduction mechanisms either in homogeneous or heterogeneous 

media. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.6 – Hydrogen bonds (dashed lines) in a system containing water and dimethylamine 

(DMA). Oxygen, nitrogen, carbon and hydrogen are identified with red, blue, gray and white 

colors, respectively. In light blue, atoms that participate to the hydrogen bond as donor (D), 

hydrogen (H), and acceptor (A) and the angle (θ) they establish [257]. 

There is a rich diversity of mechanisms associated with the mobility of the protons 

depending on the nature of the protonic charge carriers and the media through which they 

move, however they can be categorized into two main conduction mechanisms, namely the 

Grotthus and the vehicular mechanisms [258]. In the vehicular mechanism, the proton does 

not migrate as H
+
 but bonded to a vehicle molecule (e.g. H2O, NH3, etc.) which acts as a 

Brønsted base [259] and moves through the medium by molecular diffusion. The Grotthus 

mechanism was suggested in the beginning of the 19
th

 century, when von Grotthus 

postulated, after a series of observations on galvanic cells, that the proton transfer in aqueous 

solutions would occur from one molecule to the other, where each oxygen from one water 

molecule receives and passes one excess proton to the next molecule [260]. A very simple 

D 

H 

A 

θ 
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schematic representation of the difference between the vehicular and Grotthus mechanism is 

given in Figure 1.7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.7 – Scheme of the Grotthus and vehicular proton transfer mechanisms in aqueous 

solutions (taken from ref. [261]). 

With the advances made by the experimental and modelling techniques, the 

theoretical basis involved in the Grotthus mechanism has gained a deeper fundamental 

backbone. In contrast to the scheme initially proposed, the concept of proton transfer [262–

266] is not based on the proton hopping from one molecule to the other in a subsequential 

hydrogen-bonded molecular chain, as it would result in an unfavorable electrostatic 

polarization of the chain [60,252,267]. The propagation of the proton in aqueous solution is 

based on the concept of “structure diffusion”. This is illustrated in Figure 1.8. Initially, the 

proton is accommodated in an Eigen ion, formed by a core of H3O
+
 hydrogen bonded with 

three water molecules, in an effective H9O4
+
 ion. When one of the neighbor molecules of the 

ion breaks one of its hydrogen bonds with the surrounding molecules, a Zundel ion, H5O2
+
, is 

formed between the core molecule of the former Eigen ion and that water molecule whose 

hydrogen bond was broken. In this Zundel ion, the excess proton is directly solvated by two 

water molecules and is accommodated in a central short O–H--O bond where it fluctuates 

between the oxygen atoms almost adiabatically. In a third stage, the excess proton of this 
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Zundel species can be stabilized in another Eigen species upon the change in the potential 

energy caused by the formation of a new hydrogen bond (c.f. Figure 1.8). This dynamic 

between the central molecule of the Eigen ion and a surrounding water molecule which will 

constitute the subsequent Zundel ion is assigned to the terminology “special pair dance” 

[266] and to the global mechanism labeled as the Eigen-Zundel-Eigen (EZE) mechanism. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.8 – Microscopic conduction mechanism of a proton in water [252]. The “structure 

diffusion” is highlighted in grey, with Zundel and Eigen ions shown respectively in dark and 

light grey. A schematic energy barrier assigned to the excess proton between two 

neighboring water molecules is also assigned and it shows the adiabatic nature of a proton 

transfer from a molecule to another under the context of a Zundel – Eigen transition. 

There are several implications of the EZE mechanism. One of the most important is 

the low associated activation energy, usually below 0.4 eV. This drastically deviates with the 

vehicular mechanism that involves the displacement of bulkier ionic species, e.g. H3O
+
 and 

hence associated with a much higher activation energy. Another difference is that in overall 

the excess charge does not actually move in large extent, as the actual movements of the 

excess charges are just from the center of an elongated bond to a more compact bond. The 
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center of charge, or “structure” is however dislocated by a much longer distance, as seen in 

Figure 1.8, this would explain how even so small proton displacements may lead to a large 

overall charge transfer. Even though there is a clear differentiation between both the Grotthus 

mechanism and the vehicular mechanism, in real situations, both mechanisms can act 

together. For instance, in bulk water, due to the self-diffusion of the water molecules (DH2O = 

2.25 × 10
-5

 cm
2
/s at room temperature), about 22% of the total conductivity in aqueous 

solutions is due to the vehicular mechanism [252]. 

The proton mobility has been modeled in different ways in other homogeneous 

media, such as in heterocycle species (e.g. imidazole), where the proton conduction pathway 

occurs along unidimensional hydrogen bonded chain of molecules with the proton transmitter 

media, in a Grotthus-like mechanism [252,268,269]. Interestingly, this mechanism has been 

shown to be even more efficient owing to the confinement of these molecules in porous 

materials [81,138]. 

Another interesting case happens with the consideration of phosphoric acid. In 

contrast to water, which has a high proton conductivity but a low concentration of protonic 

charge carriers, phosphoric acid shows a high proton mobility and a large concentration of 

proton carriers [252]. This component shows an unusual transmission of the charge defect at 

long distance involving up to 4 molecules [270,271] and most probably relates to the 

mechanism initially proposed with the  proton conduction ensured by the formation of 

Grotthus chains.  

Finally, differently from the proton conduction in hydrogen-bonded networks, the 

proton conduction in oxides may be seen like the propagation of an -OH defect, since the 

protons, as expected, are connected to the most electronegative atoms of the oxides by strong 

hydrogen bonds [272]. 
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II. Materials for adsorption heat reallocation  

II.1. Main technologies used in adsorption-based thermal devices 

The use of energy from renewable sources is societally relevant since the fossil fuels 

reserves head to their inevitable depletion. Heat-driven chillers and heat pumps; thermal 

energy storage devices; or desiccant units have drawn attention in the last decades since they 

are able to efficiently transform and store energy in conjunction with green-energy sources 

such as low grade waste heat and solar thermal energy [273–275]. 

Conceptually, the difference between a heat pump and a chiller is that the former 

removes heat from a space making it cooler and rejecting heat to the environment while the 

latter extract heat from the surroundings and use it to provide useful heat. However, heat 

pumps can be used in both heating and cooling applications according to their settings while 

chillers are normally used for cooling water streams. Henceforth the term “heat pump” will 

be employed more generally as they encompass both heat transformation schemes. 

Thermally-driven heat pumps are devices that are able to operate sustainably when 

supply and heating demands are in phase, e.g. in applications such as air conditioning, 

refrigeration and hot water production [89]. The main working principles for such devices are 

chemical reactions, absorption and adsorption. Adsorption heat pumps (AHPs) present over 

its competitors the advantages of a low temperature driving energy sources, the non-

requirement of moving parts for the circulation of the working fluid, simplicity, and use of 

environmentally benign working fluids [276]. However their current relatively lower 

performance is still an essential drawback for a more extended development of this 

technology [89].  

II.2. General principles of adsorption-based heat transfer 

The working principle of an adsorption-driven heat pump technology can be 

understood as a composite of two cycles. In the working cycle, a working fluid leaves an 

evaporator taking energy (QEVAP) from the external environment and then it is further 

adsorbed into a porous material. As the adsorption phenomenon is spontaneous and 

exothermic, heat (QADS) is consequently released to the exterior. In the regeneration cycle, 
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the saturated adsorbent is heated (QDES) in order to desorb the working fluid, which is then 

condensed, releasing heat (QCOND) to the external environment. In Figure 1.9, both cycles and 

the involved heat transfers are representatively shown. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.9 – Working scheme of the heat transfer (a) and regeneration (b) cycles of an 

adsorption heat pump (adapted from ref. [277]). 

These cycles are in turn usually subdivided in two steps, as shown in the 4-step 

thermodynamic cycle represented in Figure 1.10. Starting from the beginning of the 

regeneration cycle, where the adsorbent is entirely saturated and the evaporator is 

disconnected from the condenser (point I), the first step consists of an increase of the 

isosteric heating of the adsorbent. This leads to an increase in the pressure of the evaporator 

(PEVAP) to the level of the one in the condenser (PCOND) (point II). After this pressure level is 

reached, the regeneration goes on with the isobaric desorption stage, where the working fluid 

continues to be heated however now allowed to reach the condenser. At this point, heat 

(QCOND) is released to the environment. This process, as well as the regeneration one, ends 

when the desorption temperature (TDES) is reached (point III). Now under the context of the 

working cycle, the subsequent step consists of an isosteric cooling of the adsorbent isolated 

from the evaporator vessel until PEVAP is reached again (point IV). In the final step, the 

adsorbent vessel is allowed to exchange mass with the evaporator and this leads to the 

capture of heat from the evaporator’s environment (QEVAP) and the evaporation of the 

working fluid followed by its adsorption to the porous material and consequent release of 

heat to the environment (QADS). Even though in a real working heat pump such discretized 

a) b) 
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steps may happen concomitantly, such partition of the process is especially useful for the 

modeling and subsequent performance evaluation of a heat pump.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.10 – Theoretical thermodynamic cycle of a heat pump cycle. In blue, the 

thermodynamic states of the working fluid at the evaporator and condenser. 

As stated before, heat allocation devices may be used for both heating and cooling 

operations. For the former, the energy can be directly taken at high temperatures from the 

adsorbent heating (QDES) and at low temperature from the environment at the evaporator 

(QEVAP) level. This energy is then transferred at the condenser (QCOND) and the adsorbent bed 

(QADS) levels to the environment at the intermediate range of temperature. On the other hand, 

during cooling operations, the evaporator is responsible for the cooling effect, operating at 

temperatures lower than the ambient condition and ultimately using as input energy the heat 

of desorption (QDES). In this case, the heats-generated at intermediate temperature (QCOND 

and QADS) are discarded. These heat pump operation modes are schematically resumed in 

Figure 1.11. 
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Figure 1.11 – Heats and temperatures associated with the operation of a heat pump in 

heating or cooling mode. The arrows outlined in red correspond to the useful heats associated 

with the operation of the heat pump in each mode (adapted from ref. [89]). 

It is then evident that the useful heat is not the same in heating and cooling 

operations. While for the former, the heat of condensation and adsorption are the most 

important for their exploitation in the heating at an intermediate temperature, for the latter the 

heat extracted from the environment at a lower temperature is the core of the cooling 

operation. These concepts are of foremost importance in the assessment of the performance 

of an adsorption-based heat pump. Commonly, such assessment is made with the 

determination of the coefficient of performance (COP), an important parameter which relates 

the useful heat obtained from the heat pump with the heat provided in the regeneration of the 

adsorbent. Therefore, in adsorption heat pumps the COP is expressed as follows: 

𝐶𝑂𝑃 =  
𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑓𝑢𝑙 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡

𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
                                                                                                  (1.8) 

𝐶𝑂𝑃𝐻 =
−(𝑄𝐶𝑂𝑁𝐷+𝑄𝐴𝐷𝑆)

𝑄𝐷𝐸𝑆
                                                                                                        (1.9) 

𝐶𝑂𝑃𝐶 =
𝑄𝐸𝑉𝐴𝑃

𝑄𝐷𝐸𝑆
                                                                                                                     (1.10) 
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Where COPH and COPC are the coefficients of performance respectively in heating and 

cooling operating modes. The minus sign in the useful heat comes to the convention that 

heats leaving the system are counted as negative while heats entering the system are counted 

as positive.  

Considering the reversibility of the adsorption process and most commonly the 

absence of hysteresis phenomena in the adsorption of the working fluid, the heats of 

adsorption and desorption are similar in magnitude. Considering that the heat of adsorption is 

the driving force of the heat transferring, it must be in modulus larger than the heat of 

condensation. In terms of coefficient of performance of heating, it means that: 1 ≤ COP ≤ 2. 

Then again, due to the inevitable heat losses and entropy gain associated with any heat 

transfer processes, the useful heat can only be smaller than the heat provided at a higher 

temperature. Again, in terms of the coefficient of performance, COP ≤ 1. 

Clearly, the calculation of the COP depends on the determination of the heats 

involved in the process. As it is not usual to measure directly such quantity, thermodynamical 

models are then employed. In general, these models are derived from some main 

assumptions, such as the absence of inert mass in the adsorption bed, the treatment of the 

working fluid as a liquid for the specific heat capacities and adsorption calculations, the fluid 

leaving the condenser and evaporator in saturated state and the fluid flowing from the 

condenser and evaporator is enthalpic [273]. Details on the development of this model can be 

found in the review article reported by de Lange et al. [89]. 

In the conception, dimensioning, modeling or even manufacturing of a heat pump as 

well as for any other fluid-based heat transfer device, the choice of the working fluid is 

primordial. A suitable working fluid for AHP applications must preferentially have a high 

enthalpy of evaporation and a high heat capacity to optimize heat transfers from evaporation 

and to store the largest amounts of energy per volume. In addition, the working fluid must be 

condensable under operating conditions and not be a threat to human health or to the 

environment. As it is usually the case for working fluids, only a handful of them fulfil all 

these requirements, e.g. water, methanol, ethanol and ammonia. Due to its superior enthalpy 

of evaporation and heat capacity, water is the most thermodynamically efficient fluid, 
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however ammonia and alcohols, with their higher vapor pressure, are more efficient in terms 

of mass transfer and consequently for cycle time perspectives. Contrarily to water, these 

working fluids can also be operated in temperatures below 0 °C. Alcohols show also the 

advantage to be potentially employed in materials with relatively large pores, without 

involving any hysteresis and showing high stability with respect to the adsorbents [278]. At 

the same time, ammonia is a much more toxic fluid and has already shown to raise stability 

concerns when used with certain adsorbents [279–281]. Ultimately, considering its 

availability and cost, water is undoubtedly the most appropriate working fluid in AHP 

applications. On the other hand, the bottleneck of the AHP technology lies in its core: the 

adsorbent material. Many attempts on improving the performance of AHPs have been carried 

out through combining different pairs of adsorbents and working fluids [274]. There is still a 

growing interest to discover novel porous materials with the optimal water-adsorption 

behavior to achieve outstanding coefficient of performances for the targeted applications. 

II.3. Porous materials in water-based adsorption heat allocation devices 

Similarly to the working fluid, the adsorbents to be used in an AHP must also address 

a multitude of criteria. First of all, the material must obviously be stable towards water either 

in its vapor or liquid state for a long time ensuring an efficient operation of the AHP during 

many sorption/desorption cycles. Moreover, these adsorbents must present a water adsorption 

enthalpy higher than the fluid’s latent heat in order to ensure an efficient mass transfer from 

the evaporator to the adsorption bed. At the same time, such enthalpy must not be too high 

otherwise the temperature of regeneration would be high, what is usually at odds with the 

low powered heat sources that are envisaged to feed the heat pump. Furthermore, AHP 

adsorbent materials should also present a large water uptake (at least over 0.2 g.g
-1

) [282] to 

both favor the portability of the sorption bed as well as to maximize the transferred heat per 

cycle in the heat pump. Such large uptake, however, is much preferably to occur all at once 

in a given pressure. This would allow the tuning of the water adsorption with the pressure of 

the evaporator and would favor the mass transfer process occurring in both vessels. Another 

prerequisite for an optimal operation of an AHP adsorbent is the full reversibility of the 

adsorption, or in other terms, the absence of hysteresis between the adsorption and the 

desorption branches. The presence of hysteresis is mostly assigned to the difficulty of 
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desorbing the fluid due to its capillary condensation in the pores of the adsorbent that would 

increase considerably the regeneration temperature and would add complexity to the overall 

process. 

From a practical point of view, a preliminary assessment of the performances for 

potential AHP adsorbents consists of measuring/simulating their water adsorption isotherms 

as well as their cycling properties by performing a consecutive series of 

adsorption/desorption water adsorption isotherms. Besides the determination of the water 

uptakes at a given relative pressure, the water adsorption isotherm and in particular its shape 

is of high importance to assess the degree of hydrophilicity of the adsorbent. For highly 

hydrophilic materials, such as zeolites containing extra-framework cations, their water 

adsorption isotherms show a sharp increase in its uptake at very low pressure as a result of 

the high affinity between water and the extra-framework cations. On the other hand, in 

typically hydrophobic materials, like the standard carbonaceous materials, the amount 

adsorbed is negligible at lower and intermediary pressures and the water adsorption mostly 

occurs via a pore filling mechanism. Clearly, as stated before, neither of these extreme 

situations is desired for an AHP material, instead, a trade-off between them is highly looked-

for. Such compromise can be obtained with water-adsorbents which show a S-shaped water 

isotherm with a negligible amount adsorbed at low pressures and a sharp step in the uptake 

leading to the saturation. Empirically, it has been determined that for real AHP applications 

this step should be located in the range of 0.05 [283] – 0.1 [284] < P/P0 < 0.3 [284] – 0.4 

[283]. For steps located at lower P/P0, high desorption temperatures are required for the 

regeneration of the adsorption bed. On the other hand, for steps present at larger P/P0, the 

difference between the low (evaporator) temperature and the intermediate 

(condenser/adsorption bed) becomes increasingly smaller, leading to the achievement of only 

minor temperature lifts [89]. 

With the recommercialization of AHPs in the early 1990’s, silica gels were the first 

envisaged AHP adsorbents owing to their application as desiccants [285,286]. These 

materials can be employed in adsorption chillers which use low temperature heat (50 - 80 °C) 

[283]. However, even though silica gels show a relatively large water uptake, the linear 

profile of their water isotherms does not make them as highly efficient materials from a 
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thermodynamic standpoint. Zeolites and aluminophosphates were then further considered 

since they were the standard classes of materials used in the industry for catalysis and gas 

separation [287,288] and largely known for their hydrophilicity. Consequently, commercial 

materials such as the AQSOA
TM

 Z-series, especially the SAPO-34 zeolite (Z02) and partially 

iron-exchanged or pure AlPO4-5 aluminophosphate (respectively, Z01 and Z05) emerged in 

the early 2000’s and became the benchmark AHP adsorbents owing to their high cyclic 

stability to sorption cycles and their suitable water adsorption profile (see Figure 1.11). 

However, their total water uptakes are either still quite low (especially for the AlPO4-5 

materials) or their isotherms do not present a step in uptake as sharp as ideally expected. 

Furthermore, their water desorption requires high temperature treatment due to the strong 

interactions between water and their architectures.  Carbonaceous materials also have been 

considered with some success as AHP adsorbents in most cases using ammonia [289], 

methanol [290,291] or ethanol [292,293] as working fluids. 

II.4. MOFs as water-adsorbent for refrigeration applications 

  It thus appears that there is plenty of room for the development of new highly 

performant AHP materials. Following this trend, water stable MOFs have been envisaged as 

promising materials for adsorption heat applications. Compared to the standard materials 

used in AHP applications, MOFs present a much higher variety of composition, pore 

structure and topology, most often exhibiting high surfaces, pore volumes and more 

importantly a degree of hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity that can be tuned either a priori with 

the appropriate selection of the type of ligand and inorganic nodes constituting the MOF or a 

posteriori, with the decoration of the architectures with functional groups. Among them, the 

following materials, CAU-10(Al)-H, MIL-160(Al), Al-fumarate, CUK-1(M), MIP-200 (Zr), 

MIL-100(Fe), MOF-841(Zr), MOF-801(Zr) and MIL-125(Ti)-NH2 have been reported as the 

best MOFs for such applications. A short description of their structures and water adsorption 

performances is reported below. In Figure 1.12, the crystal structures of these MOFs are 

presented. 

(I) CAU-10(Al) is a MOF formed by 1D chains of cis-corner AlO6-octahedra 

interconnected by isophthalate linkers and µ-OH groups, forming a tridimensional structure 
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with one-dimensional square-shaped pores of ~10 Å. This MOF has shown a favorable steep 

uptake at P/P0 of 0.18 and a water uptake around 0.38 g.g
-1

 at 298 K [294] that is preserved 

even after more than 700 cycles [295]. 

(II) MIL-160(Al) is a derivative of CAU-10(Al), the pristine terephthalate linker 

being substituted by the green 2,5-furandicarboxylate linker [296]. This material shows a 

favorable water adsorption isotherm with a higher hydrophilicity and less steep uptake 

occurring at P/P0 ~ 0.07 and a superior water adsorption capacity (0.42 g.g
-1

 at 303 K) as 

compared to CAU-10(Al). 

(III) Al-fumarate (or A520) presents a rather high water adsorption capacity (~0.40 

g.g
-1

) at 303 K with a more hydrophobic behavior, with a gradual step occurring in 0.2 < P/P0 

< 0.3-0.4 [297,298]. This framework has diamond-shaped one-dimensional pores formed 

from the association of corner-sharing Al
III

 octahedra chains bridged by µ2-OH groups and 

fumarate ligands [299]. This MOF is isoreticular to the MIL-53 framework, a MOF with 1,4-

benzenedicarboxylate (BDC) linkers, largely known for its flexibility and phase transitions 

between larger and narrow pores triggered by the temperature, pressure and adsorption 

stimuli. However, the Al-fumarate does not show a breathing behavior but rather only small 

local guest-induced structural rearrangements [299,300]. This is probably one of the main 

reasons of its robustness, being able to resist more than 4500 sorption cycles when grown on 

support with minor capacity losses (~13%) [301]. This also leads to a much less pronounced 

hysteresis compared to MIL-53. Incidentally, such high degree of hysteresis is one of the 

major factors that prevents the use of MIL-53 for AHP applications [89]. 

(IV) CUK-1(M) is made of the association of 1D chains of M
II
 (M = Mg, Co, Ni) 

edge- and vertex- sharing octahedral bridged by µ2-OH groups and coordinated to 2,4-

pyridinedicarboxylic acid (2,4-pdc) forming diamond-shaped 1D pores of ca. 13 Å sized 

[302]. The Ni and Co variants structure have shown similar water adsorption profiles, 

showing a sharp step in uptake near P/P0 = 0.1. Interestingly, for the Mg variant the step is 

shifted towards a higher relative pressure (P/P0 = 0.2). This interesting behavior allows the 

tailoring of the MOF according to the temperature lift desired in the AHP application, which 
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depends on the P/P0 at which the adsorption step is observed by only changing the metal in 

the MOF, as explained in chapter 4. 

(V) MIP-200 (Zr) is a framework which has 8-connected Zr6(µ3-O)(µ3-OH)4 

secondary building units (SBUs) each connected with eight carboxylate and four terminal 

formate groups interconnected with H4mdip  (methylenediisophthalic acid) molecules. This 

association results in a framework with separated 1D hexagonal and triangular channels of 

respectively 13 and 6.8 Å. The water adsorption in this framework has shown a high water 

uptake (0.39 g.g
-1

) at 303 K and P/P0 < 0.3. This MOF has also shown satisfactory cyclability 

showing negligible uptake loss after 50 sorption cycles [303]. On the other hand, although 

the water uptake in the MIP-200 occurs in the AHP favorable P/P0 < 0.25 range, it shows a 

double step with about half of its amount adsorbed in P/P0 < 0.05, which requires higher 

desorption temperatures for its use in an AHP device. 

(VI) MIL-125(Ti)-NH2 is a framework having bipyramidal pores with dimensions of 

14 and 18 Å formed by cyclic octamers of edge and corner-sharing TiO5(OH) octahedra 

linked to eight NH2–BDC linkers each. This framework shows a steep single water uptake at 

P/P0 = 0.2 and a high water uptake (0.55 g.g
-1

) at 308 K and P/P0 < 0.3 [304,305]. This 

framework although thermally stable up to 550 K has shown 17% of uptake loss after 40 

water sorption cycles in considerably high desorption temperatures (413 K) [306] however, 

in lower desorption temperatures (353 K), the structural integrity is preserved and no 

adsorption losses is noticed after the sorption cycles [305]. 

(VII) MIL-100(Fe) is a framework formed from SBUs composed of trimers of Fe
III

 

octahedral with terminal (-OH, F) groups and linked to each other by trimesate carboxylates 

[307]. The SBU – organic linkers’ arrangement leads to the formation of supertetrahedra of 

ca. 9.5 Å. These supertetrahedra further assemble themselves into a MTN zeolitic 

architecture delimiting two mesoporous cages of 25 and 29 Å free apertures accessible 

through windows of 5.5 and 8.6 Å [308]. In its dry state, this framework has coordination 

unsaturated Fe
III

 sites (CUS) that allow the coordination of water molecules [309]. The water 

adsorption in this framework is characterized by a subtle initial gain in uptake in very low 

pressure followed by a gradual increase in the uptake up to ~ 0.1 g.g
-1

 at P/P0 = 0.2. 
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Subsequently, it is observed a two-stepped gain in the uptake up to the near saturation state at 

P/P0 > 0.4. Although the water adsorption behavior in this framework is not ideal, the 

strikingly high water uptake (0.7 g.g
-1

) and the solid stability are key factors to promote this 

material among the best MOFs for AHP applications. The corresponding water adsorption 

mechanism, showing the key role played by the CUS sites, will be further discussed in 

chapter 4. 

(VIII) The two other zirconium-based MOFs that have been considered for AHP 

applications show the same kind of SBU, the Zr6(µ3-O)4(µ3-OH)4. In one, MOF-841(Zr), 

each SBU is connected to eight 4,4′,4′′,4′′′-Methanetetrayltetrabenzoic (MTB) linkers 

forming a framework with octahedral-shaped cages of 11.6 Å diameter each. The water 

adsorption isotherm of this MOF at 298 K, shows a sharp step at P/P0 ~ 0.2 with a relatively 

high water capacity (0.45 g.g
-1

) [310]. Regarding MOF-801(Zr), the same SBU is 

coordinated to twelve fumarate linkers, forming three symmetry-independent cavities, two 

with similar diameter (4.8 and 5.6 Å) and tetrahedral shape and a third octahedral-shaped and 

larger diameter (7.4 Å). This MOF showed two distinct water adsorption isotherms according 

to its synthesis route: with a water uptake increasing from ~ 0.2 g.g
-1

 to 0.3 g.g
-1

, when single 

crystals and powders are considered respectively [310]. This distinct behavior, related to the 

presence of defects in this framework [311], will be detailed in chapter 4. 
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Figure 1.12 – Crystal structures of the MOFs CAU-10(Al) (a), MIL-160(Al) (b), Al-

fumarate (c), CUK-1(Co) (d), MIP200 (e), MIL-125(Ti)-NH2 (f), MIL-100(Fe) (g), MOF-

841(Zr) (h), and MOF-801(Zr) (i). The C, H, O, N, Al, Fe, Zr, Ti and Co atoms are 

represented by grey, white, red, blue, pink, cyan, turquoise, silver, and indigo colors. Spheres 

of different colors are used to draw attention to the cages in the MIL-125(Ti)-NH2, MOF-

841(Zr), and MOF-801(Zr).  

Figure 1.13 summarizes the water adsorption isotherms collected for this series of 

MOFs which are further compared with those of benchmark materials (AQSOA-Z01 (AlPO4-

5), AQSOA-Z02 (SAPO-34) and an activated carbon).  
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Figure 1.13 –Water adsorption isotherms of benchmark materials [89] at room temperature 

(a) compared with the MOFs’ CAU-10(Al) [294], and MIL-160(Al) [312], Al-fumarate 

[297], CUK-1(Co) [313], MIP200 [303] at 303K (b and c). 

Noteworthy, MOFs generally show a superior COP compared to benchmark solids 

when used for chilling rather than for heating applications [89]. Figure 1.13 compares the 

COP variation with the desorption temperature for six of these MOFs (CAU-10, MIL-160, 

A520, Co-CUK-1, MIP200, and MOF-801) and the AQSOA-Z02 (SAPO-34) benchmark 

material in the case of the chilling conditions, i.e. TEVAP = 5 °C and TADS = 30 °C 

[89,298,303,313]. The MOF MIL-125(NH2) also showed a similar COP (~ 0.80) for 

regeneration temperatures between 70°C and 90°C, however the COP curve was not reported 

[314]. Unfortunately, it is rather complex to make a consistent comparison of MOF/water 
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COP data since the considered evaporation/regeneration temperatures considerably vary from 

one study to another, or these data are not reported.  

However, one can notice in Figure 1.14 that at least five MOFs (CAU-10, MIL-160, 

Co-CUK-1, NH2-MIL-125, and MIP200) outperform the standard AHP adsorbent, especially 

at low desorption temperature. Noteworthy, for chilling applications the MOFs-water 

working pairs are placed among the best efficient pairs compared to other common and 

innovative working pairs  based on activated carbons, silica, zeolites with water, ammonia or 

alcohols as fluids [89,278,315]. This emphasizes the great potential of this family of 

materials for further employment in adsorption-based heat transfer applications. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.14 – Coefficients of performance in chilling conditions (TEVAP = 5 °C and TADS = 

30 °C) of the MOFs CAU-10(Al) (■), MIL-160(Al) (●), A520 (▲), CUK-1(Co) (▼), 

MIP200 (◄), and MOF-801 (►) compared to the benchmark material AQSOA-Z02 (○) 

obtained from ref. [89,298,303,313]. 
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Conclusion 

Proton conduction and adsorptive-based heat reallocation technologies are much 

dependent respectively on the solid materials of the electrolyte membranes/sensors and the 

adsorption bed. MOFs have been pointed out as promising among the novel material 

designed for solid-state proton conduction and adsorption-based heat reallocation 

applications. As shown in this chapter, only a handful of these materials have been identified 

as potential competitors with respect with the benchmark solids in both fields of applications. 

While the effort devoted to the design of novel materials has been relatively successful so far 

employing trial and error or high-throughput screening, a better understanding of the 

mechanisms of the proton transport on the one hand and of the water adsorption on the other 

hand is still needed. This calls for a fundamental perception of the relations between the 

structure of these materials and their properties. Such insights can be developed from dual 

experimental modelling approaches that would ultimately tune the chemical and topological 

features of the MOFs architectures for an optimization of their performances. The following 

chapters are dedicated to the development of this strategy.   
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Introduction 

This chapter is written with the objective of presenting the main molecular simulation 

techniques that have been employed throughout my PhD to model the water adsorption and 

the proton migration in MOFs. I made the choice to introduce briefly the fundamental theory 

behind each major computational method aided by a minimal number of mathematical 

equations with the aim to provide just enough information to explain the computational 

strategy applied along the manuscript. The readers are referred to specialized books and 

review articles provided in each section to get more technical details. 

The chapter is thus divided into three parts. The first one, named Classical Molecular 

Mechanics, presents the theoretical aspects of classical molecular simulations including 

Monte Carlo and Molecular Dynamics as well as the inputs required, i.e. microscopic models 

for both the MOF frameworks and the water, and the interatomic potentials (also called force 

field along the manuscript) to describe the MOF framework/water interactions. The second 

part focuses on the description of the main aspects involved in quantum calculations with a 

substantial stress on the Density Functional Theory method. The third part is finally 

dedicated to Ab Initio Molecular Dynamics, which was highly relevant in this work to model 

the proton dynamics. 
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I. Classical Molecular Mechanics 

I.1. Statistical Mechanics-Ensembles 

The description of the energetics states of matter is defined at the macroscopic scale 

by the laws of the thermodynamics. Elegantly, concepts such as heat and entropy are linked 

to measurable quantities such as pressure, volume, temperature and amount of particles 

without any reference to the description of the microscopic information of matter. The 

statistical mechanics complements the classical thermodynamics by giving a 

phenomenological background and bridging the macroscopic properties of a system to its 

microscopic constituents and their resulting interactions. 

As a matter of fact, the number of particles present in a system is so huge, i.e. > 10
23

, 

that the description of the macroscopic properties of a system via the microscopic 

characteristics of each particle seems very unlikely. Fortunately, most of the macroscopic 

observables of a system are not sensitive to microscopic details and therefore the properties 

of the system can be collectively derived. The collection of possible states of a system, 

considered all at once, which lead to a common set of macroscopic properties forms what we 

call an ensemble. 

According to the statistical mechanics theory, it is possible to link each macroscopic 

property A to a microscopic function a that depends on the coordinates of each particle r in a 

similar way as for instance the temperature which is directly related to the average kinetic 

energy of the particles. In this sense, for an ensemble of N particles, a macroscopic property 

A can be calculated by an averaging procedure [1]: 

𝐴 = ∑ 𝑝𝑖𝑎(𝑟𝑖)
𝑁
𝑖 = 〈𝑎〉.                                                                                                         (2.1) 

Where pi is the probability of a given state a(ri) with respect to the other states. 

The classical laws of thermodynamics establish that a given system is defined when 

three of its fundamental variables (number of particles, energy, temperature, volume and 

chemical potential) are known since they are all linked by the fundamental equations of the 

thermodynamics expressed by Equation 2.2: 
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𝑑𝑆 =
1

𝑇
𝑑𝐸 +

𝑃

𝑇
𝑑𝑉 −

µ

𝑇
𝑑𝑁.                                                                                                   (2.2) 

Where S is the entropy of the system, E its internal energy and µ its chemical potential. By 

analogy, the ensembles are also entirely defined by three among five fundamental variables: 

number of particles, energy, temperature, volume and chemical potential. Many ensembles 

can be envisaged by fixing three of these variables. Here, the main characteristics of the three 

most common ensembles, i.e. the microcanonical, canonical and grand canonical ensembles 

will be summarized. 

Considering an ensemble with non-degenerated energy levels (NU) denoted by Ω, 

each of these energetic levels shows a possible number of arrangements, ω(NU). The total 

number of possible arrangements can be calculated using Equation 2.3: 

𝜔(𝑁𝐸) =
𝜔(𝑁𝐸

∗ )

𝛺
=

𝑁!

∏ 𝑁𝐸!𝐸
                                                                                                        (2.3) 

where ω(NE*) is the most probable of these arrangements, which corresponds to the one with 

the largest number of states, NU* [2]. 

In the case of a closed system, i.e. a system which does not exchange neither matter 

nor energy, the number of particles, energy and volume are kept constant. Such a (NVE) 

ensemble is called as microcanonical ensemble. In such a system, the internal energy can be 

obtained by summing the energy of the individual energy states E = E1 + E2 + … + EN. On 

the other hand, as shown by Equation 2.3 the total number of non-degenerated energy levels 

is expressed as a product. In order to treat additively the contributions of these levels, one 

shall consider the logarithm of Ω as follows: 

𝑙𝑛Ω(E) = lnΩ1(𝐸1) + 𝑙𝑛Ω2(𝐸2) + ⋯+ 𝑙𝑛Ω𝑁(𝐸𝑁)                                                            (2.4) 

𝑙𝑛Ω = 𝑙𝑛𝑁! − 𝑙𝑛∏ 𝑁𝐸!𝐸 = −𝑁∑
𝑁𝐸

𝑁
𝑙𝑛

𝑁𝐸

𝑁𝐸 = −𝑁∑ 𝑃𝐸𝑙𝑛𝑃𝐸𝐸                                             (2.5) 

Since the redistribution of states over the particles is spontaneous, according to the 

second law of thermodynamics, the entropy, which is an extensive thermodynamic variable, 

should increase until thermodynamic equilibrium is reached. Boltzmann and Planck 
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established a relation between the number of degenerated states of a system and the entropy 

[2,3]. The so-obtained relation corresponds to the Boltzmann equation defined by Equation 

2.6: 

𝑆(𝑁, 𝑉, 𝐸) = 𝑘𝐵𝑙𝑛Ω(N, V, E).                                                                                               (2.6) 

Where kB is the Boltzmann’s constant whose value is 1.3806505(24) × 10
-23

 J.K
-1

.  

One basic assumption of the statistical mechanics applied to the microcanonical 

ensemble implies that all degenerated energy states of a system are equally probable, 

however the number of states that corresponds to a given distribution of energy depends 

strongly on the energy [2]. To find the most likely configuration (where lnΩ is maximized), 

the left hand side of Equation 2.4 is derived with respect to the energy (Equation 2.7). This 

expression corresponds to the definition of the thermodynamic beta (β) known as coldness, a 

fundamental thermodynamic quantity. 

𝛽(𝑁, 𝑉, 𝐸)|𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑢𝑚 = (
𝜕𝑙𝑛Ω(E)

𝜕𝐸
)
𝑁,𝑉,𝐸

= 0.                                                                       (2.7) 

The incorporation of the partial derivative of the entropy with respect to the internal 

energy in Equation 2.2 allows the derivation of a relation between the variation of the 

number of non-degenerated states with the internal energy and the temperature in Equation 

2.8: 

(
𝜕𝑆

𝜕𝐸
)
𝑉,𝑁

=
1

𝑇
= 𝑘𝐵𝛽   →    𝛽 =

1

𝑘𝐵𝑇
                                                                                      (2.8) 

We can then define the canonical ensemble. In this ensemble, the volume, 

temperature and number of particles are maintained fixed. Only the energy transfer is 

allowed between the system and its external environment. Considering a system (denoted as 

A) where the energy is allowed to be exchanged with a heat bath (denoted as B), the total 

energy is the sum of the energies of A and B. If the system A is set in one specific energy 

state Ui, the probability pi to find the system A in state i at a temperature T is given by the 

Boltzmann distribution: 
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𝑝𝑖 =
𝑒𝑥𝑝(−

𝐸𝑖
𝑘𝐵𝑇
⁄ )

∑ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−
𝐸𝑖

𝑘𝐵𝑇
⁄ )𝑖

=
𝑒𝑥𝑝(−

𝐸𝑖
𝑘𝐵𝑇
⁄ )

𝑄
                                                                                      (2.9) 

Where the term Q = Q(N,V,T) is a normalization constant called canonical partition function, 

given by the sum over all the possible i states of the system A in the ensemble. 

Coupling the Helmholtz free energy (F) definition (F = E – TS) with Equation 2.6, it 

is possible to derive Equation 2.10 for a system at constant temperature.  

𝐹 = −𝑘𝐵𝑇𝑙𝑛𝑄                                                                                                                    (2.10) 

As shown below in Equation 2.11, the Helmholtz free energy is a characteristic state 

function of T, V and N, the same variables that are fixed in the canonical ensemble. 

Therefore, the Helmholtz free energy and consequently the partition function is the starting 

point for the complete treatment of the system. 

𝑑𝐹 = −𝑆𝑑𝑇 − 𝑃𝑑𝑉 + µ𝑑𝑁                                                                                               (2.11) 

The Grand Canonical ensemble refers to an expanded canonical system where not 

only the energy but also the number and nature of particles are allowed to be exchanged. In 

this case, the temperature T, the volume V and the chemical potential µ are fixed. The 

probability to find the system in a state i is given by Equation 2.12: 

𝑝𝑖 =
exp (𝛽(𝑁𝑖𝜇−𝐸𝑖))

𝑄′
=

exp (𝛽(𝑁𝑖𝜇−𝐸𝑖))

∑ exp (𝛽(𝑁𝑖𝜇−𝐸𝑖))𝑖
.                                                                   (2.12) 

where Q’ is the grand canonical partition function. 

By analogy with the canonical ensemble, which considers the Helmholtz free energy 

related to the partition function, in the grand canonical ensemble the partition function is 

related to the grand potential (ΦG), a function defined by Equation 2.13: 

𝛷𝐺 = −𝑃𝑉 = 𝐹 − µ𝑁.                                                                                                       (2.13) 
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By differentiating this function and combining it with Equation 2.11, it is possible to 

stress that the grand potential is a thermodynamic function of the variables µ, V and T 

(Equation 2.14). 

𝑑𝛷𝐺 = 𝑑𝐹 − 𝑁𝑑𝜇 − 𝜇𝑑𝑁 = −𝑆𝑑𝑇 − 𝑃𝑑𝑉 − 〈𝑁〉𝑑𝜇                                                       (2.14) 

Additionally, the fundamental relation of this grand canonical ensemble is given by 

Equation 2.15: 

𝛷𝐺 = −𝑃𝑉 = −𝑘𝐵𝑙𝑛𝑄′                                                                                                      (2.15) 

As it can be seen from Equations 2.2 and 2.6 in the microcanonical ensemble, 

Equations 2.9 and 2.10 in the canonical ensemble, and Equations 2.12 and 2.15 in the grand 

canonical ensemble, the thermodynamic variables of each ensemble can be evaluated as 

partial derivatives of the entropy, the Helmholtz free energy and the grand potential 

respectively. Since each of these functions are defined from a microscopic perspective by 

means of their respective partition functions, it is then possible to characterize the 

macroscopic properties of each system by averaging their microscopic properties. 

In general, the partition function of any ensemble can be expressed as an integral of 

the appropriate Hamiltonian of the ensemble over the coordinates and momenta of its 

constituent particles (Equation 2.16).  

𝑄 =  
1

ℎ3𝑁𝑁!
∫𝑑𝑝𝑁𝑑𝑟𝑁exp [−𝛽 Ĥ (𝒑𝑁 , 𝒓𝑁)]                                                                      (2.16) 

The thermodynamic observable A
 
can be then obtained by Equation 2.17. 

〈𝐴〉 =
∫𝑑𝑝𝑁𝑑𝑟𝑁𝐴(𝒑𝑁,𝒓𝑁)𝑒𝑥𝑝[−𝛽 Ĥ (𝒑𝑁,𝒓𝑁)]

∫𝑑𝑝𝑁𝑑𝑟𝑁𝑒𝑥𝑝[−𝛽 Ĥ (𝒑𝑁,𝒓𝑁)]

                                                                            (2.17) 

The properties measured in a static manner through averages in the configurational 

space, are in real experiments evaluated by averages over time corresponding to the evolution 

of the system considered at thermodynamic equilibrium. The ergodic principle states that, for 
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a sufficiently long time, the time averaging (Equation 2.18) matches the configurational 

averaging described above. 

〈𝐴〉 = lim𝑡→∞ ∫ 𝑑𝑡′𝐴(𝑟, 𝑡′)
𝑡

0
                                                                                              (2.18) 

In the following sections, the implementation of this theoretical background in a 

computational perspective will be introduced with a brief explanation of the classical 

molecular simulation techniques employed in this thesis, i.e. Monte Carlo and Molecular 

Dynamics. 

I.2. Monte Carlo Simulations  

I.2.1. General aspects 

In the previous section, Equation 2.17 was defined for an observable in a generic 

ensemble. Such an observable would require the evaluation of the function A(p
N
,r

N
) for the 

total number of particles of the system by means of numerical quadrature. However, such a 

strategy is both impracticable and not enough accurate. Typically, for a system containing 

100 particles and 5 mesh points it would require the evaluation of the integrand of 10
210

 

points. In such conditions, besides the requirement of a huge computational effort, the large 

number of points to be averaged would result in high statistical errors. In light of these 

arguments, it becomes clear that the use of a sampling scheme such as the Monte Carlo 

method to evaluate the partition function (Equation 2.17) is required. However, a simple 

sampling scheme cannot be used to sample multidimensional integrals over the 

configurational space [4]. Fortunately, a careful look of Equation 2.17 reveals that the 

observable is not only an integral but a ratio of integrals.  

There is a crucial need to select a reasonable number of representative points large 

enough to ensure an optimal exploration of the system thus allowing an accurate evaluation 

of the statistical average. This set of points, also called configuration, is described by a 

Maxwell Boltzmann distribution that is generated by the Metropolis method. Starting with an 

initial configuration randomly generated, the MC simulations consist of several millions of 

random trials/moves that allow an efficient sampling of the selected ensemble. The 
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corresponding random trials are accepted or rejected with appropriate criteria. These criteria 

are based on the Metropolis algorithm mentioned below at the core of the MC simulations.  

Starting with an initial configuration denoted o (o for old) of the system r
N
 with a 

Boltzmann density probability of η(o), the probability to move towards a new configuration 

with a Boltzmann density probability of η(n) (n for new) is defined by π(o → n). In order to 

not perturb the equilibrium, the average number of accepted moves from o to n must be the 

same as the reverse. This is stated by the so-called balance equation (Equation 2.19): 

𝜂(𝑜) × 𝜋(𝑜 → 𝑛) = 𝜂(𝑛) × 𝜋(𝑛 → 𝑜).                                                                             (2.19) 

The probability π(o → n) can be expressed as the probability of selecting the new 

configuration n , i.e. α(o → n), multiplied by the probability of accepting it, acc(o → n). 

𝜋(𝑜 → 𝑛) = 𝛼(𝑜 → 𝑛) × 𝑎𝑐𝑐(𝑜 → 𝑛)                                                                               (2.20) 

Considering a symmetric probability of selection from o to n and vice-versa in a NVE 

ensemble, Equation 2.19 turns to Equation 2.21: 

𝑎𝑐𝑐(𝑜→𝑛)

𝑎𝑐𝑐(𝑛→𝑜)
=

𝜂(𝑛)

𝜂(𝑜)
= 𝑒𝑥𝑝[−𝛽(𝑈(𝑛) − 𝑈(𝑜))]                                                                       (2.21) 

Where the potential energies U(n) and U(o) are calculated using predefined potential 

expressions.  

The following o → n move is thus accepted with the following probability as defined 

by the Metropolis algorithm (Equation 2.22) 

𝑎𝑐𝑐(𝑜 → 𝑛) = min(1,
𝜂(𝑛)

𝜂(𝑜)⁄ ) = min(1, 𝑒𝑥𝑝[−𝛽Δ𝑈]).                                          (2.22) 

The trial move is then accepted if the energy of the new configuration is lower than 

that of the old one. If this is not the case, the Boltzmann factor ( )exp( U ) is calculated 

and a random number (Ranf) is generated in the interval [0,1]. If Ranf is higher than 
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)exp( U , the new configuration is accepted, otherwise it is rejected and another trial 

move is attempted. This process continues for a certain number of steps (several millions) in 

order to generate an ensemble of configurations that obey to the Boltzmann statistical rule. 

Acceptance rates for each possible trial have to be judiciously adjusted in order to approach 

the equilibrium in a most efficient way. Usually, the acceptance rate is fixed to be about 40-

50%. For accurate statistical results, the steps performed prior to equilibration have to be 

excluded in the analysis and the averages of interest be calculated over several millions of 

configurations. 

In the typical MC simulations we used to explore our guest/host systems, the 

molecules of a given system are subjected to specific moves/trials in order to effectively 

sample the energy landscape of the ensemble. The most standard MC trials are thus the 

translation, rotation, insertion/deletion, partial/full regrow and identity change (in the case of 

a mixture of molecules). 

The translation move is characterized by the displacement of the center of mass of a 

molecule by a random factor such as that: 

𝒓(𝑛) = 𝒓(𝑜) + 𝛥𝑟(𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑓 − 0.5).                                                                                      (2.23) 

where Δr is the maximum displacement allowed. This parameter must be wisely chosen since 

for small displacements, the movement is more likely to be accepted however a larger 

number of steps is required for an efficient sampling of the phase space. In contrast for too 

large Δr values, the majority of the trial moves will be rejected. The Δr values are selected in 

such a way to respect the 40-50% probability acceptance of the trial moves however the most 

important parameter to take into consideration is the effective sampling of the configurational 

space [4]. 

 The rotation move is considered for molecules with more than one interaction center 

and consists of assigning linear rotation transformations in the position vector with the 

rotation of one of the matrixes RX, RY and RZ such as its coordinates are rotated by an angle 

of Δθ along the x, y or z axis. For instance, for a rotation along the x axis, the rotational move 

can be expressed as Equation 2.24: 
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 𝒓(𝑛) = 𝑅𝑋 . 𝒓(𝑜) =  [
1 0 0
0 𝑐𝑜𝑠Δ𝜃 −𝑠𝑖𝑛Δ𝜃
0 𝑠𝑖𝑛Δ𝜃 𝑐𝑜𝑠Δ𝜃

] . 𝒓(𝑜)                                                           (2.24) 

Again the choice of Δθ must be judicious in order to favor an adequate sampling.  

The insertion trial which corresponds to the creation of a molecule placed in a random 

position and orientation also follows a Metropolis scheme. The acceptance probability of the 

new configuration is then given by Equation 2.25: 

𝑎𝑐𝑐(𝑜 → 𝑛) = min (1,
𝛽𝑓𝑉

𝑁+1
exp (−𝛽Δ𝑈))                                                                         (2.25) 

Where f is the fugacity of the molecule, V is the volume of the simulation box. 

The insertion trial may also be achieved with the Configurational-Bias Monte Carlo 

(CBMC) algorithm [5] when the standard Metropolis algorithm fails. This is for instance the 

case for molecules of large size to be incorporated in a relatively small porosity. First, the 

molecules are segmented in pre-defined beads. The first bead is then randomly inserted 

according to the Metropolis acceptance rule for an insertion move and the rest of molecule is 

then constructed by insertion trial moves obeying pre-defined intramolecular interactions. 

The construction of chain molecules according to their bonded potential is what attributes the 

“biased” factor in the CBMC algorithm.  

The deletion trials are usually implemented with the random removal of a given 

molecule in a Metropolis scheme whose acceptance probability is given by Equation 2.26. 

𝑎𝑐𝑐(𝑜 → 𝑛) = min (1,
𝛽𝑓𝑉

𝑁+1
exp (−𝛽Δ𝑈))                                                                         (2.26) 

In the regrowth move trial, similarly to the CBMC move, the molecules are 

discretized in beads and have these beads reorganized according to their intramolecular 

interactions. This reorganization can be done either by the removal of the molecule followed 

by their insertion with their beads randomly positioned (full regrowth) or the partial removal 

of some of the beads followed by their regrowth (partial regrowth). 
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The identity change is another trial implemented in the case of mixture of two or 

more molecules and this corresponds to a swap of molecules. The acceptance probability in a 

system of two molecules A and B is given by Equation 2.27: 

𝑃 = min {1,
𝑓𝐵𝑁𝐴

𝑓𝐴(𝑁𝐵+1)
exp (−𝛽Δ𝑈)}                                                                                  (2.27) 

Other trials can be also considered in MC simulations, some of them to calculate 

specific properties, such as the Widom insertion move [6], and some others to introduce 

biased potentials in order to map the configurational space of systems that present rare low-

energy configurations such as in dense liquids or solids or macromolecular or polymeric 

systems [7,8]. 

I.2.2. Illustrations for the adsorption description in porous solids 

MC simulations in the grand canonical ensemble, currently labeled as GCMC 

simulations, are frequently employed to assess the adsorption isotherms of a series of gases 

in a given porous solid once a thoughtful choice of the interacting potentials and microscopic 

models for both the adsorbent and the adsorbate (see sections I.4, I.5 and I.6) has been made. 

A comparison between the calculated total amount of adsorbed molecules and the 

corresponding experimental data needs to be carried out with caution. First, because in the 

simulations the porous material is assumed to be ideally activated, which is not always true 

from an experimental standpoint [9]. Moreover, during the simulation all the phase space of a 

unit cell is taken as available to be assessed even if the porosity is restricted by small 

windows or blocking molecules. To address this situation, it is usual to restrain the access of 

the adsorbate to parts of the porosity upon a blocking procedure.  

Another important property calculated by GCMC calculations is the enthalpy of 

adsorption (ΔHads), commonly evaluated from the fluctuation of the number of molecules in 

the system and the potential energy U, as in Equation 2.28 [10]. The adsorption enthalpy may 

also be decoupled into adsorbate-adsorbate and adsorbent-adsorbate contributions, allowing 

to attribute the contributions of the surface-fluid and fluid-fluid interactions as a function of 

loading.  
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Δ𝐻𝑎𝑑𝑠 = 𝑅𝑇 −
〈𝑈.𝑁〉−〈𝑈〉〈𝑁〉

〈𝑁2〉−〈𝑁〉2
                                                                                                 (2.28) 

This method of calculation of the adsorption enthalpy assumes an ideal behavior of 

the gas phase and is dependent of a considerably large number of steps in order to achieve 

reliable results to this variable, especially at low coverage. The use of the mentioned 

Widom’s insertion move applied in the canonical ensemble [6], a more recent and accurate 

strategy to obtain the heat of adsorption, allow to circumvent this limitation. The simulated 

adsorption enthalpy profile is then comparable with the experimental adsorption enthalpy 

profiles issued from microcalorimetry measurements performed in a wide range of pressures.  

Beyond the prediction of the adsorption isotherms and enthalpies, MC simulations are 

valuable to gain insight on the microscopic mechanism involved and complement different 

types of experimental in situ measurements including infra-red spectroscopy and X-

ray/neutron diffraction [11–13]. This analysis at the microscopic level is usually only 

assumed to be reliable when a reasonable agreement between simulated and experimental 

macroscopic properties (isotherms, enthalpies, etc.) is achieved. Such microscopic analysis is 

carried out using a collection of strategies such as (i) careful analysis of snapshots, (ii) 

construction of 2D density probability plots, and (iii) analysis of radial distribution functions 

(RDFs) between atom pairs of interest.  

I.3. Molecular Dynamics simulations 

I.3.1. Basic Principles 

As mentioned in the section I.1, the ergodic principle states that the observables 

determined from the sampling and averaging of the configurational phase space in different 

ensembles can also be obtained by averaging over time with the implementation of molecular 

dynamics (MD) simulations. In this case, the MD simulations compute the evolution of the 

particles of a given system over time according to the classical Newton’s equations of 

motion. As the observables are not averaged along a configurational space, different relations 

between the microscopic and macroscopic domains other than the partition functions must be 

applied in MD. One widespread consideration in classical many-body systems states for 
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instance that the temperature can be calculated from the definition of the equipartition 

principle [4]: 

𝑇(𝑡) = ∑
𝑚𝑖𝑣𝑖

2(𝑡)

𝑘𝐵𝑁𝑓

𝑁
𝑖=1                                                                                                             (2.29) 

Where Nf is the number of degrees of freedom (Nf = N – 3) for a tridimensional system with 

N particles with fixed total momentum, and mi and vi are respectively the mass and velocity 

of a particle i. 

In a MD simulation, each atom of the system is randomly assigned to an initial 

velocity following most currently a Boltzmann distribution. The determination of the force 

acting on each atom is obtained by the gradient of the potential acting to each atom (Equation 

2.30).  

𝒇(𝒓) = −∇𝑈(𝒓)                                                                                                                 (2.30) 

Once the forces are derived, they are integrated in the Newton’s equations 

numerically over short-time steps via appropriate algorithms in order to generate the time-

dependent trajectory of the system, a sequence of atomic positions with respect to time. 

Different integration algorithms exist, such as the Verlet [14,15], Leap Frog [16] and Beeman 

algorithms [17,18]. We used in this work the velocity Verlet algorithm [19] which integrates 

at the same time the positions and the velocities of the atoms based in Taylor expansions, as 

defined in Equations 2.31 and 2.32.  

𝒗(𝑡 + Δ𝑡) ≈  𝒗(𝑡) +
𝒇(𝑡+Δ𝑡)+𝒇(𝑡)

2𝑚
Δ𝑡 + 𝑂(𝛥𝑡2)                                                                  (2.31) 

𝒓(𝑡 + Δ𝑡) ≈ 2𝒓(𝑡) − 𝑟(𝑡 − Δ𝑡) +
𝒇(𝑡)

𝑚
Δ𝑡2 + 𝑂(Δ𝑡4)                                                       (2.32) 

 The use of Taylor expansions in the integration of the equations of motion introduces 

invariably an associated error. As seen in the two previous equations, such an error is more 

important in the calculation of the velocities (error of Δt
2
 order) than for the calculation of 

the positions (error of Δt
4
 order). Since in Equation 2.32 the positions are calculated 
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independently from the velocity, the higher errors are then assigned to the calculation of the 

kinetic energy, directly obtained from the velocity [4].  

The application of Verlet-like algorithms is straightforward for systems consisting of 

single-atoms (e.g. argon gas), however for molecules Eq. 2.31 and 2.32 are applied to their 

center of mass (COM), while their rotation around the COM are calculated considering the 

total torque exerted by the mutual interacting potential with the other molecules [20]. For 

more complex molecules which present bonded constraints, the positions of every 

constituting atom must be individually updated. In order to avoid bond breaking during this 

process, the positions of each atom are recalculated and corrected according to their 

intramolecular potentials. The most used algorithms to perform such corrections are the 

SHAKE [21] and RATTLE [22] algorithms. 

As aforementioned, the Verlet algorithm although very precise and time reversible, is 

still derived from Taylor expansions and shows associated errors that depend of the timestep 

used. This means that (i) small timestep should be employed in order to avoid energy drifts in 

the system and (ii) for long times the trajectory of the particles may vary substantially from a 

real trajectory.  

It is important to state that, similarly to MC calculations, the configurations in a MD 

simulation must be initially equilibrated and only after this initial stage, the averaging of the 

properties must be proceeded. In order to make the relaxation of the system easier and to 

minimize any numerical artifacts coming from injudicious initial configurations, it is 

common to employ velocity rescaling strategies [23] during the equilibration time. One way 

to circumvent a long equilibration stage is to use as an input a MC equilibrated configuration. 

The particles in a standard MD simulation are treated as closed system with no 

external exchanges of energy or mass i.e. as a microcanonical ensemble. On the other hand, 

in a realistic perspective, considering a fixed number of particles, a given system is more 

likely to be found under isothermal (i.e. a NVT ensemble) or isobaric (i.e. a NPT ensemble) 

conditions. Different numerical strategies are applied to account for the external energies 

exchanges that allow a system to be either isothermal or isobaric. These numerical strategies 
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are respectively called thermostats and barostats. In the literature, the thermostats of 

Andersen [24], Berendsen [25], Langevin [26] and Nosé-Hoover [27–29], and the barostats 

of Berendsen [25] and Parrinello-Rahman [30] are commonly applied in MD simulations. 

For studying the adsorption in porous solid conducted in this work, the Nosé-Hoover 

thermostat was used to describe the NVT ensembles in MD simulations. This thermostat 

allows the generation of canonical distributions and a reliable description of the time-

dependent properties of the system. 

I.3.2. Illustrations for the adsorption description in porous solids 

Diffusion in porous solids plays a crucial role in most adsorption processes, such as in 

membrane based applications, gas storage, and transport based devices (e.g. proton 

conduction electrolytes). MD has allowed the description of the diffusion of various 

adsorbates in porous materials at a detailed molecular level including the magnitude of the 

diffusivity and the mechanism for both translational and rotational motions within crystals 

[31,32]. A special application of this technique is to determine the self- (individual motions) 

or the transport-diffusivity (collective displacements) for the molecules with either 

incoherent or coherent cross section [10].  

Different types of molecular diffusion can be extracted from equilibrium MD 

simulations usually realized in the canonical (NVT) or microcanonical (NVE) ensembles. 

The self-diffusivity, labelled as Ds, is calculated from the slope of the mean square 

displacement (MSD) of individual molecules with respect to time through the following 

Einstein relation (Equation 2.33): 

𝐷𝑠 = lim𝑡→∞ {
1

6𝑡

1

𝑁
〈∑[𝑟𝑖(𝑡) − 𝑟𝑖(0)]

2〉}                                                                             (2.33) 

In this equation, a consideration of several trajectories generated from different 

starting configurations and an average over all time origin contributes to improve the 

statistics of the calculations. The observation time should be long enough to get a linear 

evolution of the MSD with time avoiding any anomalous diffusion regime such as the 

ballistic or the exclusion of mutual exchange regimes [10,33]. 
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The transport or Fickian diffusivity, i.e. the collective dynamics, labelled as Dt, is also 

of great interest in real applications. It is defined as the proportional constant relating a 

macroscopic gradient in the chemical potentials of the adsorbate molecules to the flux 

generated by this gradient. Based on the linear response theory, this diffusivity is often 

expressed by Equation 2.34. 

𝐷𝑡 = 𝐷0 (
𝜕𝑙𝑛𝑓

𝜕𝑙𝑛𝑐
)                                                                                                                   (2.34) 

Where D0 is the corrected diffusivity, or Maxwell–Stefan diffusivity, f and c are respectively 

the fugacity and the concentration of the adsorbate. The term (∂lnf/∂lnc), usually labelled as 

Γ, provides a measure of the adsorbate’s density fluctuations at the equilibrium. It is referred 

to the thermodynamic correction factor which is usually estimated from the slope of the 

adsorption isotherm. 

The corrected diffusivity can be calculated from the equilibrium MD simulations 

using an Einstein relation similar to Equation 2.33 which measures the MSD of the center of 

mass of the considered group of diffusive molecules denoted R, as indicated in Equation 

2.35. 

𝐷0 = 𝑁 lim𝑡→∞ {
1

6𝑡

1

𝑁
〈∑[𝑅𝑖(𝑡) − 𝑅𝑖(0)]

2〉}                                                                       (2.35) 

The estimation of D0 usually requires longer MD runs than for Ds as the statistical 

error is typically much larger than that for Ds, whose calculation offers the additional 

advantage of averaging over all molecules. 

I.4. Interatomic potentials 

The potential energy of a system can be analytically described as a sum of bonded 

and non-bonded energy terms: 

𝑈 = 𝑈𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑 + 𝑈𝑛𝑜𝑛−𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑                                                                                             (2.36) 
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These terms are represented by mathematical expressions which usually imply a set 

of adjustable parameters. We usually refer as a forcefield the analytical function and their 

associated parameters to describe the interactions in play for a given system.  

The bonded interactions are most often represented by terms that account for the bond 

stretching, angle bending, torsion and improper (Equation 2.37). 

𝑈 = (𝑈𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑔 + 𝑈𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 + 𝑈𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑈𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟) + (𝑈𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑈𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐)                          (2.37) 

There are many mathematical expressions to represent such bonded interactions [34–

36]. The most common functions used for the bond, angle and improper interactions are 

harmonic potentials and for the torsion interaction, a sum of cosine terms.  

In the classical calculations conducted in this thesis, the adsorbate molecule (i.e. 

water) was considered as a rigid body, an approximation employed in the literature [37–40]. 

In this case, no bonded term was used for its microscopic description. Regarding the 

adsorbents, the inorganic material (Ti
IV

Ti
IV

(HPO4)4) excepted for which a partially flexible 

forcefield was considered (cf chapter 3), all solids were modelled as rigid frameworks, i.e. all 

atoms were considered fixed in their initial positions deduced from the X-ray diffraction data. 

The non-bonded interactions are usually expressed by two terms respectively 

accounting for the electrostatic and the van der Waals interactions. The van der Waals 

interactions can be decomposed into two contributions: (i) one where the atoms are separated 

from each other and are mutually attracted due to the formation of permanent or induced 

dipoles and (ii) a second where the atoms are very close each other leading to an overlap of 

their electronic clouds causing a strong repulsion between the atoms. Generally speaking, the 

attracting potential also called dispersive contribution can be modeled by functions of 6r ,

8r  or 10r accounting for dipole-dipole, dipole-quadrupole and quadrupole-quadrupole 

interactions, respectively. Furthermore, the repulsive contribution are commonly expressed 

by the Born-Mayer function ( BreA . ) or by a 12r term [10]. In this work, the popular 6-12 

Lennard-Jones (LJ) and/or Buckingham potentials were used to describe the van der Waals 

interactions. The 6-12 LJ potential is described in Equation 2.38. 
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𝑈𝑖𝑗
𝑣𝑑𝑊 = ∑ ∑ 4휀𝑖𝑗 [(

𝜎𝑖𝑗

𝑟𝑖𝑗
)
12

− (
𝜎𝑖𝑗

𝑟𝑖𝑗
)
6

]𝑗>𝑖𝑖                                                                              (2.38) 

Where εij is the Lennard-Jones energy well depth and σij is the distance for which attractive 

and repulsive interactions cancel out. The cross term parameters for the pairs ij are obtained 

from the individual εi and σi parameters assigned to each atom or pseudo-atom which are 

related to their polarizability and size respectively. These cross term parameters εij and σij are 

usually obtained using mixing rules. In the case of the Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rule [41] 

these parameters are obtained as follows: 

𝜎𝑖𝑗 =
𝜎𝑖+𝜎𝑗

2
  𝑎𝑛𝑑 휀𝑖𝑗 = √휀𝑖휀𝑗.                                                                                            (2.39) 

The Buckingham potential is a variant of the LJ potential [42] where the repulsion 

term is represented by a more realistic exponential expression BrAe  (Equation 2.40) while 

the dispersion is represented by 𝐶𝑟−6. Such a potential tends to drop to -∞ (cf. Figure 2.1) 

when the atom distance is close to zero. Usually this numerical artifact is corrected by the 

introduction of a hard sphere potential that assigns the potential value to +∞ for values of rij 

smaller than a critical rmax value. 

  {
𝑈𝑖𝑗
𝑣𝑑𝑊 = 𝐴𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝐵𝑟𝑖𝑗) −

𝐶

𝑟𝑖𝑗
6        𝑟 > 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 

𝑈𝑖𝑗
𝑣𝑑𝑊 = +∞                                     𝑟 ≤ 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥

                                                                  (2.40) 

Since this potential energy is represented by three parameters (A, B, C), it is more suitable 

than the LJ potential to represent interactions with sharp potential well profiles such as the 

ones involving the strong interactions between the guest molecules and the coordinatively 

unsaturated sites (CUS) in MOFs [43,44].  
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Figure 2.1 – Schematic Comparison between a LJ [45] and a Buckingham [46] potential to 

describe the non-bonded van der Waals interaction between two atoms. The energy profiles 

are coincident for the majority of the intermolecular distances (rij), however, for rij → 0, the 

potential energy drops asymptotically to -∞. 

The electrostatic interactions are often sufficiently reproduced by a classical 

Coulombic potential, as given in Equation 2.41.  

𝑈𝑖𝑗
𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 = ∑

1

4𝜋 0

𝑞𝑖𝑞𝑗

𝑟𝑖𝑗
𝑖,𝑗                                                                                               (2.41) 

Where qi and qj are the charges associated with interacting atoms i and j, and 0 is the 

vacuum permittivity. 

Therefore, the total non-bonded potential is given by sum of the van der Waals and 

electrostatic terms: 

𝑈𝑛𝑜𝑛−𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑 = 𝑈𝑖𝑗
𝑣𝑑𝑊 + 𝑈𝑖𝑗

𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐                                                                              (2.42) 

In this work, the representation of the water/host interactions was described as 

follows: 

(i) The interactions between water and all the atoms of the adsorbent framework with 

the exception of the CUS atoms were treated using a Coulombic term and a 12-6 LJ potential 

whose parameters were taken from generic forcefields.  
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 (ii) The specific interactions between water and the CUS atoms were described with 

a Coulombic term and a Buckingham potential, whose repulsion (A and B) and dispersion 

(C) coefficients were fitted using quantum-calculations.  

The overall non-bonded potentials considered in this work to describe the water/host 

interactions are summarized in Equation 2.43: 

𝑈(𝑟𝑖𝑗) =

{
 

 ∑
1

4𝜋 0

𝑞𝑖𝑞𝑗

𝑟𝑖𝑗
𝑖,𝑗 + 4휀𝑖𝑗 [(

𝜎𝑖𝑗

𝑟𝑖𝑗
)
12

− (
𝜎𝑖𝑗

𝑟𝑖𝑗
)
6

] , 𝑖 ≠ 𝐶𝑈𝑆 

∑
1

4𝜋 0

𝑞𝑖𝑞𝑗

𝑟𝑖𝑗
𝑖,𝑗 + [𝐴𝑒−B𝑟𝑖𝑗 −

C

𝑟𝑖𝑗
6] , 𝑖 = 𝐶𝑈𝑆   

                                            (2.43) 

In a system with many atoms, accounting the interactions of an atom with all the 

other atoms requires a huge numerical effort. Considering that only minor contributions of 

non-bonded interactions to the overall potential are obtained for large interatomic distances, 

it is usual to either truncate or shift the potential to a zero value after a cutoff distance (rcutoff). 

Strictly speaking, different cutoff values should be tested and the shortest value from which 

no modification in the observables are noticed should be picked. However, the value of 12 Å 

is a default value normally employed in solid state. 

Considering again the computational restraints imposed by even the most powerful 

machines, the amount of atoms that can be involved in the simulation of molecular systems 

could never attain the same order of magnitude of real systems (i.e. in the order of 

Avogadro’s number). Furthermore, as seen in the previous sections, such large number of 

species is not even needed for the calculation of the observables of a system. However, the 

continuity of the real systems must be somehow represented even with a limited number of 

atoms. This continuity in a limited system can be achieved with the application of periodical 

boundary conditions in simulation cells. By propagating infinitively the simulation cell in the 

three x, y, z directions, the periodic conditions ensure the reproduction of an infinite system 

that corresponds to the conditions found in an ideal scenario where the material does not 

contain any defects and/or loss of crystallinity at a long range order. With the exception of 

the electrostatic interactions, the overall interacting energy would then be recalculated as 

follows [4]: 
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𝑈𝑖𝑗 =
1

2
∑ 𝑈(|𝒓𝑖𝑗 + 𝒏𝐿|)𝑖,𝑗,𝑛                                                                                                (2.44) 

Where L is the length of the periodic cell (here, for convenience, considered cubic) and n is 

an arbitrary vector of three integer numbers. 

One sensitive aspect of the periodic boundary conditions to be avoided concerns the 

possibility of a particle to interact with their own mirror image. In order to circumvent this 

problem, the shortest cell dimensions should be of at least double the size of the considered 

cutoff distance. Figure 2.2 shows the spurious interactions between a molecule and its mirror 

images coming for the injudicious choice of a cutoff larger than half of smallest of the unit 

cell units.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2 –Cubic periodic unit cell containing replicated in the x and y axis. Molecules in 

blue are mirror images of one another. The circles represent the interaction range for two 

cutoffs: one with the size of the unit cell dimension (𝑟𝐶1 – black circle) and another with half 

the size of the unit cell dimension (𝑟𝐶2 – blue circle).   

As stated before, the electrostatic interactions are usually treated using a Coulombic 

potential. These interactions are taken into account with point charges introduced in charge 

centers that are (or not) coincident with the atomic centers. The possible relative dislocation 

r
c1

 

r
c2
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of the charge and atomic centers is not uncommon, being a usual way of representing the 

dipoles or quadrupoles of a given molecule.  

Electrostatic interactions are also more sensitive to long-range order than the van der 

Waals interactions and they must be calculated for every periodic image as the truncation 

approximation usually causes significant numerical errors. The Ewald summation [47] is by 

far the most used method to account the electrostatic interactions in periodic systems and this 

method was applied in this work.  

In the Ewald summation, the electrostatic potential is decomposed into short-range 

and long-range interactions that are treated in the real and Fourier spaces respectively. The 

use of the Fourier space allows the implementation of periodic boundary conditions. In this 

procedure, point charges are screened by a charge distribution of opposite charge normally 

expressed by a Gaussian of /2  width, given by Equation 2.45. This charge distribution is 

then cancelled by another Gaussian distribution applied in the Fourier space which can be 

applied periodically (see Figure 2.3). 

𝜌𝐺𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑎𝑛(𝑟) = −𝑞𝑖 (
𝛼

𝜋
)

3

2
exp (−𝛼2𝑟2)                                                                             (2.45) 

The Coulombic potential (Uc) in a periodic system, given by Equation 2.46 can then 

be expressed by three-term functions given by Equation 2.47. 

𝑈𝐶 =
1

8𝜋 0
∑ 𝑞𝑖 (∑

𝑞𝑗

𝑟𝑖𝑗
𝑗 + ∑ ∑

𝑞𝑗

|𝑟𝑖𝑗+𝑛𝐿|
𝑗𝑛 )𝑖                                                                             (2.46) 

𝑈𝐶 =
1

4𝜋 0
∑ ∑

𝑞𝑖𝑞𝑗𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑐(√𝛼𝑟𝑖𝑗)

𝑟𝑖𝑗
𝑗𝑖 +

1

2𝑉0 0
∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑞𝑖𝑞𝑗

cos (𝒌∙𝒓𝑖𝑗)𝑒𝑥𝑝(−
𝑘2

4𝛼2
)

𝑘2𝑘≠0𝑗𝑖 −
√
𝛼

𝜋

4𝜋 0
∑ 𝑞𝑖

2
𝑖             (2.47) 

Where k is a vector of the reciprocal space given by 𝒌 = (2𝜋/𝐿)𝒂, with a corresponding to the 

lattice vectors in the Fourier space. For convenience, the system is considered to be cubic 

with length L. V0 is the volume of the unit cell. 
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Figure 2.3 – The screening technique used in the Ewald summation procedure. Point charges 

(a) are screened by Gaussian charges distributions (b) in the real space. The Gaussian charge 

distributions in (b) are cancelled out by opposite charge distributions in the Fourier space (c). 

The first term in Equation 2.47 corresponds to the summation of the density of 

charges 𝜌𝑖
𝐺𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑎𝑛(𝒓) in the real space (Figure 2.3b). In this term, the complementary error 

function )( ijrerfc   tends to zero for long distances and converges much more quickly than 

the r
-1

 function in Equation 2.46. The second term represents the opposite of the sum of the 

density of charges 𝜌𝑖
𝐺𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑎𝑛(𝒓) in the Fourier space (Figure 2.3c). The third term is added to 

remove self-interaction energies of a given particle with itself contained in the second term 

[20]. 

I.5. Microscopic description of porous materials 

The first pre-requirement to predict the adsorption properties of a porous solid 

consists of building a realistic atomistic description for this solid. The complexity of such a 

task strongly depends on whether (i) the considered adsorbent is crystalline or not, (ii) its 

framework is characterized by a chemical disorder or the positions of each atom type are well 

defined and (iii) its morphology/topology is experimentally controlled or not [10]. 

In crystalline materials, the relative positions of all atoms are generally 

experimentally resolved by the analysis of the X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) data or can 

be also assisted computationally for the most complex system (poor crystallinity, large cell 

dimensions…). On the other hand, when chemical disorders are present, such as in the 

substitution of aluminum atoms by silicon atoms in aluminosilicalite forms, or in the cation 

distribution in certain zeolites, statistical approaches to distribute the different atoms based 

a) b

) 
c) 
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on MC techniques [48,49] are usually recommended. More rarely, solid phases may also 

present changes in their reticulum dimensions caused by the adsorption of chemical species 

or by external stimuli (e.g. pressure, temperature, electric fields and light). Such behavior is 

observed in the swelling of clays and in the breathing of some MOFs [50].  

In non-crystalline solids, an additional degree of complexity is involved in the atomic 

description of the system. This is seen in mesoporous silica solids, where a large range of 

morphologies and topologies is obtained and where sample-dependent (e.g. surface 

roughness and defects) play an important role in their adsorption properties. Microscopic 

models of these porous materials are usually made with reconstruction or mimetic 

approaches [10]. Activated carbons constitute another challenging class of materials to be 

modeled owing to their amorphous nature. Advances in understanding the microstructure of 

these materials such as the ordered graphite-like layers and other disordered elements [51] 

have allowed the construction of sophisticated slit-pore models [52,53].  

In this work, we considered microscopic models for crystalline materials (MOFs and 

phosphates) that were already solved experimentally. These models were further geometry 

optimized at the Density Functional Theory level (see section II.3.2) to refine them and in 

particular to define the positions of the H-atoms which are not localized by XRD. As already 

mentioned, with the exception of the phosphate material, which was treated partially flexible 

with the consideration of a bonded-term potential to relax the -POH groups, all the materials 

were considered as rigid, i.e. with atoms fixed in their initial positions.  

Each atom of these materials was treated by a single charged LJ center as it is usually 

operated in the field of porous materials. The LJ parameters in solid materials are usually 

taken from generic forcefields available in the literature, in particular the Universal (UFF) 

[54], DREIDING [55], and OPLS [56] force fields. These force fields contain LJ parameters 

for most of the atoms of the periodic table that are transferable for different types of 

materials, although the Universal force field is more usually applied for the modeling of 

inorganic systems while the DREIDING and OPLS force fields are more often used to 

describe the organic systems. In some inorganic components such as silicates, zeolites, 

phosphates and alumino-phosphates it is a common practice to assign LJ parameters to only 

the oxygen atoms of the framework since the other constitutive atoms are of much lower 
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polarizability [12,57–59]. Finally, the charges assigned to all atoms of these porous 

frameworks can be calculated by several methods including the charge equilibration (e.g. 

QEq [60] and Gasteiger [61]) or quantum calculation (e.g. Mulliken [62], ESP [63] and 

ChelpG [64]) approaches. 

I.6. Microscopic description of the adsorbates 

The microscopic models (interatomic potential parameters, charges, geometries) of 

the fluids are usually validated by a good agreement between their simulated and 

experimental intrinsic properties such as compressibility, density, dipole, and liquid vapor 

equilibrium (LVE) data. The latter is one the most reliable bases for the validation of a fluid 

model, even though experimental LVE data are often scarce for many systems.  

 The water molecule is probably one of the most representative examples of the 

variability of microscopic models reported in the literature. As shown in Table 2.1, a 

multitude of forcefields has been proposed for modeling the water properties, generally 

focusing in representing one particular physical parameter (e.g. density, critical parameters, 

radial distribution function, and melting or boiling temperatures).  

In this work, three microscopic models were considered to represent the water 

molecules, the SPC, TIP4P-Ew and the TIP4P/2005 respectively. 

The SPC model [39] is known to satisfactorily describe the structural and the 

diffusion properties of bulk liquid water at ambient conditions. In this three-site model, the 

partial charges are assigned to the center of the oxygen and hydrogen atoms while a single LJ 

interacting center is assigned to the oxygen atoms. The molecule is considered as rigid with a 

HOH angle of 109.47° and a O–H distance of 1.0 Å. 

The TIP4P-Ew model is a four-site model used for water adsorption because of its 

good reproduction of bulk liquid properties [66]. In this model, point charges are placed in 

the hydrogen atoms and in a dummy atom placed in the bisection of the plane formed by the 

HOH angle and distant 0.1250 Å from the oxygen atom. The water’s geometry is considered 

rigid with a HOH angle of 104.52° and a O–H distance of 0.9572 Å. 
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The TIP4P/2005 model is another four site model that was intensively validated to 

reproduce a variety of thermodynamic properties of water in a wide range of temperatures 

and pressures [38]. This model is very similar to the TIP4P-Ew, varying solely on the value 

of the point charges (cf. Table 2.1) and in the distance from the dummy atom to the oxygen 

atom (l2 = 0.1546 Å). 

Table 2.1 – Most representative forcefields used in the literature for the description of the 

water molecules including charges, LJ and geometric parameters associated with them. 

Figure taken from [65] 

Model Type σ (Å) ε (K) L1 (Å) L2 (Å) q1 (e) q2 (e) θ (°) φ (°) 

SPC 1  3.166 78.178 1.00 - +0.41 -0.82 109.47 - 

SPC/E 1 3.166 78.178 1.00 - +0.4238 -0.8476 109.47 - 

PPC 2 3.234 72.160 0.9430 0.06 +0.5170 -1.0340 106.00 127.00 

TIP3P 1 3.1506 76.542 0.9572 - +0.4170 -0.8340 104.52 - 

TIP4P 3 3.1536 77.937 0.9572 0.15 +0.52 -1.04 104.52 - 

TIP4P-Ew 3 3.1643 81.900 0.9572 0.125 +0.5242 -1.0484 104.52 - 

TIP4P/2005 3 3.1589 93.200 0.9572 0.1546 +0.5564 -1.1128 104.52 - 

TIP5P 4 3.120 80.511 0.9572 0.70 +0.2410 -0.2410 104.52 109.47 

TIP5P-Ew 4 3.097 89.579 0.9572 0.70 +0.2410 -0.2410 104.52 109.47 
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II. Quantum calculations  

II.1. General aspects  

The most elementary concept of quantum mechanics states that all the information of 

the electronic structure for a given system is contained in its wave function (Ψ). The 

knowledge of such a function allows a full description of the microscopic properties of a 

system. The Schrödinger equation allows the non-relativistic calculation of the wave function 

as follows: 

�̂�|𝛹(𝒓𝑖, 𝑹𝑗)⟩ = 𝐸𝑒𝑙|𝛹(𝒓𝑖, 𝑹𝑗)⟩                                                                                          (2.48) 

Where r and R are the coordinate vectors of electrons and nuclei respectively, Ĥ  is the 

Hamiltonian and Eel is the associated electronic energy obtained from the eigenvalues of the 

wave function with respect to the Hamiltonian. 

 Strictly speaking, the Hamiltonian must account for both the kinetic and electrostatic 

energy contributions of both the nuclei and the electrons of the cloud, as well as the nuclei-

electron interaction energy terms. This global expression is considerably simplified with the 

application of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation [67], which proposes the decoupling of 

the motions between nuclei and electrons because of their considerable mass difference. As a 

result of its much larger mass, the nuclei is much slower than the electrons and thus the 

electronic distribution evolves adiabatically according to the shifted position of the nuclei. 

With the consideration of this approximation, the application of the Schrödinger equation to 

the electrons leads to Equation 2.49. 

[∑ (
−ℏ2𝛻𝑖

2

2𝑚
+ 𝑣(𝒓𝑖))

𝑁
𝑖 + ∑ 𝑈(𝒓𝑖, 𝒓𝑗)𝑖<𝑗 ] |𝛹(𝒓𝑖, 𝑹𝑗)⟩ = 𝜖(𝑹𝑗)|𝛹(𝑟𝑖, 𝑹𝑗)⟩                        (2.49) 

Where ℏ is the Dirac constant, U is the electron-electron interaction (usually a Coulombic 

potential), v(r) an external potential generated by the nuclei, and ϵ the associated energy 

considering the position of the nuclei as a parameter. 

This equation considers the energy of the electron clouds of a given system without 

considering the nuclear kinetic and repulsion energies. Consequently, ϵ in Equation 2.49 
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accounts for the contribution of the energy at the absolute zero. The total energy of a system 

must then be corrected with the nuclear kinetic and repulsion energies contributions. 

The usual quantum-mechanical approach to the Schrödinger equation consists of 

specifying the potential v(r) and incorporating it into this equation to determine the wave 

function Ψ(r,r2,…,r
N
). Any observable ( Â ) is then calculated as follows: 

〈A(𝒓)〉 = ⟨𝛹(𝒓)|𝐴(𝒓)|𝛹(𝒓)⟩                                                                                             (2.50) 

One of the observables that can be determined is the electronic density ρ(r) that 

corresponds to the probability of finding one given electron of a system in a volume d
3
r. 

Applying Equation 2.50 for a many body system containing N electrons, the electronic 

density can be expressed by Equation 2.49: 

𝜌(𝒓) = 𝑁∫𝑑3𝑟2 ∫𝑑
3𝑟3…∫𝑑

3𝑟𝑁𝛹
∗(𝒓, 𝒓2, … , 𝒓𝑁)𝛹(𝒓, 𝒓2, … , 𝒓𝑁)                                 (2.51) 

Solving the Schrödinger equation for a many body system is an extremely complex 

and time consuming task even though supported by a range of specific methods such as the 

diagrammatic perturbation theory, built on the Feynman diagrams and Green’s functions and 

the configuration interactions methods, based on the use of Slater determinants (e.g. Hartree-

Fock method) [68]. One approximation to solve the Schrödinger equation is to consider the 

electronic density as a key variable from which all the other observables can be derived. This 

assumption is the foundation of the Density Functional Theory (DFT) discussed in the next 

section. 

The mathematical description of the electronic density is generally done by the linear 

combination of functions used to represent each one of the atomic orbitals. These atom 

centered basis functions are also referred as basis sets and are mainly represented by 

functions of Gaussian- and Slater-type. These basis sets may be composed by one basis 

function (minimal basis set) or multiples basis functions (double-zeta, triple-zeta and etc.) per 

orbital.  
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Another way to describe the electronic density is to consider plane waves. These 

plane waves are periodic, delocalized and orthogonal functions evaluated in the reciprocal 

space that are more computationally efficient although they do not describe correctly regions 

where the electronic density is localized such as the nuclei neighborhood or electronic nodes. 

These functions are particularly used in periodic solid-state materials. Plane waves are 

particularly useful for the construction of pseudopotentials. These pseudopotentials are 

effective potentials constructed to replace the atomic all-electron potentials described by the 

basis sets. These potentials are constructed based on the assumption that the valence and core 

wave functions rarely overlap. Considering that the outer electrons are practically the only 

ones involved in the inter-atomic interactions, the contribution of the core electrons is 

neglected in the pseudopotential construction and the valence electrons are then described by 

pseudo-functions with significantly fewer nodes. 

II.2. Density functional theory 

Density Functional Theory (DFT) has been widely used to access the electronic 

description of a large diversity of systems and it is nowadays the main theoretical approach 

applied to explore the electronic-structure in material science. In this approach, the electronic 

density only depends on the spatial coordinates of the electrons. Fundamentally, the DFT is 

grounded in two theorems proposed by Hohenberg and Kohn [69]. 

The first theorem indicates that the electronic density ρ(r) is not just a variable among 

others obtained after the solution of the Schrödinger equation, but instead it is a fundamental 

function from which the other observables of a system may be derived. It states that for each 

system, the external potential v(r), and hence the total energy, is a bijective functional of the 

electron density ρ(r). A consequence is that the energy functional can be written in terms of 

the external potential and the universal functional of ρ(r), F[ρ(r)], as described in Equation 

2.52.  

𝐸𝑒𝑙[𝜌(𝒓)] = ∫𝜌(𝒓)𝑣(𝒓)𝑑𝑟 + 𝐹[𝜌(𝒓)]                                                                              (2.52) 

Eel[ρ(r)] is an observable of the Hamiltonian related to a wave function. Considering that the 

energy is a functional of ρ(r), for a non-degenerated ground state, the wave function 
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Ψ0(r,r2,…,rN) of such a state must minimize the expected value of the Hamiltonian and it is 

unique. Both conditions are only met if the wave function and the electronic density have a 

bijective relation between each other. 

The second theorem states that the ground state energy is also a bijective function of 

ρ(r) and reaches a minimum when ρ(r) corresponds the ground state electronic density of the 

system. Therefore, for the ground state energy, the following equation can be written: 

𝛿𝐸𝑒𝑙[𝜌(𝒓)]

𝛿𝜌(𝒓)
= 0                                                                                                                       (2.53) 

Equation 2.52 can be further developed by expressing the energy term as the sum of 

the total electronic kinetic (T), internal (U) and external (V) potential energies (Equation 

2.54), which are all functional of ρ(r).  

𝐸𝑒𝑙[𝜌(𝑟)] = 𝑇[𝜌(𝒓)] + 𝑈[𝜌(𝒓)] + 𝑉[𝜌(𝒓)] = 𝑇[𝜌(𝒓)] + 𝑈[𝜌(𝒓)] + ∫ 𝜌(𝒓)𝑣(𝒓)𝑑3𝑟           (2.54) 

In practice, one usually seeks the ground state energy of a collective system since this 

is the natural state in condensed matter. Considering a specified system for which v(r) is 

known, the ground state energy, E0 can be obtained with a certain and unique ground state 

electronic density ρ0. Assuming that v(r) depends on a certain parameter ζ, such as the 

distance or angle between two atoms in a solid, E0(ζ) can be calculated for various values of ζ 

to find the one for which the ground state energy is at its minimum. This principle allows the 

calculation of a variety of important variables. For instance, this approach can be directly 

used in the determination of molecular and solid geometries, lattice constants, charge 

distributions, total energies, etc. Analyzing the change of E0(ζ) with ζ makes possible the 

calculation of the compressibility, phonon spectra and bulk modulus in solids and vibrational 

frequencies in molecules. Finally, with the calculation of the total energy of a many-body 

system, the individual energy of its components and the interaction or dissociation energies 

can be calculated [68].  

The DFT can be implemented in many ways. A coherent and practical procedure was 

proposed by Kohn and Sham [70]. The success of this approach is due to the use of a 
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referential non-interacting single-body system that is equivalent to the functional density of 

the actual many-body system. 

In the Kohn-Sham approach, the kinetic term T[ρ(r)] is divided into non-interacting 

TS[ρ(r)] and correlation TC[ρ(r)] terms while the internal electrostatic potential U[ρ(r)] is 

divided into a Hartree interaction term UH[ρ(r)], an exchange term UX[ρ(r)] and a correlation 

term UC[ρ(r)]. Grouping the terms corresponding to correlation and exchanges TS, UH and UC 

in a single term, the exchange-correlation potential EXC[ρ(r)], Equation 2.54 can be rewritten 

as: 

𝐸[𝜌] = 𝑇𝑆[𝜌] + 𝑈𝐻[𝜌] + 𝐸𝑋𝐶[𝜌] + 𝑉[𝜌].                                                                          (2.55) 

Further, the non-interacting kinetic energy can be calculated in terms of single-

particle orbitals (Φi
KS

) as in Equation 2.56: 

𝑇𝑆[𝜌] =
−ℏ

2𝑚
∑ ∫𝑑3𝑟𝛷𝑖

𝐾𝑆(𝒓)𝛻2𝛷𝑖
𝐾𝑆(𝒓)𝑁

𝑖 .                                                                            (2.56) 

Since this expression is totally defined by single-particle orbitals and it is a functional 

of the electronic density, the electronic density must itself be defined by these orbitals, as 

stated below: 

𝜌(𝒓) = ∑ 𝑓𝑖|𝛷𝑖
𝐾𝑆|

2𝑁
𝑖 .                                                                                                          (2.57) 

Where fi is the occupation of the i band state according to the Fermi-Dirac distribution. 

Minimizing the energy in Equation 2.55 and combining it with Equation 2.53 leads to 

the following expression: 

𝛿𝐸[𝜌]

𝛿𝜌
=

𝛿𝑇𝑆[𝜌]

𝛿𝜌
+

𝛿𝑈𝐻[𝜌]

𝛿𝜌
+

𝛿𝐸𝑋𝐶[𝜌]

𝛿𝜌
+

𝛿𝑉[𝜌]

𝛿𝜌
=

𝛿𝑇𝑆[𝜌]

𝛿𝜌
+ 𝑣(𝒓) + 𝑣𝐻(𝒓) + 𝑣𝑋𝐶(𝒓) = 0               (2.58) 

This equation is equivalent to the minimization of an energy expression of non-

interacting electrons which undergo an external potential        rv+rv+rv=rv XCHS . 
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Therefore, one can calculate a many-body Schrödinger equation by solving the equations of a 

non-interacting (single-body) system of potential vs(r): 

[
−ℏ𝛻2

2𝑚
+ 𝑣𝑆(𝒓)]𝛷𝑖

𝐾𝑆(𝒓) = 𝜖𝑖𝛷𝑖
𝐾𝑆(𝒓).                                                                                 (2.59) 

 Considering several algebric relations, the total functional can be finally expressed as 

follows: 

𝐸0 = ∑ 𝜖𝑖
𝑁
𝑖 −

𝑒2

2
∫𝑑3𝑟𝑑3𝑟′

𝜌0(𝒓)𝜌0(𝒓
′)

|𝒓−𝒓′|
− ∫𝑑3𝑟𝑣𝑋𝐶(𝒓)𝜌0(𝒓) + 𝐸𝑋𝐶[𝜌0].                          (2.60) 

Where the right hand side of this equation corresponds to the sum of the eigenvalues of 

Equation 2.58 (band energies), the mutual electrostatic interactions in the electron cloud, the 

effective many-body potential and the exchange-correlation energy respectively. All terms in 

this equation are exactly determined with the exception of the latter term which is currently 

estimated by several approaches such as the Local Density Approximation (LDA) [71,72], 

the Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA) [73,74] and Hybrid methods [75]. Here are 

summarized the main characteristics of these methods. 

 The LDA approach considers that the exchange-correlation energy term depends 

only on the value of the electronic density at each point that is derived from the 

homogeneous electron gas model [76]. This approximation implies a smooth variation of the 

electronic density around a given particle. The application of LDA is thus valid to describe 

systems whose electronic density varies smoothly (i.e. homogeneous systems) while it fails 

in the situations where the density undergoes rapid changes, such as in molecules. The 

Perdew-Zunger (PZ) [71], Perdew-Wang (PW) [72] and Vosko-Wilk-Nusair (VWN) [77] are 

all common LDA functionals. 

On the other hand, the GGA approach considers that the exchange-correlation energy 

depends not only on the electronic density but also on its gradient. This allows the 

successfully description of many systems characterized by heterogeneous electronic density 

distributions. The GGA functionals are usually a good trade-off between computational time 
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and accuracy. One of the most used GGA functional employed in the literature is the PBE 

functional [73], followed by others such as the PW91 [78] and BLYP [79,80]. 

Finally, the hybrid functional is constructed as a linear combination of the Hartree-

Fock (HF) exact exchange functional with GGA and LDA functional. This approach has 

been widely employed for the calculation of molecular properties such as atomization 

energies, bond lengths and vibration frequencies [81]. The B3LYP [75,82] is the most 

popular hybrid functional used in the literature. 

The determination of the ground state energy E0 in Equation 2.59 proceeds with the 

first estimation of a set of electronic densities and Kohn-Sham orbitals with either localized 

atom-centered basis functions or plane waves. From this initial state, the Kohn-Sham 

Equation 2.58 is diagonalized and the resulting eigenvalues are used to determine the ground 

state energy from Equation 2.59 and a new electronic density using Equation 2.56. With the 

consideration of this new electronic density, Equation 2.58 can be again diagonalized. This 

process continues until a given convergence criteria (such as convergence in the electronic 

density or the ground state energy) is attained. This iterative process is known as the self-

consistent field (SCF) method. 

Among the diverse approaches used to estimate the exchange-correlation energy, the 

GGA is probably the most popular in computational chemistry since it demands moderate 

computational efforts and leads to results reasonably accurate as compared to the 

experimental data. On the other hand, such approximation becomes inaccurate when non-

local interactions (e.g. dispersive interactions) have large contributions to the total electronic 

energy. In this case, the effects of non-local interactions can be taken into account via three 

main methods: (i) the vdW-DF method, which is based solely on the electronic density and 

does not rely on empirical terms, ii) the effective atom centered one-electron potential, an 

atom-centered potential that produces changes in the electronic charge density [83] and (iii) 

the semi-empirical approach which considers corrections via a 6

6

rC  potential term, where 

6C  is an empirical parameter [84]. This includes the DFT-D [85], DFT-D2 [86–88], DFT-D3 

[89] and the Tkatchenko-Scheffler (TS) [90] approaches. The first two are very similar and 

have individual empirical parameters listed for most atoms of the periodic table and 
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interacting parameters calculated with mixing rules. DFT-D2 is the most popular approach, 

the corrected dispersion energy EDISP is calculated according to Equation 2.61.  

𝐸𝐷𝐼𝑆𝑃 = −𝑠6∑ ∑
𝐶𝑖𝑗6

𝑅𝑖𝑗
6

𝑁𝐴𝑇
𝑗>𝑖

𝑁𝐴𝑇
𝑖 𝑓𝐷𝑀𝑃(𝑹𝑖𝑗)                                                                             (2.61) 

Where 6s  is a scaling factor which depends on the considered functional (e.g.
 

05.1;2.1;75.0 3666  LYPBBLYPPBE
sss ) and fDMP is a dampening function which depends on 

the inter-atomic distance (Rij), a fitting parameter R
ij

0, and the van der Waals radii of the 

atoms in the system. The DFT-D3 approach is slightly more sophisticated since the corrected 

dispersion parameters not only depend on the atom types but also on the geometry of the 

system [83].  

II.3. Illustrations of DFT applications to the description of solids. 

II.3.1. Interaction energy 

One of the most trivial applications of quantum calculations is the determination of 

the interaction energies between chemical species. Considering two interacting species A and 

B, the interaction energy is usually approximated with the following equation, where erU int  is 

the interaction energy, 
AU  and 

BU  are the respective energies of the isolated species A and B, 

and 
ABU  is the total energy of a system containing species A and B in interaction. 

𝑈𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 𝑈𝐴𝐵 − (𝑈𝐴 + 𝑈𝐵)                                                                                                (2.62) 

The calculations of the interaction energy for a range of separating A-B distances 

allow the plot of the interaction energy curve that is of particular interest to further derive 

force-field parameters using a fitting procedure (see section I.4). This approach has been 

widely employed in the case of diverse guest molecules in interaction with the coordinated 

unsaturated sites (CUS) in MOFs [43,44,91–93]. 

II.3.2. Geometry optimization  

As stated before, quantum calculations are widely employed for geometry 

optimization by performing a systematic evaluation of the electronic energy of a system with 
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the variation of geometric parameters such as the mutual distances, angles and dihedrals 

between its constitutive atoms. Several numerical methods are used to find the global 

minimum of a system at the DFT level. The most popular algorithm implemented in the 

diverse Quantum Chemistry software packages is the Newton-Raphson method and its 

derivative (quasi-Newton methods). This method is characterized by its fast convergence, 

however the calculation of the Hessian matrix at each step turns it computationally 

expensive. The approximation of this matrix by the gradient history in the system is widely 

employed to enhance the computational efficiency of the optimization process as it is the 

case for the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) and Limited-memory BFGS 

methods [94]. Depending on the initial configuration of the system and the number of 

constituting atoms, the energy minimization can be a fastidious process. In order to better 

achieve convergence, other criteria than minimizing the total energy are usually employed in 

geometry optimization algorithms, such as the minimization of the average atom 

displacement and of the average individual force applied to the atoms. 

II.3.3. Charge calculations 

Another important use of quantum calculations is the estimation of atomic partial 

charges. Fundamentally, these charges are a useful simplification of the polarization of the 

electron distribution between bonded atoms. Under the framework of DFT calculations, 

atomic partial charges are often obtained by the population analysis of wave functions (e.g. 

Mulliken population analysis [62], natural population analysis [95], partitioning of electron 

density distributions (e.g. Bader [96], DDEC [97], CM5 [98], and Hirshfield [99] charges), or 

by a fitting of the electrostatic potential around a cluster, molecule or periodic structure (e.g. 

ESP, REPEAT charges). The Mulliken and ESP are the methods that were used in this thesis 

to determine the atomic partial charges of an investigated material. Assigning these partial 

charges to the atoms of a system permits determining the electrostatic potential on the 

classical calculations described in section I. These methods are then briefly detailed below. 

In the Mulliken population analysis, the partial charge of the atom i is calculated as: 

𝑞𝑖 = 𝑍𝑖 − ∫𝜌𝑖(𝒓)𝑑𝑟                                                                                                           (2.63) 
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Where Zi is the charge of the positively charged atom core and ρi(r) is the electron density 

around the core of atom i.  

In bonded systems, the Mulliken method assumes an equal distribution of the electron 

density among the pairs of the atoms to perform the integration indicated in Equation 2.63. 

This method, which can be directly applied to periodic systems, is relatively simple and 

computationally efficient, however it strongly depends on the geometry of the system and the 

basis set employed and it does not provide a good description of the degree of covalency in 

bonds [100]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4 – Procedure to obtain a valid cluster model from a crystal for ESP charge 

calculations (adapted from [100]). From a periodic crystal model (a), a representative part of 

the framework is cut (b) and the dangling bonds resulting of this procedure are saturated with 

hydrogen atoms (c). 

The derivation of electrostatic potential (ESP) charges is based on the iterative fitting 

of the atomic partial charges in a way that they generate an ESP grid as close as possible to a 

previously quantum-calculated ESP grid. There are several efficient methods to calculate 

ESP charges such as the CHELPG [64] and Merz-Kollman [101]. These methods can be 

applied directly to a molecule while in the case of periodic systems it is much less 

straightforward. In this case, representative clusters of the crystal are cut and further 

a) 

b) c) 
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saturated to avoid the presence of dangling bonds. The so-calculated charges are 

approximated as the global charges of the periodic system. It is common to use more than 

one cluster to extract reliable charges for each region of the periodic crystal. This is 

illustrated in Figure 2.4. 

III. Ab Initio Molecular Dynamics 

III.1. General aspects 

As stated in section I.3, the classical MD simulations have been widely employed to 

investigate a wide range of materials however this approach does not allow the description of 

the bond breaking/forming that is of crucial importance when one aims to explore 

phenomena such as the dynamics and phase transitions of crystal systems [102–104], 

mechanical and chemical properties of polymeric systems [105–107], molecular and defect 

diffusion on semiconductors [108–111], and proton conduction [112–114]. Certainly, in 

complement to the reactive force-field (ReaxFF) [115–118] or empirical valence bond (EVB) 

[119,120]-based MD, the Ab Initio MD (AIMD) propose a way to circumvent these 

restrictions by evaluating the forces acting on the nuclei with the consideration of the 

electronic structure calculation performed on each step of the MD trajectories. In this way, 

the potential energy surface of the system is allowed to change on the course of the MD 

simulation. On the other hand, the overall MD principle is maintained such as the use of the 

integration algorithms (e.g. Verlet algorithm) for the configurational and the velocity update 

according to the Newton’s equation of motion at each step, and the consideration of 

thermostats and barostats in the NVT and NPT ensembles respectively. The calculation of the 

electronic structure is carried out by solving the Schrödinger equation at each timestep. The 

two most popular approaches to perform such calculations are the Hartree-Fock and the DFT 

methods. The way in which the classic Newtonian mechanics equations are derived from the 

Schrödinger equation is not straightforward. According to how the quantum-classical 

coupling is made, AIMD simulations may be classified in three categories: Ehrenfest, Born-

Oppenheimer and Car-Parrinello Molecular Dynamics. 
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III.2. Ehrenfest Molecular Dynamics  

In the Ehrenfest MD scheme, the time-dependent electronic Schrodinger equation is 

solved “on the fly” as the nuclei are propagated using classical mechanics, as described in 

Equations 2.64 and 2.65 [121]. 

𝑀𝐼
𝜕2𝑹𝐼(𝑡)

𝜕𝑡2
= −∇𝐼 ∫𝛹

∗𝐻𝑒𝛹𝑑𝑟 = −∇𝐼〈𝐻𝑒〉                                                                         (2.64) 

𝑖ℏ
𝜕𝛹

𝜕𝑡
= [−∑

ℏ2

2𝑚𝑒
∇2 + 𝑣𝑛−𝑒(𝒓𝑖, 𝑹𝐼)𝑖 ]𝛹 = 𝐻𝑒𝛹                                                               (2.65) 

Where He is the electronic Hamiltonian, vn-e is the potential exerted by the nuclei on the 

electrons, MI and me and RI and ri are respectively the nuclei and electronic mass and 

positions. 

The wave function Ψ can be expressed as a linear combination of different 

instantaneous electronic states Ψk: 

Ψ(r𝑖 , 𝑅𝐼 , 𝑡) = ∑ 𝑐𝑘(𝑡)Ψ𝑘(𝐫𝑖, 𝑹𝐼)𝑘 .                                                                                     (2.66) 

Where the coefficient ck are complex numbers whose norm describe the time evolution of the 

electronic population of the different Ψk electronic states [122]. For an adiabatic base of Ψk, 

obtained from the solution of the time-independent Schrodinger equation (Equation 2.48), 

Equations 2.64 and 2.65 can be rewritten as: 

𝑀𝐼
𝜕2𝑹𝐼(𝑡)

𝜕𝑡2
= −∑ |𝑐𝑘(𝑡)|

2∇𝐼𝐸𝑘𝑘                                                                                           (2.67) 

𝑖ℏ
𝜕𝑐𝑘(𝑡)

𝜕𝑡
= 𝑐𝑘(𝑡)𝐸𝑘                                                                                                             (2.68) 

The Ehrenfest MD allows a rigorous determination of the transitions between different Ψk 

electronic states within the framework of classical nuclear motion and the mean-field 

approximation to the electronic calculations [121]. If instead of a linear combination of 

different electronic states, only the wave function on the electronic ground state Ψ0 is 

considered, these equations can be rewritten as follows: 
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𝑀𝐼
𝜕2𝑹𝐼(𝑡)

𝜕𝑡2
= −∇𝐼⟨𝛹0|𝐻𝑒|𝛹0⟩                                                                                             (2.69) 

𝑖ℏ
𝜕𝛹0

𝜕𝑡
= 𝐻𝑒𝛹0                                                                                                                    (2.70) 

The Ehrenfest MD is the oldest method of resolution of AIMD on the fly and it is 

used only in very specific cases [122–124]. The solution of Equations 2.59 and 2.60 requires 

timesteps compatible with the relaxation time of the electrons, even though the electrons 

move much faster than the nuclei. Since most chemical processes are governed by the motion 

of the nuclei rather than by the motion of the electrons, this approach is clearly not ideal. 

III.2. Born-Oppenheimer Molecular Dynamics 

In the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation, the motion of the nuclei is decoupled 

from the much faster motion of the electrons. In this case, at each timestep the electronic 

potential is calculated by solving the time-independent Schrodinger equation, and the 

position and momenta of the nuclei are recalculated with this electronic potential according 

to the classical dynamics equations. The electrons are then considered to move adiabatically 

as the nuclei translate over the system. In mathematical terms, this approach results in the 

following equations for the electronic ground state: 

𝑀𝐼
𝜕2𝑹𝐼(𝑡)

𝜕𝑡2
= −∇𝐼min𝛹0⟨𝛹0|𝐻𝑒|𝛹0⟩                                                                                      

(2.71) 

𝐻𝑒𝛹0 = 𝐸0𝛹0                                                                                                                     (2.72) 

The right hand side of Equation 2.72 can be determined with the aid of the DFT 

formalism by making use of Kohn-Sham effective Hamiltonian [121], with KS

ee H=H . 

Compared to the Ehrenfest MD, the BO-MD approximation allows the use of larger 

timesteps, as the nuclei are characterized by much larger relaxation times than the electrons. 

This made possible the description of entire trajectories of atoms and a more complete 

understanding of complex phenomena such as proton conduction [125].  
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On the other hand, since it is necessary to update the energetic landscape of the 

simulation cell at each timestep via quantum calculations, the computational cost associated 

with this technique is even larger than using the Ehrenfest MD scheme. The computational 

demand of BO-MD calculations restricts its use to describe processes with relaxation times in 

the order of a few picoseconds.  

III.3. Car-Parrinello Molecular Dynamics 

In the Car-Parrinello Molecular Dynamics (CPMD), the kinetic and configurational 

evolution of the electronic and the nuclei motions is described as a two-component classical 

problem instead of a coupled quantum-classical system. Such simplification is grounded on 

the difference on the timescale of the fast electronic and slow nuclei motions, for which the 

timescale gap is seen as a two-component adiabatical classical system with two energy scales 

[121]. The CPMD defines a fictitious mass µ to the electrons, giving them active degrees of 

freedom. This allows the classical treatment of the electronic movement, even though they 

are still submitted to the quantum forces dictated by the electronic Hamiltonian. The 

mathematical backbone of the CPMD theory is defined in the class of Lagrangians presented 

in Equation 2.73. 

L = ∑ 1

2
𝑀𝐼

𝑑𝑹𝐼(𝑡)
2

𝑑𝑡𝐼 + ∑ 𝜇⟨𝜑𝑖̇ |𝜑𝑖̇ ⟩𝑖 − ⟨𝛹0|𝐻𝑒|𝛹0⟩ + ∑ (⟨𝜑𝑖|𝜑𝑗⟩ − 𝛿𝑖𝑗)𝑖,𝑗                     (2.73) 

In this equation, the first and second terms in the right hand side are assigned to the 

kinetic energy of the nuclei and orbitals, respectively. The third term corresponds to the 

potential energy of the electrons while the last term is assigned to the set of constraints 

imposed by the set of orbitals. Since the electronic energy ⟨𝛹0|𝐻𝑒|𝛹0⟩ is a function of the 

nuclear positions and the wave function, the corresponding Newtonian equations of motion 

can be derived from the following associated Euler-Lagragian equations: 

𝑑

𝑑𝑡

𝜕𝐿

𝜕𝑅𝐼̇
=

𝜕𝐿

𝜕𝑅𝐼
                                                                                                                         (2.74) 

𝑑

𝑑𝑡

𝜕𝐿

𝜕𝜑𝑖
∗̇ =

𝜕𝐿

𝜕𝜑𝑖
∗                                                                                                                        (2.75) 
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Applying these equations in conjunction with the effective one-particle Kohn-Sham 

Hamiltonians used in DFT and imposing the orthogonality constraint ⟨𝜑𝑖|𝜑𝑗⟩ = 𝛿𝑖𝑗 in the 

orbitals through Lagrange multipliers, the Car-Parrinello equations of motions can be 

obtained: 

𝑀𝐼
𝜕2𝑹𝐼(𝑡)

𝜕𝑡2
= −∇𝐼⟨𝛹0|𝐻𝑒

𝐾𝑆|𝛹0⟩                                                                                     (2.76)                                                                                              

𝜇
𝜕2𝝋𝑖(𝑡)

𝜕𝑡2
= −𝐻𝑒

𝐾𝑆𝝋𝑖 + ∑ 𝛬𝑖𝑗𝝋𝑖𝑗                                                                                         (2.77) 

The resolution of this set of equations allows the determination of the time evolution 

of both the nuclei and the orbitals that depends on an initial self-consisted energy surface and 

the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian. In contrast to the Ehrenfest MD, the CPMD method does not 

require small timesteps since the details of the electronic configuration are not scrutinized. 

Following the two kinetic energy terms in the Equation 2.73, it is common to 

associate an instantaneous physical temperature to the nuclei, proportional to  ∑
1

2
𝑀𝐼𝑅𝐼

2̇
𝐼 , and a 

fictitious temperature to the electrons, proportional to  ∑ 𝜇⟨𝜑𝑖̇ |𝜑𝑖̇ ⟩𝑖 . Following this, the term 

“cold electrons” corresponds to the electronic subsystem close to the instantaneous minimum 

of energy surface (Born-Oppenheimer) while “hot electrons” corresponds electrons that 

substantially deviate from these energetic hypersurface. 

The major task in the CPMD method is to equilibrate the value of timestep and 

fictitious mass in order to respective allow a fast time evolution of the system and keep the 

electrons both cold for long time periods and following adiabatically the nuclear motion. A 

proper well converged and minimized Born-Oppenheimer hypersurface is also mandatory.  

Even though the CPMD method is a mature technique whose fundamentals are well 

developed, the adjustable variables involved in its use require a certain level of maturity and 

even a degree of empiricism, especially for large systems with multiple chemical species  

(e.g. biological systems [126] and periodic solids with large unit cells [127]).  

In this work, the water-mediated proton conductive mechanism was modeled using 

the Born-Oppenheimer MD approach, since the latter is reported as a suitable method when 
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transition metals are considered, as it was the case in the so-studied MOFs or inorganic 

phosphates solids [121].   
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I. Introduction and contribution 

This chapter exposes the computational strategy and the corresponding specific tools 

that we developed to get insight into the water-mediated proton conduction in porous 

materials at the microscopic scale. This approach was applied to two MOFs, i.e. the 3D MIL-

163 and the 2D KAUST-7’, and one phosphate 3D material, namely the Ti
IV

Ti
IV

(HPO4)4, 

that were revealed during the course of the PhD as superprotonic conductors by complex 

impedance spectroscopy (CIS) measurements [1]. This joint simulation-experimental effort 

resulted in the publication of three articles provided at the end of this chapter.  

Modelling the water-mediated proton conduction in porous media is a challenging 

task since this process usually involves several phenomena which occur concomitantly, such 

as the bond breaking/formation associated with the proton motion, the dynamics of other 

guest molecules, and the global or local structural rearrangements of the host framework that 

may take place in response to the dynamics of the protons. Different computational strategies 

have been employed to describe the water-mediated proton conduction mechanisms in MOF 

materials. They can be distinguished by the way that the interactions between the water and 

the host framework are determined.  

(1) On the one hand, the potential energy has been modelled with classical forcefields 

that are implemented in Monte Carlo and Molecular Dynamics simulations. In most cases, 

the bond breaking/formation associated with the proton motion is not described and the 

proton conduction mechanism was discussed in light of the hydrogen bond network formed 

by the proton source and the proton carriers that defines a preferential pathway for the proton 

to migrate through the porosity of the solid. This approach was followed for instance in the 

work reported by Sanda et al. [2], who applied Monte Carlo calculations to explore the 

preferential arrangement of water  molecules and their preferential interactions with 

carboxylate groups in two Zn-based MOFs with 1D and 2D topologies and correlated this 

information to their proton conduction properties. A similar strategy was followed by Yang 

et al. [3], who described by Monte Carlo the adsorption sites of water in the UiO-66 based 

MOFs, whose BDC linker was grafted with different polar functions. They suggested a 

plausible proton conduction mechanism in the best proton conductive MOFs, i.e. UiO-
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66(Zr)-CO2H and UiO-66(Zr)-SO3H. On the other hand, unconventional methods such as the 

Empirical Valence Bond (EVB) [4,5] or the Reactive Forcefield (ReaxFF) [6] can describe 

the bond breaking/formation associated with the proton conduction. Using the EVB 

formalism, Paesani et al. [7] conducted MD simulations to characterize the structure, 

thermodynamics, and dynamics of the hydrated proton in the MOF MIL-53(Cr). A similar 

strategy was also followed by the group [8,9] to explore the proton migration mechanism in 

UiO-66(Zr)-2CO2H. 

(2) The potential energy surface has been also determined using quantum 

calculations. Although very accurate, these calculations demand high computation time. As a 

result, in some cases, these calculations were performed to determine the preferential 

arrangement of water by geometry optimization to further suggest proton migration pathways 

[10,11]. Such calculations have been also performed dynamically, under the formalisms of 

Ab Initio Molecular Dynamics (AIMD) techniques. This has been for instance reported in the 

work of Grancha et al. [12], who theoretically determined a complete cycle of proton motion 

through hydrogen bonds with as a starting point isolated clusters of water molecules whose 

relative positions were experimentally resolved in a bioMOF. In another work, Ling and 

Slater [13] correlated the proton conductivity of UiO-66 to the interaction of surrounding 

water molecules with vacant metal sites. In the work proposed by Eisben et al. [14,15], the 

role of the imidazole protic solvent confined in the pores of MOF MIL-53(Cr) was analyzed 

using AIMD simulations, which unambiguously correlated the increase of the proton 

conductivity performances with the adsorption of imidazole in the constrained environment. 

Here, we used three different computational approaches, i.e. classical MC and MD as 

well as AIMD methods, to get insight on the water-mediated proton conduction mechanism 

in 3 porous materials.  

(1) Typically, MC simulations in the Grand Canonical (μVT) ensemble were first 

conducted to predict the water adsorption isotherms that were further compared to the 

corresponding experimental data to validate the forcefield parameters to describe the 

interactions between water and the host frameworks. This was especially applied to 

Ti
IV

Ti
IV

(HPO4)4, as seen in section IV. The MC methodology was also applied with two 
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additional objectives. MC simulations in the Canonical (NVT) ensemble were performed to 

(i) determine the preferential conformation/distribution of water and/or inherent guest 

molecules and anticipate the possible proton conduction pathways in the anhydrous and 

hydrated states of the MIL-163(Zr) and (ii) generate starting configurations for subsequent 

MD calculations on the Ti
IV

Ti
IV

(HPO4)4 and KAUST-7’. All these MC simulations were 

carried out with a large number of steps (2×10
8
 production steps preceded by 10

7
 

equilibration steps). This is particularly important since the computational description of the 

behavior of water in confined systems usually demands a large number of steps to achieve 

equilibrium. These MC simulations were conducted by considering the host frameworks with 

their atoms fixed in their initial positions. This assumption is often made when the pore 

dimensions of a given framework significantly exceed the kinetic diameters of the guest 

molecules and when the structure does not undergo any guest-induced structural 

transformations [16]. This approximation was applied to MIL-163(Zr) which shows a pore 

size much larger than the dimension of water. For porous solids with a higher degree of 

confinement, as the Ti
IV

Ti
IV

(HPO4)4 or the KAUST-7’, this assumption needs to be taken 

with caution. There are some strategies to overcome this limitation under the theoretical 

backbone of the Monte Carlo calculations, such as the Hybrid Monte Carlo (GCMD) [17,18] 

or the Hybrid Osmotic Monte Carlo (HOMC) [19] methodologies. They generally rely on 

accurate bonded potentials forcefields to describe the flexibility of the framework. Here, we 

adopted two strategies to describe the structural relaxation of the framework: (i) the 

implementation of a flexible forcefield for the host framework in classical MD for 

Ti
IV

Ti
IV

(HPO4)4 and (ii) AIMD calculations for KAUST-7’.  

(2) Classical MD calculations implementing a flexible force field were used to 

describe the local relaxation of the phosphate groups (POH) in the water-saturated 

Ti
IV

Ti
IV

(HPO4)4, with all the remaining structural atoms of the porous material kept fixed in 

their initial positions. The intramolecular parameters associated with the P–O and O–H bonds 

and the P–O–H angle were taken from a previous work dedicated to the modelling of Zr-

phosphates [20]. The O–P–O–H torsional parameters were determined using a cosine 

potential with a constant force of 52 kcal.mol
-1

, adjusted in order to achieve the usual average 

fluctuation of 30° during a MD run in the anhydrous material. This partially flexible model 
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makes sense considering that the expected lability of these functional groups is far superior to 

the ones of the other atoms of this inorganic material. These calculations were conducted 

with a large equilibration time (10 ns) and with the temperature kept constant using the Nose-

Hoover thermostat [21–23]. These calculations allowed us to get a more realistic description 

of the H2O distribution at the vicinity of the POH as well as in the pores. 

(3) The AIMD approach was another strategy adopted to describe the structural 

rearrangements of the MOF framework in the presence of guests. This technique allowed us 

not only to study the behavior of the water molecules in a highly confined environment using 

a fully flexible model, but also gave insights on the proton conduction mechanism, since it 

describes the bond breaking/forming inherent to the proton conduction phenomena. This 

methodology was applied to describe the structural rearrangements of KAUST-7’ and 

Ti
IV

Ti
IV

(HPO4)4 as well as the proton migration. 

A complete portray of the water-mediated proton conduction in porous materials can 

be achieved by making use of analytical tools that indicate the level of connectivity and 

aggregation of the water molecules in the solid. In this thesis, two main analytical techniques 

were developed to study these variables to allow the analysis of the hydrogen bond network 

and the clustering effect. The hydrogen bond analysis is of importance since in all the studied 

systems, the low experimentally measured activation energies (Ea < 0.4 eV) strongly 

suggested that a Grotthus-based mechanism governs the proton migration (see chapter 1, 

section I.4). The clustering analysis, on the other hand, provides a measure of how extensive 

a continuous network of interacting water molecules can be obtained in the pores of the 

materials. This parameter is especially relevant to evaluate the maximum extension to which 

a proton transmission network can be achieved. In these calculations, hydrogen bonds are 

considered as the association of a donor (D) atom, a hydrogen (H) and an acceptor (A) atom, 

where both donor and acceptors may be any of the light electronegative atoms generally 

associated with H-bonds (N, O and F) (see chapter 1). In the literature, the criteria adopted to 

the definition of a hydrogen bond are somewhat general but usually based on the energy and 

the geometry of the hydrogen bonds [24]. With the energetic criteria, the hydrogen bond is 

defined when the mutual interaction energy between two molecules is higher than a threshold 

value [25,26], while the geometric criteria asserts that the hydrogen bond is determined by 
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the relative configuration of such neighboring molecules [25,27]. In this thesis, we used only 

the geometric criteria to determine the hydrogen bonds. They are then accounted when the 

D–A distance is below 3.5 Å and the angle formed between the D–H and the D–A vectors 

(A-D-H angle) is below 37° (i.e. a complementary angle of the one described in chapter 1, 

section I.4), a criterion compatible to what has been used in other works [25,27–30]. The 

validity of the distance criteria is usually tested by considering the peak position of the 

maximum of the radial distribution function of the donor and acceptor species, where usually 

a 3.5 Å distance is an acceptable value. The angle criteria, however, is more system 

dependent. In order to test the validity of such criteria, a screening of the probability density 

of species with D-A distance below 3.5 Å was performed. Typically Figure 3.1 reports the 

probability density plots of the interactions between water molecules and phenol groups and 

between the water molecules themselves in the case of water confined in MIL-163(Zr). Since 

the majority of the interactions are observed for acute values of A-D-H lesser than 37°, this 

angle was considered as an acceptable limit for describing the hydrogen bond interactions in 

the hydrated MIL-163(Zr). Such a preliminary analysis was then conducted for all solids 

prior to perform the hydrogen bond analysis. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1. Distribution of the angles between the D-A vector and the D-H vector for donor-

acceptor separated by a distance lower than 3.5 Å. These distributions are averaged over the 

MC configurations generated for the hydrated MIL-163(Zr). Interactions between H2O and 

the phenol groups of the framework (see chapter 3, section II) (a) and with themselves (b) are 

evaluated. 

Further, the main parameter that controls the definition of the water cluster is the 

critical cluster radius (CCR) corresponding to the maximum distance between two 
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neighboring water molecules used to determine that they are sufficiently close to each other 

to be considered part of the same cluster. It is thus possible to define the aggregation of water 

molecules in a continuous superstructure using a neighboring list algorithm [31]. In this 

thesis, we used a CCR of 3.1 Å, corresponding to the first  interaction  peak  of  the  O – O  

RDF  for  liquid  water [30]. This aggregation quantification was used to support the visual 

inspection of the molecules aggregation in representative snapshots. 

In the following sections, we listed the main results obtained resulting from the 

application of the different simulations techniques and analytical tools described above to the 

microscopic description of the proton conduction mechanism in MIL-163(Zr), KAUST-7’ 

and Ti
IV

Ti
IV

(HPO4)4.  
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II. MIL-163(Zr) 

MIL-163(Zr) is a MOF with 12 Å (see pore size distribution in Figure 3.2) square-

shaped 1D pores formed from the association of ZrO8 edge-sharing polyhedra with four 

phenolic organic linker TzGal [5,5′-(1,2,4,5-tetrazine-3,6-diyl)bis(benzene-1,2,3-triol)], 

defining chains running along the [001] direction [32]. DMA (N,N-dimethylamine) is used as 

solvent in the synthesis procedure and stays as inherent guest molecules in the pores even 

after activation procedures. Since the phenol groups are the Brønsted acidic groups in this 

framework, they are considered as the main proton sources for the proton conduction 

observed in this material. Complex Impedance Spectroscopy measurements revealed that this 

structure shows a superprotonic conductivity (σ90°C = 2.1×10-3 S.cm-1) in its hydrated state, 

while the proton conduction is very low in the anhydrous state (σ90°C = 1.5×10-13 S.cm-1).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2 – Calculated pore size distribution of the DFT-optimized crystal structure of the 

MIL-163(Zr). 

The DMA containing MOF framework was firstly investigated in the anhydrous and 

the water saturated states of the MOF using MC simulations in the canonical ensemble 

(NVT). These simulations revealed a difference in the organization of the DMA molecules in 

both cases. In the anhydrous state, these guest molecules are well-localized in the vicinity of 

the pore wall (cf. Figure 3.3a), each of them establishing hydrogen bonds with a single 
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phenol group (cf. Figure 3.4a). Furthermore these DMA molecules were found to be isolated 

from each other as shown by the characteristic separating distances between their carbon 

atoms (CDMA) above 5 Å (Figure 3.4a). This scenario hampers the formation of a long-range 

hydrogen bond pathway for proton migration, limiting the proton transmission. This outcome 

explains the poor proton conductivity measured on the anhydrous MOF.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3 – Preferential arrangements of the DMA molecules in the pores of MIL-163(Zr) 

originated from MC calculations in the anhydrous (a) and water-saturated states (b) at 298 K. 

The water molecules are omitted for clarity. In grey, white, red, blue and indigo are 

represented atoms of C, H, O, N, and Zr respectively 

In the water-saturated state, these DMA molecules are displaced by water molecules 

towards the center of the pores of the framework (cf. Figure 3.3b), suggesting that the 

interactions of the pore wall with H2O are stronger than those with the DMA molecules. As 

observed in the radial distribution functions of Figure 3.4, these interactions between the 

MOF and the water molecules occur through hydrogen bonds via (i) the acid hydrogen of the 

phenol groups (Hacid) (cf. Figure 3.4b) and (ii) the nitrogen atoms of the pore linker (Nlinker) 

(cf. Figure 3.4c).  
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Figure 3.4 – Radial distribution functions for the pairs (a) NDMA – Hacid (solid lines) and 

CDMA – CDMA (dashed lines) in the anhydrous framework and for the pairs (b) OH2O – Hacid 

(dashed lines) and OH2O – HH2O (solid lines), (c) HH2O-Nlinker, and (d) HDMA – OH2O (solid 

lines) and HH2O – NDMA (dashed lines) in the hydrated MIL-163(Zr)  

The water molecules arrange themselves in the pores forming extended hydrogen 

bonded clusters (cf. Figure 3.5a), with an average length of 15 molecules. This number is 

smaller than that predicted for other MOFs with 1D pores, such as MIL-53(Cr) and MIL-

47(V) [33]. On the other hand, as seen in the histograms of Figure 3.5b, these clusters are 

constituted by both isolated clusters with a small number of molecules and by clusters with a 

larger number of molecules, resulting in the creation of a percolating pathway in the whole 

porosity investigated in the simulation cell. These percolating water clusters interconnect 

different phenol groups, in adjacent or opposite positons of the pore wall, creating an 

extended H-bonded network (cf. Figure 3.5c). In average, each water cluster interconnects 

~4.5 of these phenol groups. This large number of phenol groups instantaneously 
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interconnected through hydrogen bonds favors the proton transmission from one hydrophilic 

group to the other.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5 – (a) Representation of a typical cluster of water molecules (blue spheres) 

observed in snapshots obtained from MC calculations in the hydrated MIL-163(Zr) at 298 K, 

(b) probability distribution of the cluster sizes and (c) connectivity of the phenol groups in 

the clusters. 

A hydrogen bond analysis of the hydrated MIL-163(Zr) allowed us to shed light on 

several key points of the H-bond network formed by the phenol groups, DMA and water 

molecules. One of them is that a large percentage (73.9%) of the phenol groups is engaged in 

hydrogen bonds, mainly with water molecules (66.6%) but also, in a smaller amount (7.3%), 

with the DMA molecules. Moreover, given the large number of water molecules per unit cell 

(32), the majority of the H-bonds in the hydrated MIL-163(Zr) results from H2O – H2O 

interactions. However, the total number of hydrogen bonds per water molecule (NHB) is 
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relatively small (1.55) compared to what is observed in bulk water (3.6) [34]. Such low NHB 

can be explained by (i) the relatively large pores of the MOF, which rather favor the 

association of the molecules between each other than with the framework, and (ii) the 

presence of the large DMA molecules in the pore, which, even though do not avoid the 

percolation of water molecules in large clusters, prevent them to acquire a larger degree of 

self-association. 

In the hydrated state, we evidenced that in average, each DMA molecule is engaged 

in at least one H-bond with the water molecules. These molecules act mainly as H-donors 

(see Figure 3.6a), even though a certain H-acceptor character cannot be ruled out, as seen in 

the RDFs of Figure 3.4d. The clustering analysis on the MIL-163(Zr) has allowed us a 

further understanding of the role of the DMA molecules in the proton conduction. A 

comparison between the amount of phenol groups interconnected through a single water 

cluster in the fully hydrated MIL-163(Zr) in the presence and in the absence of DMA 

molecules revealed that, this amount is higher in the first case (cf. Figure 3.6b). The increase 

in the number of phenol groups connected by a single water cluster in the presence of the 

DMA molecules can be attributed to the higher number of water molecules in the vicinities 

of the pore wall in this situation, as they cannot effectively populate the pore center, partially 

occupied by DMA molecules.  
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Figure 3.6 – Representation of a typical hydrogen bonded water chain interconnecting 

opposite phenol groups and the connection of DMA molecules to the chain observed in 

snapshots from MC calculations in the hydrated MIL-163(Zr) at 298 K (a) and probability 

density expressing the percentage of phenol groups interconnected via the water clusters in 

the hydrated MIL-163(Zr) with DMA molecules (black bars) and in their absence (grey bars) 

(b). 

Finally, a careful analysis of the MC snapshots corresponding to the hydrated MIL-

163(Zr) allowed us to characterize the water arrangement inside the pores of the MOF in 

chains and rings (Figure 3.7). Such geometry offers multiple 3D pathways for the proton 

motion along hydrogen bonds in the three directions from one hydrophilic group to another. 

Figure 3.6a thus illustrates a possible proton conduction pathway, where two phenol groups 

in opposite pore walls are connected by water molecules in a hydrogen bond chain, with 

DMA molecules connected to such chain. This hydrogen bond topology formed from 

interconnected water chains in a channel-like framework is quite similar to the one described 

by Grancha et al. [12] using a quantum Molecular Dynamics methodology. In their work, 

they describe the proton motion along hydrogen bonds as a Grottus-like mechanism. The 

extensive hydrogen bond networks interconnecting acidic phenol groups and the 

experimental energy of activation (Ea < 0.4eV) found for the proton conductivity in the 

hydrated MIL-163(Zr), indicate that such Grotthus-like mechanism also would be 

predominant in this MOF. 
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Figure 3.7 - Cluster of hydrogen bonded molecules of water interconnecting 4 phenol groups 

(highlighted in green dashed circles). The different water molecules which make part (or are 

closely associated) to one ring of H-bonded molecules are indicated by different colors. 
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III. KAUST-7’ 

KAUST-7’ is a product of the structural change of the structural change of the 3D 

MOF KAUST-7 [35]. This new 2D MOF crystallizes in the space group C2/m and has a 

layered framework formed by the 6-fold coordination of Ni
2+

 atoms with bipyridine linkers 

in one axis, (NbOF4)
2-

 linkers in another and water molecules in the third axis (cf. Figure 

3.8a). These layers are kept interconnected by hydrogen bonds between the coordinated 

water molecules and the fluorine atoms. The chemical formula of NiNbOF5(H2O)2(pyr) was 

deduced from elemental analysis. This material was demonstrated to show a superprotonic 

behavior in the presence of water (σ90°C = 2.0×10
-2

 S.cm
-1

).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.8 – (a) DFT optimized framework of the anhydrous 2D framework KAUST-7’ 

characterized by hydrogen bonds (dashed black lines) established between fluorine atoms 

and H2O molecules coordinated to metallic centers. (b) Details of the adsorption sites of the 

guest water molecules (ball and sticks) in the hydrated KAUST-7’ framework (sticks). These 

water molecules are located between two opposite (NbOF4)
2-

 groups and two coordinated 

water molecules. C, H, N, O, F, Ni, and Nb atoms are represented in grey, white, blue, red, 

green, light blue and burgundy respectively. 

As shown in the pore size distribution calculated for the DFT-optimized framework 

using the geometric parameters of the UFF forcefield to determine the atoms radius (cf. 

Figure 3.9), one can ascertain that this MOF contains extremely narrow pores, with 

accessible pores of the order of 2 Å. Considering that the water molecules have a kinetic 

diameter of 2.65 Å, local structural rearrangements are likely to occur in presence of water in 
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order to accommodate the water molecules within the porosity. Therefore, these 

rearrangements will be taken into account in the AIMD simulations carried out subsequently. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.9 – Pore size distribution of the DFT-optimized structure of KAUST-7’. 

MC simulations in the NVT ensemble were first run to determine the location of the 

adsorbed water molecules in the fully hydrated MOF framework with the water loading 

determined by both experimental TGA and volumetric measurements. These molecules were 

found to be highly localized in the space between two coordinated water molecules 

belonging respectively to two opposite neighboring layers of the framework (cf. Figure 3.8b). 

Equilibrium configurations obtained for the water-loaded structures issued from the MC 

calculations were then geometry optimized at the DFT level and further used as a starting 

point for AIMD runs. These AIMD simulations were run for 20 ps and revealed the 

formation of a hydrogen bond network involving the water adsorbed between the layers 

(H2Ow), fluorine atoms (F) of the (NbOF4)
2-

 linkers and the water coordinated to Ni
2+

 atoms 

(H2Oc). The RDFs extracted from these AIMD simulations (Figure 3.10) evidenced that the 

fluorine atoms interact with both the adsorbed and coordinated water molecules, however, 

comparing the RDFs of the pairs F – Hw(H2Ow) and F – Hc(H2Oc), their interaction with the 

latter seems stronger than with the former. These RDFs further evidenced that the adsorbed 
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water molecules also interact with the coordinated water molecules, via the H atom of the 

latter species, as seen in Figure 3.10.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.10 – Radial distribution functions of the interactions of the pairs F – Hc(H2Oc) 

(black line), F – Hw(H2Ow) (blue line), and Ow(H2Ow) – Hc(H2Oc) (red line) obtained from an 

AIMD simulation carried out in the fully hydrated KAUST-7’ at 298K. 

The AIMD simulations also revealed that the H-bond network is characterized by a 

continuous cleavage/formation of interactions between the H2Ow, F and H2Oc species. In 

particular, we revealed that the H2Ow molecules have an important role as a bridging species, 

connecting different fluorine atoms and the H2Oc molecules due to their higher degree of 

freedom to rotate, as shown by the higher amplitude of the average deviation angle of H2Ow 

(37°) compared to that of H2Oc (26°) (cf. Figure 3.11a and 3.11b). Such a global H2Ow-

assisted reorganization of the H-bond network in this framework generates favorable 

pathways for the proton propagation in a Grotthus-like mechanism and this is at the core of 

the excellent proton conduction properties observed in this material. 
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Figure 3.11 – Representative snapshot of a 15 ps AIMD simulation conducted at 298 K on 

the fully hydrated KAUST-7’ framework, highlighting the H2Oc and H2Ow molecules 

hydrogen bonded (dashed lines) with each other and with fluorine atoms (a). Deviation angle 

in relation to the respective rotation axis of H2Ow (grey line) and H2Oc (black line) molecules 

(b). 

The trajectory obtained by AIMD simulations on the water saturated KAUST-7’ 

showed a relatively low average number of hydrogen bonds NHB per water molecule (1.54), a 

value similar to that reported in the previous section for MIL-163(Zr) and rather low 

compared to the NHB for  bulk water [34]. The lower NHB value in the KAUST-7’ was 

attributed to (i) the adsorption of water molecules in highly 2D confined environment which 

make the hydrogen bonds greatly directional and (ii) the coordination of the water molecules 

to Ni
2+

 atoms. Once connected to the metals, the oxygen of these water molecules cannot act 

as hydrogen bond acceptors. We further evidenced that the extremely high confined 

environment of KAUST-7’ prevents the association of water in clusters. 
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IV. Ti
IV

Ti
IV

(HPO4)4 

Ti
IV

Ti
IV

(HPO4)4 is a titanium phosphate formed after the calcination of the mixed-

valence titanium phosphate  Ti
III

Ti
IV

(HPO4)4 [36]. This new material is made of corner-

sharing octahedra and tetrahedral oxides centered by titanium and phosphorous atoms 

forming a 3D framework with 1D pores with 3 Å (pore 1), 6.5 Å (pore 2) and 4.6 Å (pore 3) 

cross-sectional diameters. These different pore sizes are easily identified through the 

inspection of the calculated pore size distribution presented in Figure 3.12 considering a DFT 

optimized framework. Both the smaller and larger pores are oriented towards the x axis, 

while the remaining pore is perpendicularly oriented and connects them to each other (see 

Figure 3.13). In fact, all the pores have roughly the same backbone and their dimensions 

depend on the concentration of POH groups they integrate. The smaller the pore, the richer it 

is in POH groups. Due to their acidity, these POH groups are considered as the main proton 

sources in this material.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.12 – Calculated Pore Size Distribution (PSD) of the crystal structure of 

Ti
IV

Ti
IV

(HPO4)4 with highlighted regions corresponding to the different pore types. In blue, 

the region related to pore 1; in yellow, the one assigned to pore 3; in gray, the one attributed 

to pore 2 (cf. Figure 3.13). 
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The conductivity of this material was demonstrated to show a large difference 

between the anhydrous state (σ90°C = 1.9×10
-8

 S.cm
-1

) and the water-saturated state (σ90°C = 

2.4×10
-3

 S.cm
-1

), even if such difference (5 orders of magnitude) is smaller than the one 

observed for the MIL-163(Zr) and KAUST-7’ (10 orders of magnitude). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.13 – Pore types identified in the Ti
IV

Ti
IV

(HPO4)4 framework. H, O, Ti, and P atoms 

are represented in white, red, grey, and pink respectively. 

Since we did not find in the literature existing forcefields already validated to 

describe porous titanium phosphates, we constructed our own forcefield based on a set of 

potential parameters previously used to represent zeolites [37–39] and aluminium phosphates 

[40–42]. As it is usually the case for inorganic materials, while electrostatic contributions are 

considered for every atom of the framework, only the oxygen atoms are assumed to be 

relevant as van der Waals interacting sites, since the other constitutive atoms of the 

framework have a much lower polarizability. GCMC calculations using this microscopic 

description of the framework leads to a good description of the experimental water 

adsorption isotherm of Ti
IV

Ti
IV

(HPO4)4 using the SPC [43] water model. Fine adjustments of 

the LJ 12-6 geometric parameters (σ), which proved to be the most sensitive of the LJ 12-6 

parameters in such a confined framework, allowed an excellent agreement between the 

simulation and experimental isotherms (cf. Figure 3.14). In table 3.1 the Lennard Jones 
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parameters assigned to the oxygen atoms of the framework and of the water atoms are 

summarized.  

Table 3.1 – LJ 12-6 parameters assigned to the oxygen atoms of the Ti
IV

Ti
IV

(HPO4)4 

framework and the water molecules derived from the SPC model [43]. 

 σ (Å) ε (K) 

Framework 2.629 120.0 

Water 3.166 78.2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.14 – Correspondence between the simulated (empty squares) and experimental 

(filled squares) adsorption isotherms of water in Ti
IV

Ti
IV

(HPO4)4. Simulated results were 

obtained from MC calculations using the forcefield developed in this work for the framework 

and the SPC model for the water molecules. 

Once the forcefield was validated, we continued our study on the fully hydrated 

Ti
IV

Ti
IV

(HPO4)4 by evaluating the water arrangement in this framework, taking into account 

the local relaxation of the phosphate groups of the solid. This step was carried out using MD 

calculations that implemented a partially flexible structural model. In such model, the POH 

groups were considered flexible, while the rest of the framework was considered as rigid. 

The flexibility of the POH groups was modelled using harmonic potentials for the P-O and 
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O-H bonds and P-O-H angles obtained from the literature [20] and a cosine potential 

developed in this work for the O-P-O-H torsion angles.  

The MD simulations evidenced that the water molecules interact with the POH 

groups by strong hydrogen bonds, as shown by the radial distribution functions (cf. Figure 

3.15a) between the oxygen atoms of the POH groups (OPOH) and the oxygen atoms of the 

water molecules (OW), whose equilibrium distance (2.4 Å) is shorter than the one predicted 

for the interactions between the water molecules (2.8 Å). These strong interactions suggests 

that the protons of POH are expected to be more easily transferred to a neighbor water 

molecule. Additionally, representative snapshots at the equilibrium show that the water 

molecules arrange themselves forming a percolating 3D hydrogen bond network that (i) 

encompasses all the pores of the framework in multiple directions (Figure 3.15b) and (ii) 

involves POH groups of pores 1 and 3.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.15 – (a) Comparison of the radial distribution functions for the pairs OPOH – Ow 

(black line) and Ow-Ow (blue line) for a 10 ns MD simulation of the fully hydrated 

Ti
IV

Ti
IV

(HPO4)4 at 298 K and (b) representative snapshot displaying the hydrogen bond 

pathway (dashed lines) formed from the association of water molecules and POH groups. 

The connectivity of the water molecules in this network was evaluated by the number 

of hydrogen bonds per molecule (NHB). The so-obtained value (3.10) is relatively high and 

close to the connectivity observed in bulk water (3.6) [34]. Such high connectivity can be 

related to the accommodation of water molecules in a highly hydrophilic environment with a 
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high level of confinement. However, in contrast to what was observed in the KAUST-7’, the 

confinement of the water molecules in the Ti
IV

Ti
IV

(HPO4)4 is not at a level that restrains their 

degree of liberty to the point of restricting their hydrogen bond connectivity.  

The extent of the hydrogen bond pathways observed through snapshots was 

quantitatively evaluated via the analysis of the probability density of the water cluster sizes in 

the hydrated framework (Figure 3.16a). Given the association of multiple POH groups in the 

H-bond pathway, we decided to account these groups as constituent species of the clusters. 

This analysis indicated a bimodal cluster distribution with both clusters of small size (up to 4 

species), resulting from short-range coordination between water and POH groups, and 

clusters of larger size (from 5 to 25 species) resulting from the long ranging association of 

these species. The overall average cluster size was constituted by 9 species. A representative 

view of these clusters is shown in Figure 3.16b. 

The relatively high level of percolation of the hydrogen bond network in the small 

pores of the Ti-phosphate, the active participation of the acidic POH groups contained in 

pores 1 and 3, as well as the H-bond connectivity of the water molecules in the pores offer an 

optimal configuration for the long-range proton motion throughout the solid. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.16 – (a) Cluster size density for the association of POH groups and water molecules 

at water saturation. (b) Example of a cluster of water molecules and POH groups formed in 

pore 3.  
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These conclusions were further complemented by the investigation of the 

mechanisms of proton transfer with the use of the AIMD technique. As already suggested in 

Figure 3.14, these calculations indicated that the proton migrate from a POH group in pore 1 

through water molecules in pore 3 and pore 2, confirming that the percolating hydrogen bond 

network suggested by classical MD calculations is indeed a viable trail for a Grotthus-like 

proton conduction in the framework. In this particular mechanism, it was shown that (i) POH 

groups act as the proton source in this system with the spontaneous transfer of a proton from 

a POH group to a neighbor water molecule (Figure 3.17a), (ii) the movement of the 

hydronium ion toward a second water molecule, resulting in a distorted Zundel (H5O2
+
) 

species stabilized by hydrogen bonds established with the framework atoms (Figure 3.17b-d), 

and (iii) the proton originating from the hydronium ion moves toward a bridging oxygen 

atom of the framework (Figure 3.17e) to form a bridging μ2–OH function.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.17 – Proton conduction mechanism in the water-saturated Ti
IV

Ti
IV

(HPO4)4, 

highlighting the transfer of a proton from the POH group in pore 1 to a water in pore 3 (a), 

the proton transfer equilibrium between two molecules in pore 3 and one in pore 2 (b, c, and 

d), and the transfer from a water molecule in pore 2 to a bridging oxygen in pore 2. 
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V. Conclusion: 

This chapter describes the main computational techniques and the analytical tools we 

developed to get insight on the water arrangement and the resulting water-mediated proton 

migration mechanism in porous materials. This global methodology was applied to two 

MOFs, MIL-163(Zr) and KAUST-7’, and the Ti
IV

Ti
IV

(HPO4)4 inorganic system that were 

initially identified as excellent proton-conducting materials using an experimental screening 

approach. Classical and quantum-calculations were coupled to evidence the formation of 3D- 

water hydrogen bonded network in the pores of these materials that provides the optimal 

conditions for transferring the proton at long distances via a Grotthus-mechanism. The local 

relaxation of the host framework had to be considered to accurately capture the 

rearrangement of water molecules in confined environment, while this is not so critical in the 

case of large pore materials. This was achieved by considering classical MD implementing 

flexible force field or AIMD simulations. The information gained from this study can be 

considered as a road-map to guide the choice of computational approaches to describe the 

proton conduction mechanisms in porous solids. Noteworthy, such a fundamental 

understanding has been only rarely achieved in the field of MOFs and we hope that this will 

pave the way towards a more systematic computational evaluation of the microscopic proton 

migration mechanism for the community working in this field, which mostly reports new 

materials with outstanding performances evidenced by experimental testing.   
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I. Introduction and contribution 

This chapter presents the computational approach that was undertaken to explore the 

water adsorption mechanism in a series of MOFs that have been revealed as promising 

candidates for heat-transfer application, i.e. CUK-1(Me) (Me = Ni, Co, Mg), MIL-100(Fe) 

and MOF-801(Zr). These materials were shown to be attractive due to their high water 

uptake and sharp step-like isotherm in favorable regions of water relative pressure (P/P0). 

Our collaborators in KRICT evidenced that these MOFs are among the best adsorbents for 

chiller applications as illustrated in Figure 4.1, which reports their Coefficient of 

Performances under the operating conditions TEVAP = 5°C and Tdes = 30°C. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1 – Coefficient of performances (COPc) plots for chiller conditions (TEVAP = 5°C, 

Tdes = 30°C) as a function of desorption temperature for CUK-1(Co) (-■-), MIL-100(Fe) (-●-

) and MOF-801(Zr) (-▲-). 

From a fundamental standpoint, these candidates have been also selected for their 

peculiarities in terms of water adsorption behaviors: (i) the isostructural series of CUK-

1(Me), a MOF with 1D diamond-shaped pores and the asymmetric linker 2,4-pyridine 

dicarboxylate, was found to display a mildly hydrophobic character that can be tuned by 

changing the nature of the metal ion of the inorganic building units; (ii) the MOF-801(Zr), a 
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Zr-based MOF incorporating fumarate linkers, showed a remarkable difference in terms of 

water uptake and shape of the adsorption isotherm between its single crystal and powder 

forms [1], its water adsorption performance depending on the concentration of missing 

linkers in its structure and (iii) the MIL-100(Fe), a hydrophilic mesoporous MOF including 

coordinatively unsaturated sites (CUS) showed a complex step-wise water adsorption 

isotherm [2,3]. Here classical GCMC calculations have been employed not only to calculate 

the water adsorption isotherms and energetics of these MOFs but also to explain the 

peculiarities of their water adsorption behaviors in light of a careful analysis of the 

microscopic mechanisms in play.  

It is to be noted that while GCMC simulations can be nowadays applied to accurately 

reproduce the adsorption behavior of porous materials with respect to simple molecules such 

as noble gases or light hydrocarbons, this is far more challenging once it deals with water [4]. 

First, despite the simple structure of the water molecule and the myriad of force fields 

reported in the literature (see Chapter 2), there is still no universal force field that can 

accurately capture all the unusual physical properties of water in confined environments. In 

addition, the dipole moment of water depends on the confinement degree and it can change 

continuously during the adsorption process. This further complicates the problem, although 

most of the water models treat this property as a constant [4]. Second, the simulations of 

water adsorption in  porous  materials  including  MOFs  and  zeolites  converge extremely  

slowly,  as  pointed  out  in  many  publications [5–8]. Some strategies have been attempted 

to accelerate the simulation convergence, including the pre-tabulated energy grid method [7], 

pre-insertion of water molecules [8], orientational-bias moves [9], biased translational “jump 

moves” [8] canonical replica-exchange Monte Carlo or parallel tempering methods [10]. 

Other MC algorithms can be envisaged, like the energy-bias insertion moves [11] and 

continuous fractional component (CFC) Monte Carlo [12] to accelerate the calculations. 

Zhang and Snurr [4] have recently reported success in this goal using such algorithms. 

In this thesis, the water adsorption isotherms on MOFs were simulated using mostly 

the 4-site model TIP4P/2005 [13], which was specifically developed to reproduce both the 

temperature of maximum density and the vaporization enthalpy of water [14]. These 

calculations employed a classical Monte Carlo algorithm implementing the calculation of the 
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interactions accelerated by making use of a grid of 0.25 Å to interpolate electrostatic and van 

der Waals forces. All these MC simulations were carried out with a large number of steps (at 

least 2×10
8
 production steps preceded by 10

7
 equilibration steps) which is mandatory in order 

to achieve equilibrium configurations for each point of the simulated isotherms.  

Since these structures have pore dimensions exceeding significantly the kinetic 

diameter of the water molecules and they do not undergo guest-induced structural 

transformations, we assumed that the local rearrangements on the host framework play a 

minor role in the adsorption process and we thus used structural models where the host atoms 

are kept fixed in their initial positions. The adsorption enthalpy (∆Hads) for water was 

calculated using the revised Widom’s test particle insertion method [15]. In the case of CUK-

1(Me) and MOF-801(Zr), a conventional approach was used to model the non-bonded 

potentials between water molecules and the porous materials with the use of a Coulombic 

and LJ 12-6 potential terms to represent the electrostatic and the van der Waals interactions 

respectively. In this approach, the LJ 12-6 parameters assigned to each atom of the MOF 

were taken from generic forcefields such as the UFF [16] and DREIDING [17]. These 

parameters were then mixed with that of the water model using the Lorentz Berthelot mixing 

rule to represent the H2O/MOF interactions. In the MC calculations, these short-range 

dispersion forces described by LJ 12-6 potentials were truncated at a cut-off radius of 12 Å 

while the Ewald summation approach was used to estimate the Coulombic contribution.  

This approach to describe the MOF/water interactions is not anymore valid when one 

deals with specific cases like the presence of CUS sites that induce strong interactions with 

water. This is typically the scenario encountered for MIL-100(Fe). Here we have deployed an 

alternative strategy that consists of deriving the interacting energy of the water – CUS Fe(III) 

from ab initio calculations followed by a fitting of the corresponding data using an 

appropriate analytical function. In this specific case, we compared the results obtained from 

the consideration of the TIP4P/2005 water model with that using the TIP4P-Ew water model 

[18]. The following sections present the description of the global computational strategy and 

the main outcomes gained for the 3 studies.   
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II. CUK-1(Me) 

The CUK-1(Me) is formed by the coordination of two independent metal ions (Me1 

and Me2; Me = Ni, Co or Mg) to one 2,4-pdc ligand and one hydroxyl group in a distorted 

octahedral conformation forming 1D channels as shown in Figure 4.2a-c. The lattice 

connectivity of these frameworks is identical, however the space group of the as-synthesized 

CUK-1(Mg) differs (P21/c in the Mg- versus C2/c in the Ni- and Co-based materials). The 

CUK-1(Me) framework presents diamond-like 1D pores of approximately 6 Å of accessible 

size, as seen in the calculated Pore Size Distribution of Figure 4.2d. In our calculations, the 

CUK-1(Ni), CUK-1(Co) and CUK-1(Mg) frameworks were modelled considering the crystal 

structures reported previously [19,20]. These structures were geometry optimized at the DFT 

level maintaining the experimental unit cell parameters fixed. These calculations employed a 

PBE GGA functional [21,22] combined with the double numerical basis set containing 

polarization functions (DNP) on all atoms, as implemented in the Dmol
3
 module [23,24]. The 

partial charges of each atom of the framework were estimated using the REPEAT fitting 

approach (see Table 4.1) [25], the atom types being provided in Figure 4.3. The interactions 

between the MOF frameworks and water were modelled using LJ 12-6 and Coulombic 

potentials for the van der Waals and electrostatic contributions. To that purpose, the LJ 12-6 

parameters for the atoms of the organic linker and inorganic were taken from the generic 

force field DREIDING [17] and UFF [16] respectively. The interactions between the H2O 

molecules themselves were treated by a LJ 12-6 term and a Coulombic contribution as 

defined in the microscopic models employed to describe them.  

 As indicated in the introduction, the water molecule was described using the TIP4P/2005 

model [13]. The simulation boxes were made of 12 conventional unit cells (3×2×2).  
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Figure 4.2 – Comparison of the DFT-optimized structures of the CUK-1(Ni) (a), CUK-1(Co) 

(b) and CUK-1(Mg) (c) along the a-axis and (d) Pore size distribution (PSD) of these three 

structures calculated using geometric parameters of the UFF forcefield to represent the atoms 

diameters. In grey, white, red, blue, light blue, burgundy, and green are represented 

respectively C, H, O, N, Ni, Co and Mg atoms. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3 – Identification of the atoms types in the CUK-1, where Me stands for the metal 

in the cluster: Ni, Co or Mg, respectively in the CUK-1(Ni), CUK-1(Co) and CUK-1(Mg). 
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Table 4.1 – Atomic partial charges for each of the CUK-1(Me) frameworks. 

Atom type q CUK-1(Ni) (e) q CUK-1(Co) (e) q CUK-1(Mg) (e) 

C1 0.4149 0.4364 0.4806 

C2 -0.3901 -0.4163 -0.4388 

C3 0.1351 0.1723 0.2215 

C4 -0.2366 -0.2699 -0.2949 

C5 0.1445 0.1719 0.2230 

C6 0.2858 0.2868 0.3581 

C7 0.7005 0.6565 0.6515 

O1 -0.4051 -0.4046 -0.5425 

O2 -0.4408 -0.4539 -0.5271 

O3 -0.6391 -0.6266 -0.6784 

O4 -0.6382 -0.5975 -0.6801 

O5 -0.9634 -0.9040 -1.1055 

H1 0.4051 0.3994 0.3984 

H2 0.1923 0.1994 0.2017 

H3 0.1437 0.1497 0.1537 

H4 0.0599 0.0530 0.0408 

N1 -0.3389 -0.3389 -0.4720 

Ni1 0.9865 - - 

Ni2 1.1680 - - 

Co1 - 1.0082 - 

Co2 - 1.0620 - 

Mg1 - - 1.2971 

Mg2 - - 1.4260 

As mentioned above, CUK-1(Me) exhibits a singular facet regarding its water 

adsorption profile. Our collaborators in KRICT evidenced that changing the nature of the 

metal, even though without noticeable changes in the topology and pore size of this MOF, 

impacts significantly its hydrophilicity. As one notice from Figure 4.4a, the adsorption 

profiles of the nickel and copper based CUK-1 are quite similar, exhibiting a step-like shape 

with a pore filling at P/P0 = 0.12, while in the magnesium based material the step occurs at 

higher pressure (P/P0 = 0.25). The CUK-1(Mg) shows a higher uptake expressed in weight%, 

mostly due to the lighter mass of magnesium compared to nickel or copper. Indeed, the 

number of molecules adsorbed at saturation for all materials remains nearly the same (~30 

molecules/unit cell).  
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As one can notice in Figure 4.4b, the trend experimentally observed for the 

adsorption of water in the three CUK-1 frameworks was successfully reproduced by our 

GCMC simulations with the confirmation that the Mg-version shows a higher hydrophobicity 

compared to the two other analogues. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Figure 4.4 – Experimental (a) and simulated (b) water adsorption isotherm at 303 K in all 

CUK-1 frameworks. 

 The water adsorption mechanism was further explored to explain the origin of the 

metal dependence of the water adsorption behaviors. We evidenced that at low coverage the 

water molecules interact preferentially with the hydroxyl groups of the MOF framework, as 

one can notice in Figure 4.5a showing a sharp peak in the radial distribution function (RDF) 

between the oxygen of these hydroxyl groups (OOH) and the oxygen of the water molecules 

(OW) with a mean Ow-OOH distance around 2.8 Å, a value commonly associated with the 

formation of a strong hydrogen bond. This conclusion was also supported by the analysis of 

the density probability of water calculated at low coverage which revealed that the guest 

molecules are located at the vicinity of the hydroxyl groups in all CUK-1 frameworks (Figure 

4.6). Once the water molecules interact with these hydrophilic centers, they trigger the 

clustering of other molecules, forming an extensive network of water throughout the pore. 

One can further notice from Figure 4.5a that the RDF (Ow-OOH) peak is of significantly lower 

intensity for CUK-1(Mg) as compared with the two other analogues, in line with a lower 

probability for the water molecules to interact with the hydroxyl groups. This different 

behavior can be supported by the analysis of the RDF between H2O and the N atoms of the 

a) b) 
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CUK-1 framework present in the organic node. Figure 4.5b clearly emphasizes that the water 

molecules tend to be also located at the vicinity of these N atoms in the case of CUK-1(Mg) 

as shown by the presence of a well-defined peak at about 3.2 Å. This behavior can be 

explained by a significantly higher negative charge carried out by the N atoms in the Mg-

analogue (see Table 4.1) that tends to attract the water molecules and thus diminishes the 

probability to find water interacting with the hydrophilic OH groups. This peculiarity of the 

Mg analogue is illustrated in Figure 4.6c which clearly shows a larger distribution of water in 

the region nearby the organic linker compared to that involved in the Ni and Cu based 

materials.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5 – RDFs calculated at low coverage (1 molecule per simulation box) between the 

oxygen of the water molecules (Ow) and (a) the oxygen of the hydroxyl groups of all CUK-1 

(OOH) and (b) the nitrogen (N) atoms of all CUK-1. 
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Figure 4.6 – Center of mass distribution of water molecules at low loading – 1 molecule per 

simulation box, before the step in the isotherm – in the CUK-1(Ni) (a), CUK-1(Co) (b) and 

CUK-1(Mg) (c). Representation along the a-axis. 

Indeed, such a dual interaction between H2O and the CUK-1(Mg) framework seems 

to decrease the affinity of the MOF framework to water as supported by the lower water 

adsorption enthalpy calculated at very low coverage for this solid as compared to the two 

other analogues. Figure 4.7 shows that this trend holds true in the whole range of P/P0. 
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Figure 4.7 – Water Adsorption enthalpies computed for the CUK-1(Me) frameworks at 

303K as a function of the relative pressure. 

We further showed that the simulated water arrangement at saturation in CUK-1(Mg) 

reproduces very well the experimental scheme reported in the literature obtained from in-situ 

X-Ray Powder Diffraction [20] in terms of spatial distribution and conformation (see Figure 

4.8). A similar adsorption behavior was also obtained for the CUK-1(Ni) and CUK-1(Co) 

showing that the overall arrangement of confined water in the pores is similar for the three 

solids at saturation, in agreement with the similar water uptake at saturation observed in all 

the frameworks.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.8 – Comparison between the simulated (a) and experimental [20] (b) distribution of 

water at saturation in CUK-1 (Mg). Representation along the a-axis. 
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The similarity of the water arrangement in all CUK-1 frameworks at saturation was 

further confirmed by an analysis of the water clustering size. The average cluster sizes are 

very similar for the three frameworks constituted by 15 to 18 molecules for CUK-1(Ni) and 

CUK-1(Mg) respectively. This value is in excellent agreement with previous experimental 

findings [20]. In the representative snapshot of Figure 4.9a, two of these clusters are 

represented in a single pore of the CUK-1(Mg). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.9 – Representative snapshots obtained from GCMC water adsorption simulations at 

303 K and at saturation in a pore of CUK-1(Mg) showing the formation of (a) two 

independent water clusters containing about 18 molecules and (b) the arrangement of the 

water molecules as interconnected rings (molecules in blue, orange and green form 

respectively rings of 6, 5 and 4 molecules). Blue dashed lines represent hydrogen bonds 

among neighbor water molecules. Black dashed lines denote hydrogen bonds between water 

molecules and the hydroxyl groups of the MOF framework. Representation along the c-axis. 

a) 

b) 
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The GCMC simulations further evidenced that the pore size of CUK-1 is large 

enough to accommodate the formation of water in cycles. Most of these cycles are formed by 

4 to 7 molecules (cf. Figure 4.9b) either sharing edges or linked through single water 

molecules, a geometry in good agreement with the pentameric drums experimentally 

observed in CUK-1(Mg) [20]. 

Another aspect that was considered is the degree of hydrogen-bond connectivity of 

the water molecules adsorbed in the pores of the framework, here depicted by the number of 

hydrogen bonds per water molecule (NHB). As seen in Figure 4.10a, at saturation, the water 

molecules arrange themselves with a high level of connectivity (NHB ~ 3.5) very close to the 

value observed in bulk water (3.6). This high number of hydrogen bonds per molecule has a 

significant contribution of the interactions with the oxygen and nitrogen atoms of the pore 

wall (about 1 h-bond per water molecule), since the self-association of water molecules 

reaches a value of NHB of ~ 2.5 (cf. Figure 4.10b). At low loading, it was also observed that 

NHB is significantly lower in CUK-1(Mg), in relation with the lower interaction energy 

between this MOF and the water molecules. Finally, the similar NHB number found at high 

loading for all structures suggests that the water molecules arrange themselves similarly in all 

CUK-1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.10 – Total number of hydrogen bonds per water molecule (a) and number of 

hydrogen bonds per molecules considering only the self-interactions between water 

molecules (b). 
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III. MOF-801(Zr) 

The MOF-801(Zr) presents a Zr-based inorganic node– Zr6(µ3-O)4(µ3-OH)4 – 

coordinated to twelve fumarate linkers, forming three symmetry-independent cavities, two 

with similar diameter (4.8 and 5.6 Å) and tetrahedral shape and a third octahedral-shaped one 

with a larger diameter (7.4 Å) (cf. Figure 4.11). In a perfectly crystallized form, i.e. without 

the presence of any defects, this MOF shows the following chemical composition 

Zr6O4(OH)4(fumarate)6. However this material presents defects after activation, as suggested 

by the elemental chemical analysis [26], which revealed a carbon and hydrogen 

concentration for the activated sample lower than the theoretical value calculated for the 

perfect MOF-801(Zr) structure. As in other Zr-based MOFs (e.g. UiO-66) [27,28], most of 

these defects are assumed to occur in the form of missing linkers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.11 – (a) Perfect crystalline framework of the MOF-801(Zr). The blue and green 

balls indicate the inner space formed by two similar tetrahedral cages while the orange ball 

designates the space formed by the octahedral cage of this solid. In (b) and (c) one of the 

tetrahedral cavities and the octahedral cavity are illustrated respectively. 

The crystal structure of MOF-801(Zr) was previously solved from XRPD data [29]. 

During the course of our work on this material, a molecular simulation study was reported on 

a defective MOF-801(Zr) [1]. In this work, the authors supported that a crystal structure 

containing four missing linkers per unit cell would be the best model to represent the water 

a) b) 

c) 
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adsorption properties of the real MOF-801(Zr) sample. However, the quality of the 

reproduction of the experimentally water adsorption isotherm was still not entirely 

satisfactory. Particularly in terms of hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity of the material, their 

simulations led to an adsorption of water at significantly higher P/P0 compared to the 

experimental scenario (cf. Figure 4.12).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.12 – Comparison between GCMC water adsorption isotherms in an ideal MOF-

801(Zr) framework (black curve) and defect structures made by Choi et al. [1] with 1 (red 

curve), 2 (blue curve), and 4 (dark cyan curve) defects compared with experimental water 

adsorption isotherm reported by Furukawa et al. [26] in a single crystal (empty squares). 

Indeed, we complemented this previous work by developing a more general strategy 

to get an extensive molecular level characterization of the defects on the MOF-801(Zr) and 

their impacts on the water adsorption behavior. From a perfect crystalline structure, we 

created defects by randomly removing the linkers of this MOF. Different structures with 

pending Zr metallic atoms in the inorganic nodes were created by removing 2, 4, 8 and 12 

linkers of the unit cell. These vacancies were saturated by considering the addition of 1 H2O 

molecule and 1 OH group for each neighbor Zr pair in a similar way that it was previously 

proposed by a first-principle simulation of the defective UiO-66 [28]. Each of these 

defectives structure models as well as the non-defective model (called as ideal in the rest of 

the section) were geometry-optimized at the DFT level maintaining the experimental unit cell 
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parameters fixed employing a PBE-GGA functional [21,22] combined with the double 

numerical basis set containing polarization functions (DNP) on all atoms, as implemented in 

the Dmol
3
 module [23,24]. The resulting DFT-optimized frameworks are reported in Figure 

4.13. The partial charges of each atom of the framework were calculated using representative 

cluster models cleaved for each structure (cf. Figure 4.14) with the ESP fitting approach (see 

Table 4.2) [25].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.13 – DFT-optimized structural models developed to represent the MOF-801(Zr) 

structure with 2 (a), 4 (b), 8 (c), and 12 (d) missing linkers. The metallic vacancies are 

saturated with both OH groups and H2O molecules. 

a) b) 
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Figure 4.14 – Example of representative clusters cleaved from DFT optimized structures 

used in the derivation of ESP charges from the inorganic node (a) and organic linker (b) 

atoms. The atom types used in the derivation of those charges are indicated as labels. 

Table 4.2 – Atomic partial charges of the MOF-801(Zr) derived for an ideal crystal (id) and 

for defective structures missing 2 (D2), 4 (D4), 8 (D8) and 12 (D12) linkers. 

Atom types 
Ideal Defective models 

qid (e) qd2 (e) qd4 (e) qd8 (e) qd12 (e) 

Zr 2.446 2.465 2.319 2.331 2.302 

O2 -0.701 -0.679 -0.675 -0.677 -0.677 

O3 -1.179 -0.963 -1.096 -1.056 -0.970 

O4 -1.085 -1.377 -1.044 -1.054 -1.186 

H4 0.428 0.551 0.489 0.466 0.501 

C1 0.928 0.842 0.846 0.844 0.845 

C2 -0.303 -0.289 -0.284 -0.286 -0.286 

H2 0.166 0.164 0.169 0.167 0.167 

OOH - -0.993 -0.972 -0.986 -0.978 

HOH - 0.417 0.407 0.417 0.412 

OH2O - -0.852 -0.844 -0.861 -0.833 

HH2O - 0.422 0.423 0.418 0.414 

The LJ 12-6 parameters of the atoms in the inorganic nodes and organic linkers of the 

framework were respectively taken from the generic force fields DREIDING [17] and UFF 

[30]. GCMC simulations of the adsorption isotherms using the ideal and defective structure 

models were then carried out at 298 K. The simulation boxes were made of 8 conventional 

unit cells (2×2×2). 
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One first observation of the introduction of defects in the MOF-801(Zr) was the 

modification of the pore volume available for the water adsorption on the MOF. This can be 

seen in the calculated pore size distribution (PSD) of Figure 4.15. In the ideal structure 

model, we can easily identify three clear peaks associated to the pores of the MOF, two of 

similar diameter (i.e. 4.4 and 4.7 Å) corresponding to the tetrahedral cages and another of 

larger diameter (6.7 Å) associated with the octahedral cages. With the introduction of defects, 

other peaks appear in the PSD plot. These peaks are associated with intermediary diameters 

between the ones associated with the ideal tetrahedral and octahedral cages and could be 

assigned to the defective cages formed with the random introduction of defects in the MOF’s 

ideal structure model. The higher diameter of these cages compared to the tetrahedral cages 

indicate a gain in the pore volume with the introduction of defects.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.15 – Calculated pore size distribution for the ideal structure model of the MOF-

801(Zr) (black line) compared to the ones obtained on structure models with 4 (red line) and 

12 (blue line) missing linkers per unit cell. 

The simulated adsorption isotherms for the so-built structure models were compared 

to the corresponding experimental data reported by Furukawa et al. [26] on single crystal and 

powder samples, as well as those collected by our collaborators in KRICT on a powder 

sample they recently synthesized. Inspecting the resulting isotherms reported in Figure 4.16, 

we can observe that the simulations performed with an ideal structure show a much more 
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hydrophobic character than the experimental water isotherms. It is required to use structure 

models containing 4 defects and 12 defects per unit cell to reproduce the water adsorption 

isotherms reported respectively for single crystal and powder samples [26]. This first 

observation suggests that (i) the higher the quantity of defects, the higher the hydrophilicity 

of the MOF, as shown by the shift on the step-wise of the isotherms to lower P/P0, (ii) the 

concentration of defects on the MOFs-801(Zr) strongly depends on the synthesis conditions, 

since the simulated adsorption isotherms with 4 and 12 defects matches with the 

experimental ones obtained respectively on the single crystal and powder samples. However 

the simulations led to an underestimation of the water uptake obtained from our collaborators 

in KRICT.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.16 – Water adsorption isotherms on MOF-801(Zr) at 298 K calculated from GCMC 

simulations using an ideal crystal model (gray squares) and defective structural models with 

2 (black circles), 4 (red triangles), 8 (blue reverse triangles), and 12 (dark cyan crosses) 

defects per unit cell. These isotherms are compared to experimental water adsorption 

isotherms reported by Furukawa et al. [26] from single crystals (empty squares) and powder 

samples (empty circles), and an isotherm obtained in this work (empty triangles) in a powder 

sample. 

We further tested the hypothesis that the discrepancy between our simulations and the 

experimental data from KRICT would be assigned to a more efficient activation of the 

sample that would lead to the release of the water molecules coordinating the Zr atoms.  
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Indeed, as reported in Figure 4.17, considering the coordinated water of our structure models 

as part of the adsorbed molecules, the maximum theoretical adsorption uptake with a 

framework containing 12 defects per unit cell matches perfectly the maximum uptake 

obtained experimentally. This is an indication that our hypothesis is valid, especially 

considering that the release of a water molecule from the vacancy sites of the MOF-801(Zr) 

would not be so energetically demanding, because, as suggested by previous calculations 

reported in the literature [28], an intermediate bridging μ2-OH species that form between two 

neighbors Zr would stabilize the vacancies.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.17 – GCMC calculated water adsorption isotherm at 298K on MOF-801(Zr) model 

with 2 (filled circles), 4 (filled triangles), 8 (filled inverse triangles) and 12 (crosses) defects 

per unit cell, considering the water molecules adsorbed in the vacancy sites as adsorbed 

molecules. These calculated isotherms are compared to experimental adsorption isotherms 

obtained in this work by our collaborators in KRICT (open triangles). 

Using X-ray and neutron diffraction data, Furukawa et al. [26] studied the main 

adsorption sites of water in MOF-801(Zr). Considering the single crystal sample, they 

reported adsorption sites in the tetrahedral cages of the framework at low loading, associated 

with the connection of the water molecules to the μ2-OH groups (site 1) (cf. Figure 4.18a-b) 

as well as another site formed by the water molecules of the first interacting shell, which 

would arrange themselves in cubic clusters (site 2) (cf. Figure 4.18b) and finally in the 

octahedral cages of the framework, resulting from a self-association of the water molecules at 
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higher loading (site 3) (cf. Figure 4.18c). The same analysis conducted on the powder sample 

identified a fourth adsorption site at the center of the tetrahedral cages (site 4) (cf. Figure 

4.18d-e). Since the structure models of the MOF-801(Zr) framework with 4 and 12 defects 

were the most representative in the fitting of the adsorption behavior of respectively single 

crystal and powder samples, we used these models to correlate the water arrangements 

predicted from our GCMC simulations to the results obtained experimentally by Furukawa et 

al. [26]. For sake of comparison, we also studied the water arrangements in the ideal crystal 

structural model.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.18 – Reinterpretation of the adsorption sites of water molecules in the MOF-

801(Zr) made by Furukawa et al. [26] from XRPD experiments at 363 K in a single crystal 

sample (a-c) and from neutron powder diffraction data at room temperature in a powder 

sample (d-e). In (f), the tetrahedral and octahedral cavities of the MOF are evidenced. Figure 

adapted from ref. [26]. 

To study the organization of the water molecules in the pores of the MOF-801(Zr), 

we first used representative snapshots of the adsorption of water molecules in the structures. 

In an ideal framework, we observed a similar trend as evidenced in the experimental sitting 

a) b) c) 

d) e) f) 
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analysis. At low loadings, one notices that the water molecules are first adsorbed at the 

vicinity of the μ3-OH groups of the SBUs in the tetrahedral cavities (site 1, cf. Figure 4.19a). 

With a minor increase in the water loading, one can observe the water molecules arrange 

themselves in cuboid clusters in these cavities (site 2, cf. Figure 4.19b). Up to this point the 

octahedral cages are unoccupied. However, at high loadings these octahedral cages are filled 

(site 3) having the cuboid clusters in the tetrahedral cavities as hydrogen bond anchoring 

points from where the pore filling occurs (see Figure 4.19c).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.19 – Details of the snapshots from GCMC calculations of the water adsorption in 

the ideal MOF-801(Zr) framework model at 298 K. Water adsorption sites in the structure 

are evidenced at very low (a), intermediate (b) and high loading conditions (c). 

Although this findings are consistent with the description made by Furukawa et al. 

[26] using single crystal data, they do not allow to explain the existence of the fourth site 

obtained reported using powder data. We further explored the impact of the defects of the 

framework on the water distribution by considering as typical illustration the structure model 

containing 4 defects per unit cell. 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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Figure 4.20 – Details of snapshots from GCMC simulations of the water adsorption at 298 K 

in a defective framework of MOF-801(Zr) with 4 missing linkers per unit cell. Water 

adsorption sites in the structure are evidenced at very low (a), intermediate (b,c) and high 

loading conditions (d). 

On the contrary to the ideal framework, in the defective structure at low loading the 

water molecules are initially preferentially located in the tetrahedral cavities next to both the 

μ2-OH groups and the terminal groups connected to the Zr atoms, i.e. the hydroxyl groups 

(OHC) and coordinated water molecules (H2OC) (cf. Figure 4.20a). The formation of 

hydrogen bonds between the adsorbed water molecules and these hydrophilic sites 

coordinated to the Zr atoms are the main reason behind the gain in hydrophilicity of the 

framework with the introduction of defects (cf. Figure 4.16 and 4.17). The RDFs reported in 

Figure 4.21a-c showed that there is a hierarchy in the strength of the H-bonds between H2O 

molecules and these sites. This is clearly seen by the distinct equilibrium distances of the 

oxygen atoms of the water molecules (Ow) and the ones from each hydrophilic group. This 

allowed us to classify the hydrophilic groups according to the strength of their hydrogen 

bonds with the water molecules in the following manner: OHC > μ2-OH > H2OC. The 

respective equilibrium distance of the interactions between these groups and the water 

molecules – 2.55, 2.65 and 2.75 Å – are all substantially shorter than the water – water 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 
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interactions in the pores of the framework (2.88 Å) (cf. Figure 4.21d). It is important to 

notice that the relative order of strength of the H-bonds does not mean that the water 

molecules interact with one of these sites on the detriment of the others. On the contrary, as 

seen in Figure 4.20a, the water molecules interact with one, two or three of these sites 

concomitantly. Consequently, they are located in an intermediate position between the 

hydrophilic groups (cf. Figure 4.20a), consistent with the site 1 previously identified 

experimentally [26]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.21 – RDFs between the pairs Ow – O(OHC) (a), Ow – O(μ3-OH) (b), Ow – O(H2OC) 

(c) and Ow – Ow (d) obtained from GCMC water adsorption calculations in structural models 

of the MOF-801(Zr) with 2 (black lines), 4 (red lines), 8 (blue lines) and 12 (green lines) 

defects per unit cell at 298K and a relative pressure of 0.05. 
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When the concentration of water increases, the molecules arrange themselves in 

cuboid clusters in the tetrahedral cages which do not present defects, i.e. site 2, (cf. Figure 

4.20b). Alternatively, in tetrahedral cages presenting defects, the water molecules form 

clusters with similar number of molecules as before (8-12), but they do not arrange 

themselves in a specific geometric conformation, in relation with the fact that the cage is no 

more centrosymmetric with the introduction of defects (cf. Figure 4.20c). This configuration 

is likely to correspond to the fourth site experimentally identified in the powder sample, since 

the latter was assumed to contain a larger concentration of defects, as estimated from the 

comparison between the experimental and theoretical adsorption isotherms (cf. Figure 4.16 

and 4.17).  

In a more general perspective, we have explored the impact of the presence of defects 

on the organization of the water molecules in clusters. As seen in Figure 4.22, two regimes of 

cluster formation can be clearly identified: the first is the formation of small clusters which 

incorporate about eight molecules, i.e. the cuboid clusters in the ideal tetrahedral cavities and 

the distorted clusters near the hydrophilic groups. At higher loadings, these clusters start to 

interconnect, leading to the creation of a relatively large percolating water cluster reaching up 

to 200 molecules. As the concentration of defects on the framework increases, the average 

size of the small clusters grows from ~6 molecules in the ideal framework model to 8-12 

molecules in the defective structure with 12 missing linkers per unit cell. This is consistent 

with the larger pore volume available in the defective structures, as observed in the 

calculated PSD of Figure 4.15. Moreover, as the concentration of defects increases, the 

relative pressures at which the formation of clusters occurs is progressively shifted towards 

smaller values, in agreement with the enhancement of the hydrophilicity of the framework 

(cf. Figure 4.22).  

Now we consider the occupation of the octahedral cages. Just like in the ideal 

framework, the octahedral cages are only occupied at large uptake. Also similarly to what 

was observed in the ideal framework, the occupation of these cavities by water molecules is 

anchored by their hydrogen bonding with water clusters in the tetrahedral cage. As seen in 

Figure 4.20d, both the organized clusters from the ideal tetrahedral cages and the distorted 

clusters present in the defective cavities participate in this process. The full occupation of 
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these cavities may be taken as the bridge to the formation of the percolating clusters seen at 

saturation conditions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.22 – Average water cluster sizes obtained from the GCMC simulations of the water 

adsorption on the MOF-801(Zr) in an ideal crystal (grey squares) and in structure models 

with 2 (black circles), 4 (red triangles), 8 (blue reverse triangles) and 12 (dark cyan crosses) 

defects per unit cell. 

Another important parameter to assess the preferential interactions between the 

hydrophilic sites and the water molecules described in this section is the amount of hydrogen 

bonds each of the hydrophilic groups (OHc, H2Oc, μ-OH) are able to form with the adsorbed 

water. We thus calculated the number of hydrogen bonds per hydrophilic group at different 

relative pressures for the defective frameworks. In Figure 4.23, it is clear that each of the 

groups connected to Zr forms a number of hydrogen bonds almost twice higher than μ2-OH. 

Moreover, in general the number hydrogen bonds are seen to be sharply increased with the 

step in water isotherm, a clear reflex of the increase in the mutual association of the water 

molecules during this process. Furthermore, as the concentration of defects introduced in the 

MOF-801(Zr) increases, we observed a clear increase of the number of hydrogen bonds 

formed by each of the adsorbed water molecules. For instance, in the structure model with 2 

defects per unit cell, each water molecules makes about 2 hydrogen bonds each, in a model 

with 12 defects this number reaches almost 3, a high value considering the relatively 

confined environment of this MOF. This increase in the hydrogen bond connectivity of the 
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adsorbed water molecules can then be attributed to the more hydrophilic environment of the 

pore wall caused by the polar groups occupying the Zr vacancies on the defective framework 

models.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.23 – Number of hydrogen bonds per hydrophilic groups - OHC (a), μ-OH (b), and 

H2Oc (c) – and per adsorbed water molecules (d) obtained from GCMC calculations in the 

interval of P/P0 from 1×10
-4

 to 1 for the structure models of the MOF-801(Zr) with 2 (black 

lines), 4 (red lines), 8 (blue lines) and 12 (dark cyan lines) missing linkers per unit cell. 

We finally explored the strength of the water interactions in the MOF by comparing 

the simulated adsorption enthalpies with the experimental isosteric heat of adsorption (Qst). 

The isosteric heat of adsorption previously reported for water in this MOF varies in the range 

of 55 – 60 kJ.mol
-1

 [31,32] which is also consistent with the value determined by our 

collaborators (~52 kJ.mol
-1

). This value remains significantly lower than in zeolites (~70 

kJ.mol
-1

) [33] characterized by a high interaction between water and the extra-framework 
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cations. Using an ideal crystal model, we have obtained a simulated adsorption enthalpy 

ranging from 30 to 40 kJ.mol
-1

 (cf. Figure 4.24), consistent with the higher P/P0 of the step of 

the water isotherm obtained in such non-defective framework. On the other hand, the 

simulated values considering defective structure models (50 – 60 kJ.mol
-1

) (cf. Figure 4.24) 

fit well with the experimental findings. This is clearly related to higher hydrophilicity of the 

framework induced by the interaction of the defective hydrophilic sites with the adsorbent. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.24 – Comparison between experimental isosteric heat of adsorption from the 

literature [32] (empty squares) and obtained in this work by our collaborators in the KRICT 

(empty circles) with adsorption enthalpies obtained from GCMC calculations at 298 K as 

function of the water uptake in an ideal crystal model of the MOF-801(Zr) (black squares) 

and in defective models with 4 (red circles) and 12 (blue triangles) missing linkers per unit 

cell.  
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IV. MIL-100(Fe) 

MIL-100(Fe) is built from the assembly of trimers of Fe(III) octahedra and trimesate 

carboxylates [34]. This association of ligand/inorganic nodes leads to the formation of 

supertetrahedra of ca. 9.5 Å. These supertetrahedra further assemble themselves into a MTN 

zeolitic architecture delimiting two mesoporous cages of 25 Å and 29 Å free apertures 

accessible through windows of 5.5 and 8.6 Å [35] (cf. Figure 4.25). In its pristine form, each 

inorganic trimer of MIL-100(Fe) contains 2 Fe
III

 coordinated to H2O and 1 Fe(III) bounded to 

1 terminal –OH group.  The activation allows the evacuation of the coordinated water leading 

to 2 Fe(III) coordinated unsaturated sites [36]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.25 – Framework model of the MIL-100(Fe), evidencing the supertetrahedra 

structure formed by the association of a Fe3O cluster – containing 2 CUS Fe(III) sites and 1 

terminal OH group  – with trimesate ligands (a) and the association of these structures in 

larger cavities showing hexagonal and pentagonal windows (b) and only pentagonal windows 

(c). These cavities are then interconnected forming a continuous 3D network (d). 

a) b) c) 

d) 
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The MIL-100(Fe) framework was modelled in its OH-version using a crystal 

structure previously elucidated by X-ray diffraction [35]. 1 OH group per Fe3O trimer was 

added to the exposed Fe sites to be consistent with the experimental observation. The atomic 

positions were first geometry optimized by a forcefield-based energy minimization as 

implemented in the Forcite module of the BIOVIA software package Materials Studio (MS) 

[37], in which the framework atoms of the inorganic and organic nodes were described by the 

UFF [16] and DREIDING [17] forcefields respectively while the charges were treated in a 

first approximation using the electronegativity equalization method. Two representative 

clusters (Figure 4.26) of the inorganic and organic nodes of the MOF were cleaved from the 

optimized framework and saturated with hydrogen atoms in order to calculate the partial 

atomic charges in MIL-100(Fe) at the Density Functional Theory (DFT) level employing the 

GGA/PBE [21] functional combined with a double numerical basis set containing 

polarization functions (DNP), as implemented in the Dmol
3
 module [38]. The partial charges 

(see Table 4.3) were derived using the ESP fitting approach [39]. 

Table 4.3 – Atomic partial charges attributed to the atomic partial charges for each atom type 

(defined in Figure 4.26). 

Atom type q (e) 

Fe1 1.3872 

Fe2 1.2487 

C1 0.5450 

C2 0.1387 

C3 -0.2152 

O1 -0.7023 

O2 -0.5912 

O3 -0.5236 

OOH -0.6673 

HOH 0.3767 

H1 0.1638 
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Figure 4.26 – Selected cluster models representing the atoms of the inorganic node (Fe1, 

Fe2, O1, O2, O3, OOH, and HOH) (a) and the organic linker (C1, C2, C3, H1) (b) considered 

in the calculation of the ESP partial charges in the OH- version of the MIL-100(Fe). 

A small cluster (SC) containing the inorganic Fe3O node saturated by formate (Figure 

4.27) was further used to calculate the interaction energy for H2O as a function of the 

distance separating this guest and the CUS Fe(III) sites at the DFT level. The geometry 

optimization of this small cluster containing 1 H2O adsorbed molecule was first performed 

using spin-unrestricted calculations. This calculation was performed using the Quantum 

Espresso package [40,41] with plane wave functions as basis set and the GGA PBE 

functional [21]. The ion cores were described by Vanderbilt ultrasoft pseudopotentials [42] 

with a kinetic energy cutoff of 60 Ry and a density cutoff of 600 Ry. A gamma centered k-

sampling of the reciprocal space was performed with a Gaussian smearing of 0.005 Ry 

broadening. The ground spin states of the central metallic atoms in these clusters were 

checked, showing that all the Fe(III) are high spin (sextet) with a lowest energy spin 

configuration of (+5,-5,+5), thus a total spin value of the cluster S = 5 (sextet). The Fe-H2O 

energy potential was then obtained from single-point energy calculations at different Fe-H2O 

distances. The interaction energy was calculated using the following expression: Eint = 

ESC+H2O – (ESC + EH2O), where ESC+H2O corresponds to the energy of the optimized guest-

loaded cluster while ESC and EH2O are the energies of the SC model and the guest molecule 

considered as single species respectively. The resulting interaction energy curve is plotted in 

Figure 4.28. One can observe that the minimum corresponds to an interaction energy of -70 
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kJ.mol
-1

 which matches well with the experimental isosteric heat of adsorption measured at 

low coverage (-80 kJ.mol
-1

) (c.f. Figure 4.31).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.27 – Small cluster (SC) used for the parameterization of the Fe – H2O interactions. 

In blue, red, gray and white are represented respectively Fe, O, C and H atoms. 

In our GCMC simulations the interactions between MIL-100(Fe) framework and H2O 

were thus treated as a sum of a van der Waals contribution and a Coulombic term.  

(1) The interactions between H2O and all the atoms of the framework with the 

exception of the uncoordinated Fe(III) atoms (CUS Fe(III)) were modelled using a LJ 12-6 

and a Coulombic potentials to model the van der Waals and electrostatic interactions 

respectively (Equation 4.1). The LJ 12-6 parameters were taken from the generic forcefields 

DREIDING [17] and UFF [16] for the atoms present in the organic and inorganic nodes 

respectively while the ESP charges derived above were considered for all constitutive atoms. 

In this work we decided to compare two different four-site models to represent the water: 

TIP4P/2005 [13] and TIP4P-Ew [18] corresponding to one LJ site centered in the oxygen 

atom and three charged sites (see chapter 2, section I.6).  

(2) The interactions between H2O and the CUS Fe(III) atoms were described by a 

Buckingham potential and a Coulombic term (Equation 4.2). The parameterization of the 

repulsion (A and B) and dispersive (C) coefficients of the Buckingham potential was carried 
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out by fitting the DFT-calculated CUS Fe(III) – H2O interaction energy (EFe-H2O). This curve 

was obtained by subtracting to the quantum-derived total interaction energy (Eint), the LJ 12-

6 (ELJ) and Coulombic (EQ) contributions between the H2O molecules and the rest of the 

atoms of the cluster, i.e. EFe–H2O = UBE – ULJ - UQ. The charges obtained for the cluster atoms 

were the same applied to the rest of the framework with a slight change for the charges of the 

terminal hydrogen atoms so that the total cluster charge is zero. 

The overall interatomic potential to describe the H2O/MIL-100(Fe) interaction thus 

shows the following analytical formula: 

𝐸(𝑟𝑖𝑗) =

{
 
 

 
 ∑

1

4𝜋𝜀0

𝑞𝑖𝑞𝑗

𝑟𝑖𝑗
𝑖,𝑗

+ 4𝜀𝑖𝑗 [(
𝜎𝑖𝑗

𝑟𝑖𝑗
)

12

− (
𝜎𝑖𝑗

𝑟𝑖𝑗
)

6

] , 𝑖 ≠ 𝐶𝑈𝑆 𝐹𝑒(𝐼𝐼𝐼)                                (4.1)

∑
1

4𝜋𝜀0

𝑞𝑖𝑞𝑗

𝑟𝑖𝑗
𝑖,𝑗

+ [𝐴𝑒−B𝑟𝑖𝑗 −
C

𝑟𝑖𝑗6
] , 𝑖 = 𝐶𝑈𝑆 𝐹𝑒(𝐼𝐼𝐼)                                              (4.2)

 

Where rij stands for the distance separating atoms of the MOF and of water (respectively i 

and j), εij and σij for the crossed LJ 12-6 parameters between these sites and qi for the partial 

charge of center i. 

The subtraction of the LJ 12-6 and Coulombic contributions on the DFT energy curve 

results in similar EFe-H2O energy profiles using both TIP4P/2005 and TIP4P-Ew models (cf. 

Figure 4.28). The resulting Buckingham potential parameters are summarized in Table 4.4. 

The comparisons between the DFT- and the forcefield derived curves are reported in Figure 

4.29. The so-obtained excellent agreement between these two sets of data emphasizes the 

quality of fitting.    

Table 4.4 – Buckingham parameters associated to the interactions of the CUS Fe(III) atoms 

and the models of water studied herein. 

Buckingham parameters TIP4P/2005 TIP4P-Ew 

A (kJ.mol
-1

) 969868 1130550 

B (Å
-1

) 4.731 4.952 

C (kJ.mol
-1

.Å
6
) 5905.7 4907 
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The interactions between the H2O molecules themselves were treated by a LJ 12-6 term and a 

Coulombic contribution as defined in the microscopic models employed to describe them.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.28 – Total binding energy versus H2O – Fe(III) distances (solid lines) obtained 

from the DFT calculations between the SC cluster and a water molecule and the 

deconvolution of this curve into LJ 12-6 (dashed lines), Coulombic (dotted lines) and the 

CUS Fe(III) – H2O (dotted-dashed lines) contributions using the TIP4P/2005 (a) and TIP4P-

Ew (b) models of water. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.29 – Comparison between the total binding energy curves derived from DFT (black 

dots) and the forcefield approach using the water models TIP4P/2005 (red dashed line) and 

TIP4P-Ew (blue dotted line) versus the Fe – H2O distance in the SC cluster. 
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These force fields were then implemented in a GCMC scheme to predict the water 

adsorption at 298 K in MIL-100(Fe) using a simulation box with a single unit cell.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.30 – (a) Comparison between the experimental water adsorption isotherm collected 

by our collaborators in KRICT (-■-) and those reported by Küsgens et al. (-▲-) and Jeremias 

et al. (-●-) at 298 K. (b) Comparison between the experimental (black symbol) and the 

simulated water adsorption isotherm: simulations using TIP4P-Ew (red line) and TIP4P/2005 

(blue line) models for water. 

The experimental adsorption isotherms and enthalpies were first used to verify the 

validity of the microscopic models (charges, force field parameters…) used in the GCMC 

simulations. As seen in Figure 4.30, the experimental water adsorption isotherm of MIL-

100(Fe) obtained from our collaborators in KRICT exhibits a particular shape, with a gain in 

uptake at very low partial pressures (P/P0 < 0.05) which gradually increases until P/P0 = 0.2-

0.3. At this stage, the water loading increases abruptly in two steps with the second step 

occurring at P/P0 ≈ 0.5 before observing a saturation regime at P/P0 = 0.6. Such a shape of 

the water isotherm is very close that reported by previous works conducted in the same 

domain of temperature [2,3] (cf. Figure 4.30a). One can however notice that the water 

saturation uptake is slightly higher most probably due to a more efficient activation of the 

sample prior to the adsorption measurements. Figure 4.30b clearly evidences that the GCMC 

simulated adsorption isotherm using the water model TIP4P-Ew fits better the corresponding 

experimental data both in shape and in amount adsorbed. On the other hand, the TIP4P/2005 

model clearly overestimates the uptake in the whole P/P0 range, with the exception of P/P0 < 

0.05. This disparity is due to the fact that these models predict different water-water 
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interactions, which are mainly involved in the pore filling process observed experimentally at 

P/P0 > 0.2 (as explained later). This result reinforces the system-dependence of the water 

models to the description of the water adsorption in different pore topologies, since so far the 

TIP4P/2005 was revealed to be more adequate to describe the water adsorption in the other 

MOFs presented in this chapter. Furthermore, a good agreement was also obtained between 

the GCMC calculated adsorption enthalpy at low coverage using the TIP4P-Ew model and 

the experimental heat of adsorption (76 kJ.mol
-1

 and 80 kJ.mol
-1

 respectively). One can also 

observe that the experimental isosteric heat is well reproduced in the whole range of water 

loading (see Figure 4.31). This excellent agreement on macroscopic data fully validated the 

microscopic models used to describe the H2O/MIL-100(Fe) system, a crucial requirement to 

further get reliable insight into the microscopic adsorption mechanism in play.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.31 – Heat of water adsorption obtained experimentally (open symbols) compared to 

the simulated water adsorption enthalpy using TIP4P-Ew (filled symbols). The results 

obtained in this work (circles) are compared with the experimental results previously 

reported by Jeremias et al.[2]. 

It is expected that the CUS Fe(III) sites would be the first to be occupied by the water 

molecules, this high affinity leading to the sharp increase in the uptake observed at very low 

P/P0. This is clearly confirmed by the GCMC simulations which evidenced that for a relative 

pressure of 5x10
-4

, the amount of water adsorbed is equivalent to the concentration of CUS 

sites (136 atoms/unit cell or 3.25×10
-3

 mmol.g
-1

). In this domain of pressure, the RDF for the 
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CUS Fe(III)-oxygen atoms of the water molecules (OW) (Figure 4.32a) shows a sharp peak at 

the equilibrium distance of 2.10 Å. The integration of this peak shows a value of N(r) ≈ 1, 

indicating that all CUS sites are coordinated by water.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.32 – RDFs (solid lines) and their integration (dashed lines) for the pair CUS Fe(III) 

– OW at P/P0 = 5x10
-4

 (a) and the pairs OW – OW (b) and OW – O-OH (c) at the partial 

pressures of 0.001 (black lines), 0.01 (red line), 0.1 (blue line), 0.2 (green line). 

Once the CUS sites are fully coordinated by water, a second adsorption regime takes 

place. In such regime, a gradual increase in the uptake is observed up to P/P0 = 0.2. This 

region is assigned to the interactions between the adsorbed water molecules and both the 

water molecules coordinated to the CUS Fe(III), labelled as H2OC, which henceforth act as a 

hydrophilic group, and the terminal -OH groups bounded to the Fe. This statement is 

supported by the RDFs plotted in Figure 4.32b and 4.32c, which unambiguously show an 
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increase of the number of interactions between the water molecules and these groups as the 

partial pressure increases as attested by the increase of the intensity of the corresponding 

RDF peaks.  

An in-depth analysis of the snapshots over the whole relative pressure allowed us to 

identify sequential water adsorption regimes. The first is the water coordination of the CUS 

Fe(III) sites at very low pressures as discussed above and identified in Figures 4.33a and 

4.33b. At this stage, the water molecules interact mostly with the CUS Fe(III) and only a few 

molecules interact with the rest of the MOF framework. As the pressure increases (P/P0 = 

0.01), the extra H2O molecules form hydrogen bonds with the H2OC molecules and the 

terminal OH groups more effectively in the pentagonal windows but also in the hexagonal 

ones (see in Figure 4.33c and 4.33d). When the relative pressure increases, the adsorbed 

water molecules start clustering in the pentagonal windows (P/P0 = 0.1), as seen in Figures 

4.33e and 4.33f. This clustering continues as pressure increases up to a point where all the 

pentagonal windows are occupied by the H2O molecules (P/P0 = 0.2). At this stage, it is 

remarkable that this clustering also takes place in the hexagonal windows (Figures 4.33g and 

4.33h). From this point, the water molecules start to populate the cages of the MOF 

framework in a pore filling mechanism corresponding to the first step observed at P/P0 > 0.2. 

However, the H2O molecules do not fill both cages of the MOF uniformly. At P/P0 = 0.3, a 

comparison between Figures 4.33i and 4.33j shows that the smaller cages of the framework 

are filled first while the larger cages, the only ones containing hexagonal windows, remain 

practically unoccupied. This observation is consistent with the fact that the most confined 

environment corresponds to the preferential water adsorption. Such a scenario further 

changes at P/P0 > 0.5, where the population of the larger cages (Figures 4.33k and 4.33l) 

corresponds to the second step observed in the adsorption isotherm at P/P0 = 0.55. 
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Figure 4.33 – Representative snapshots showing the simulated preferential adsorption sites 

of water in the pentagonal (a, c, e, g, I and k) and hexagonal (b, d, f, h, j and l) windows of 

MIL-100(Fe) at P/P0 = 0.001 (a, b), 0.01 (c, d), 0.1 (e, f), 0.2 (g, h), 0.3 (i, j) and 0.5 (k, l). 

 

a) b) c) 

d) e) f) 

g) h) i) 

j) k) l) 
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As a further step, a careful analysis of the hydrogen bonding of the water molecules 

was also considered. Figure 4.34 reports the evolution of the number of hydrogen bonds 

between each hydrophilic group of the MOF framework (H2Oc and –OH terminal) and the 

adsorbed water molecules as a function of the water loading. This plot clearly shows a larger 

fraction of terminal -OH groups involved in the hydrogen bonding vs H2OC in the range P/P0 

< 0.2, for which the filling of the smaller pores is achieved. This observation is consistent 

with the higher intensity of the RDF corresponding to the terminal-OH / H2O pair (Figure 

4.32b) compared to that of the H2OC /H2O pair (Figure 4.32c). When P/P0 = 0.2 is reached, 

then the fraction of both hydrogen bonds towards terminal-OH and H2OC becomes similar, 

each species establishing 1 hydrogen bond in average. Once this stage is achieved, we 

observe a sudden increase of the fraction of hydrogen bonds which follows the same trend 

than the adsorption isotherm, with a plateau of 2 hydrogen bonds per group attained at a P/P0 

> 0.5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.34 – Evolution of the number of terminal -OH – H2O hydrogen bonds per -OH 

group (black squares) and the number of H2OC – H2O hydrogen bonds per H2OC molecule 

(red circles) as a function of the relative pressure. 
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During the population of the cages which occurs in the range 0.2 < P/P0 < 0.5, it is 

clearly stated that the number of hydrogen bonds per –OH and H2OC increases significantly 

up to reach a value of 2.5. In Figures 4.35a-d, this evolution of the hydrogen bonds involving 

-OH groups and H2OC molecules is illustrated by representative snapshots considered at the 

beginning (P/P0 = 0.24, Figures 4.35a and 4.35b) and in the middle of the filling process 

(P/P0 = 0.44, Figures 4.35c and 4.35d). The participation of the -OH and H2OC groups in the 

filling process is reinforced by their involvement in the cluster formed by the H2O within the 

cages of the MOF (cf. Figure 4.35c and 4.35d). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.35 – Snapshots showing the hydrogen bonds (red dashed lines) between the H2O 

molecules and the -OH groups (a, c) and the H2OC molecules (b, d) at the partial pressures of 

0.24 and 0.44. At the beginning of the filling process, each hydrophilic group is in average 

hydrogen bonded to one H2O molecule. With the progress of the pore filling, the number of 

H2O molecules connected to these sites is doubled.  

b) 

P/P0 = 0.24 

d) 

P/P0 = 0.44 

a) 

P/P0 = 0.24 

c) 

P/P0 = 0.44 
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V. Conclusion 

This chapter described the main computational results obtained on the water 

adsorption behavior of three MOFs – CUK-1(Me), MOF-801(Zr) and MIL-100(Fe) – which 

have been presented as potential candidates for adsorption-based heat reallocation 

applications. These materials have shown peculiar water adsorption mechanisms that have 

not been fully disclosed in the literature, such as the tuning of the material hydrophobicity by 

changing the nature of the metal in the inorganic node (CUK-1), the influence of both defects 

(MOF-801) and unsaturated metal sites (MIL-100) in the water adsorption profile. Classical 

calculations using generic and quantum derived potentials were then used to explain the 

origin of the peculiar water adsorption behavior in these MOFs from an in-depth analysis at 

the microscopic scale, i.e. the preferential adsorption sites, the spatial distribution of water, 

and the hydrogen bond and cluster organization in these frameworks. We were able to (i) 

determine the influence of the SBU metal partial charge on the arrangement of water in the 

pore of CUK-1(Me) that controls the hydrophilicity of the corresponding solid (ii) identify 

the key role played by defects in the adsorption behavior of the MOF-801(Zr) not only in 

terms of hydrophilicity but also in terms of water uptake and (iii)  reveal the impact of the 

presence of the CUS sites on the step-wise adsorption behavior of MIL-100(Fe); in this later 

case we evidenced that the use of a different water model can slightly impact the resulting 

adsorption isotherms.  

The unraveling of the particular mechanisms involved in the water adsorption on the 

aforementioned materials may be directly used to develop strategies for tuning the isotherm 

profile adequate for adsorption-based heat reallocation applications.  
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This thesis was devoted to the combination of quantum- and force-field based 

computational tools to unravel the microscopic behavior of water confined in porous 

materials, showing outstanding performances for proton conduction or adsorption-driven heat 

transfer (AHT) applications. The materials of interest were selected during the course of the 

PhD by an experimental screening approach that was applied to a large series of solids with 

features pre-requisite for both applications. We mostly focused on the MOF materials owing 

to their great advantages in terms of tuneable functionality, topology and pore size/shape, 

which make them very attractive for proton conduction and AHT applications among others. 

The objective was to examine the organization and/or dynamics of the confined water and its 

interactions with the host framework, in order to identify the key features that govern the 

water-assisted proton conduction and the water adsorption mechanisms in play in porous 

solids.  

The description of the water-mediated proton conduction mechanisms was firstly 

investigated using porous solids presenting key features as proton electrolytes, i.e. a high 

water stability, sources of acidic protons and an ordered arrangement of confined species (i.e. 

water) acting as proton media. Two MOFs, the 3D MIL-163(Zr) and the 2D KAUST-7’, and 

one porous 3D titanium phosphate Ti
IV

Ti
IV

(HPO4)4 were thus considered. Apart from their 

different topology, these solids also differ from the nature of their proton source with 

phenolate, phosphate and coordinated water molecules for MIL-163(Zr), Ti
IV

Ti
IV

(HPO4)4 and 

KAUST-7’, respectively. A panel of computational techniques was considered for exploring 

the fully hydrated solids that allowed to gain insight into the proton migration mechanism at 

different levels, starting from the simple illustration of the proton pathway through the H-

bonded network involving water molecules with classical MC and MD simulations up the 

description of the proton transfer resulting in a series of bonds breaking/formation with more 

advanced quantum calculations. MIL-163(Zr) was firstly examined as model system, since a 

rigid framework was considered in the MC calculations performed in the NVT ensemble to 

describe the fully hydrated solid. The proton conduction mechanism was discussed by 

examining the water molecules arrangement inside the MOF porosity, which was 

demonstrated to form a percolating hydrogen bond network, connecting the proton sources 

through the water molecules. This configuration was assumed to offer an optimal scenario for 
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the proton propagation inside the MOF. As a second step, the more complex KAUST-7’ was 

investigated. To take into account the highly confined environment of the adsorbed water 

molecules in this solid and the resulting water-assisted structural rearrangements of the MOF 

framework, AIMD calculations were adopted. In addition to taking into account the 

framework flexibility, the AIMD strategy provides direct insight into the proton conduction 

mechanism since it allows the description of bond breaking/formation. For KAUST-7’, the 

AIMD calculations evidenced the local dynamics of the adsorbed water molecules, resulting 

in a H-bonded network characterized by a continuous evolution that implies ever-changing 

cleavage/formation of hydrogen-bonds between the adsorbed water molecules, the fluorine 

species present in this material and the coordinated water molecules. Such a reorganization of 

the H-bond network generates favorable pathways for the proton propagation at the origin of 

the excellent conduction properties of this material experimentally evidenced. Finally, a 

similar strategy was deployed to investigate the purely inorganic Ti
IV

Ti
IV

(HPO4)4, but 

starting with the implementation of a flexible forcefield in the classical MD simulations to 

describe the local relaxation of the phosphate groups (POH) in the water-saturated solid, 

prior to elucidate the proton migration by AIMD calculations. These calculations revealed 

that the preferential conformation of the confined water molecules forms a 3D hydrogen 

bonded network starting from the proton source (i.e. POH groups) and resulting in the 

connection of the different pores of the solid via the water molecules, leading to optimal 

conditions for transferring the proton at long distances. Compared to KAUST-7’, these 

calculations allowed to gain additional information on the proton solvation structure, which 

involves the interconversion between hydronium and Zundel cation species.  

It then turns out that the Grotthus-like mechanism experimentally evidenced in the so-studied 

water-mediated proton conducting porous solid is: 

- Only partly described using classical force-field based approaches, which gives a 

static representation of the H-bonded network connecting the proton source and the 

mediated carriers.  

- Fully characterized using an AIMD strategy, with a complete illustration of the 

proton transfer through the rearrangement of the H-bonded network resulting from 
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the local dynamics of the species, with for instance the evidence of the 

hydronium/Zundel interconversion.  

The second part of this thesis was dedicated to the description of the water adsorption 

mechanism in MOFs materials, which were selected for their promising properties as water 

adsorbents for AHT applications, based on their COP performances. The impact of the metal 

nature incorporated in the inorganic node, the presence of missing linkers as defects and the 

existence of unsaturated metal sites on the water adsorption isotherm profile was examined 

through the respective investigation of CUK-1(Me), MOF-801(Zr) and MIL-100(Fe) as 

typical examples. From a technical point of view, the adsorption of water was modeled with 

classical MC calculations using generic or quantum derived potentials depending on the 

complexity of the solid. The analysis of the simulated and the experimental water adsorption 

isotherm provided information in terms of water uptake at saturation and hydrophilicity 

(illustrated by the P/P0 position of the first step-wise of the adsorption isotherm), being both 

crucial features regarding the AHT applications. In addition, a peculiar attention was devoted 

to develop an in-depth analysis to fully describe at the microscopic level the preferential 

adsorption sites of water, their spatial distribution and more specifically the hydrogen bond 

network and the water cluster organization.  

From this computational effort, we successfully correlated the chemical features of 

the so-investigated MOFs with their specific water adsorption behaviors. In the case of CUK-

1(Me), we evidenced that the hydrophilicity of the solid can be tuned by changing the metal 

nature of the inorganic node, due to specific atomic charge redistributions on the polarizable 

nitrogen atoms of the organic linkers. This point is particularly relevant, keeping in mind the 

versatility in replacing the metal center of the MOFs, while most of the structures ever tested 

for AHT purposes were restrictive to the investigation of only one type of the metal center. 

For MOF-801(Zr), a full understanding of the role of the defective missing linkers on the 

water adsorption properties was achieved via a deep examination of the water arrangements 

inside the different cages of the MOF, according to the water loading. It was shown that the 

missing linker introduces attractive sites (-OH or -H2O molecules) that anchor the first 

adsorbed water molecules, increasing the hydrophilicity of the MOF at low loading, 

illustrated by the shift of the water adsorption step-wise towards lower P/P0 values compared 
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to the non-defective material, while the water uptake at saturation rises with the defects 

increase, due to a larger pore volume. This prediction confirms the tremendous interest in 

controlling the design of defective MOFs for improving their performances in specific 

domains such as the AHT application through the control of the hydrophilicity. Finally, the 

adsorption of water in MIL-100(Fe) was examined using first DFT calculations to derive the 

potential energy curve corresponding to the interactions between the coordinated unsaturated 

Fe(III) sites and water, which was further implemented in GCMC calculations. A detailed 

analysis of the water adsorption isotherm in terms of multi-steps profile was elucidated. As 

expected, the first water molecules have a strong affinity with the CUS sites, resulting in the 

creation of coordinated waters, which further play as anchor sites for the following water 

molecules as the water loading increases. Then, a water clustering occurs in both types of 

cages of the MIL-100(Fe), resulting in the pore filling mechanism of the smaller cages 

followed by that of the larger cages with increasing P/P0.  

We are convinced that the systematic strategy we applied with a strong interplay 

between our simulation and experimental data delivers a solid microscopic description of the 

water arrangement inside porous solids as well as the water-assisted proton migration in this 

challenging family of solids. This work led to the publications of 7 articles in the most 

recognized journals in Physical Chemistry and 3 more are currently being submitted. There is 

however much effort to be deployed to rationalize the performances of this series of materials 

with respect to the two targeted applications. This is far more complex than other adsorption 

related applications such as CO2 capture for which the domain is quite mature to be able to 

anticipate the requirements in terms of chemical and topological features of the optimal 

adsorbents to favor a thermodynamic-based or molecular sieving separation with respect to 

other gases such as CH4 and N2. More specifically in the field of proton conductive materials, 

the experimental screening evidenced that even for materials that integrate a priori the 

optimal features to ensure a high proton conduction, the performances were not as good as 

expected. This is one of the most challenging issues that will be needed to be tackled in the 

future to pave the way towards the development of new and outperforming materials.  
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Abstract 

The objective of this PhD thesis was to gain insight into the proton dynamics and water 

adsorption mechanisms in novel porous materials that have been identified experimentally as 

promising candidates for low temperature proton conduction and adsorption-based heat 

reallocation-related applications. This was achieved by combining advanced computational tools 

at the electronic (Density Functional Theory) and atomic (force field_based Monte Carlo and 

Molecular Dynamics) levels to (i) reveal the water-assisted proton migration pathway through 

the pores of the hybrid metal organic frameworks MIL-163(Zr) and KAUST-7’and the inorganic 

phosphate Ti
IV

Ti
IV

(HPO4)4 materials at the origin of their outstanding proton conduction 

performances and (ii) explain the water adsorption behaviors of a series of metal organic 

frameworks CUK-1(Me), MOF-801(Zr) and MIL-100(Fe) that can be tuned by changing the 

nature of the metal center, creating defects and incorporating coordinatively unsaturated sites. 

Such a fundamental understanding is expected to pave the way towards a more efficient 

development of materials for the two explored applications. 

Keywords: Proton conduction, adsorption based heat reallocation, porous materials, water 

adsorption, proton dynamics, molecular simulations. 

Résumé 

L’objectif de la thèse a été de comprendre la dynamique protonique et l'adsorption d'eau dans de 

nouveaux matériaux poreux identifiés expérimentalement comme des candidats prometteurs pour 

des applications dans le domaine de la conduction protonique et du transfert de chaleur par 

adsorption. Dans ce contexte, des simulations à l’échelle électronique (Théorie de la 

fonctionnelle de la Densité) et atomique (Monte Carlo et Dynamique Moléculaire classique) ont 

permis (i) d’élucider les mécanismes de conduction protonique assistées par l’eau de deux 

matériaux hybrides de type MOFs, MIL-163(Zr) et KAUST-7', et d'un phosphate de titane, 

Ti
IV

Ti
IV

(HPO4)4 à l’origine de leurs performances exceptionnelles et (ii) d’interpréter les 

comportements d’adsorption de l’eau d’une série de matériaux hybrides CUK-1(Me), MOF-

801(Zr) and MIL-100(Fe) qui peuvent être modulées par la nature de leur centre métallique, la 

création de défauts et l’incorporation de sites de coordination insaturés.  Cette connaissance 

fondamentale devrait permettre de voir émerger de façon plus efficace des matériaux pour les 

deux applications visées. 

Mots clefs: Conduction protonique, transfert de chaleur par adsorption, matériaux poreux, 

adsorption d’eau, dynamique protonique, simulations moléculaires. 

 

 

 


